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Executive Summary 

The marketing concept of selling coupons at deal sites has become increasingly popular on 

the Danish market the last years; which could probably be explained by the selling tagline of the 

concept of 50% discount or more on the offered deals.  

For this paper, I was however interested in another factor that is perhaps not as obvious as 

the mentioned construct, which is social influence on consumer behavior. Especially two aspects 

of it have been commonly studied by scholars: normative (influence related to social 

expectations of others) and informational influence (influence related to accepting information 

from others). These effects on online purchasing were examined by looking at the various 

decision-making processes that are behind a purchase on the deal site, which I suggested in this 

case to be originating from predefined shopping motives. According to this structure, the 

shopping motives would lead browsers to search for information and evaluate upon this, before 

resulting in a potential purchase. By dividing a purchase to the various motives and stages of 

decisions, it is then easier to understand how social influence occurs, why it occurs and what 

consequences it will have on the individual purchaser. 

The examinations took place by conducting a research process of screening and interviewing 

voluntary participants, which in this case were students from 20-30 years old in Copenhagen 

area. To some surprise, I found social influence to have an impact in all cases of shopping 

motives on the deal sites in some form or other. In cases where people were buying after a 

recommendation or for specific occasions and gift (planned experiential), the high level of social 

influence was not unexpected. However, the results of social influence having a substantial 

impact on the goal-directed and experiential shopping motive were more surprising, due to the 

fact that the consumer is initially not put under social expectations in these motives. 

I believe the findings of significant social influence above are largely explained by several 

factors of deal purchasing: the products and services sold are most often defined as experience 

goods, which typically highlights the consumption experience and its intangible assets, than the 

tangible products. Moreover, this consumption is usually shared with others than consumed 

alone, thus also being affected by social forces from other participants. Finally, I discussed that 

the degree of social influence on the individual are likely to be impacted by how the deal sites 

are able to promote their products and services to being an appealing experience or a ‘concept’ 

for those shared social occasions, and also being trustworthy in doing so. These findings, 

perspectives, future research recommendations and other remarkable observations are further 

discussed in this paper.   
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1. Introduction 

1.1 Online Marketing in Denmark 

Marketing online has increasingly experienced growth the last couple of years, which has 

also seen it to be the preferred communication channel of marketing products. Internet 

advertising has now become the single-leading advertising platform in Denmark, with 28 percent 

of the whole advertising market of 2010 (FDIM, 2011a). In fact, internet advertising was the only 

marketing channel that did not experience reduced revenues during the financial crisis of 2008-

2009 (FDIM, 2011a). 

The large sums spent on advertising online have been increasingly diversified in the last 

years, as several types of advertising have been innovated. While searching advertisements is 

still grossing the highest online advertising revenue, the category with one of the most 

significant growth rates during the last few years is permission marketing, with a 43 percent 

increase in 2010 (FDIM, 2011b). The association of Danish Interactive Media (FDIM) defined this 

category as a marketing type where the consumer has approved to receive advertisements, for 

instance through e-mails and other digital communication channels, and where the commercial 

is the primary content. Yet, the ad could be audiovisual, graphical, text-based or interactive 

contents of advertising (FDIM, 2011b).  

There are many advantages of permission marketing. For instance, by obtaining the e-mail 

and permission of customers, companies may easily distribute commercials and information 

directly to their customers for practically free. And since people voluntarily accept to receive the 

commercial, one could make the assumption that the commercial is not undesirable or irrelevant 

– compared to general advertisements in newspapers, radio etc. - improving customization 

options and targeting precision of customer segments for the companies (Tezinde et al., 2002). 

On the other side, permission marketing may seem disadvantageous as it reaches relatively 

smaller amount of consumers, it could be more costly to utilize effectively, and that it requires 

the customers consent to function – a process that can be hard and demanding, in both 

resources and time.  

1.1.1 Deal of the Day 

One of the biggest causes of the recent success of permission marketing could be the 

development of the concept of deal of the day marketing (also known by similar various names, 
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cf. § 1.6), where the consumer may grant these types of companies permission to send a daily 

mail about today’s deals. These deal sites are basically operating as other shopping websites, but 

where the crucial difference is that these sites typically only promote a single product or service 

daily. This condition is somewhat relaxed nowadays, as the deal sites typically feature a single 

main deal of the day, plus additional non-featured deals (though under the same discount 

concept). In any case, the offered deals are sold as coupons to a product or service that may be 

redeemed at a participating merchant on a later occasion, with a preset expiration date. The 

consumer is not required to receive mails to purchase the deals, but would then miss the daily 

newsletter of today’s deal.  

The main difference between the traditional offline/online coupons and the new concept lies 

in the innovation of combining steep discounts, selling experience products and services (deals 

that provide experiences in co-creation with vendor) at small- and medium sized locally based 

brick-and-mortar businesses, and finally only selling each deal for a short period of time (in most 

cases for only 24 hours) (Byers et al., 2012). 

1.1.2 Social Influence in Online Shopping and Deal Sites 

Moreover, the deal concept is also interesting as they are frequently promoting the social 

benefits on the use of them, for instance in sharing a dining experience at a restaurant etc. As 

the social aspects seem to be highly important for this type of concept, it is therefore imaginable 

that consumers are influenced by others in offers they end up buying. 

In offline shopping, people often get inspired and influence each other in their purchasing 

habits. For instance, groups of consumers purchasing together may directly influence each other, 

while an individual shopping alone could still be indirectly influenced by the culture symbols in 

the environment around him/her.  

Online shopping represents a different experience, where it might be less obvious to identify 

sources of direct social influence, as people usually use the computer alone. Still, there are 

several ways to influence and be influenced by others online. In fact, the opportunities to do so 

have been increasing with the development of the internet, exemplified by the concept of Web 

2.0, where more interactive opportunities are available for the individual user (Constantinides & 

Fountain, 2008). Nowadays, consumers are able to be interactive, share opinions and influence 

each other instantly through social networks as Facebook, Twitter, blogs and even mobile apps. 
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There are websites that offer consumer opinions on everything, from household products, to 

restaurants and sightseeing experiences in exotic destinations (e.g. epinion.com).  

The deal sites implement several functions with social values integrated, for instance by 

allowing consumers various opportunities (and motivation) to share the deals to their social 

networks, thus creating a potential for word-of-mouth advertising. “The promotion’s social 

aspects encourage many groups of friends or family members to buy Groupons [coupons sold at 

this specific site] together and share a positive experience like taking a cooking or wine-tasting 

class, or enjoying a meal at an upscale restaurant” (Alves, 2010). Social influence could therefore 

have a significant impact on consumers’ purchasing habits through the deal sites. 

1.2 Purpose and Motivation of Thesis 

The purpose of this paper will be to explore the effects that social influence has on the 

online purchasing behavior at the deal sites. This research context is both interesting and 

relevant, as social influence has been suggested to highly affecting shopping outcomes (e.g. 

Hassanein & Head, 2007; Hung & Li, 2007). It is also relevant to the contemporary shopping 

habits, as the trend of social trading is predicted to play an even more important role in the 

future of online shopping (Nissen, 2012).  

The context of the deal sites that this relationship will be examined on is also of interest for 

several reasons. First, the concept of online deal purchasing is still developing and growing in the 

Danish market. So far, only a limited number of studies have been conducted on the concept on 

a global scale, since it only appeared a few years ago. It is therefore interesting to examine how 

these first consumer segments that have started to adopt the concept and their experiences 

with it, in order to better understand its effects. Second, it would also be interesting to explore 

consumers’ purchasing behavior on these sites, as it may immediately seem as it is the high 

discounts that attract customers to the deal sites. Could the role of social influence also be a key 

element in the success of deal sites? Third, the shopping motive of coupon shopping may be 

different than ‘traditional’ goal-directed shopping after needs, but still more goal-oriented than 

experiential shopping. Social influence may affect the shopping purposes differently. Lastly, in 

understanding how consumers are impacted by social influence in shopping at these sites, the 

practical gains of this research may be used to build and improve on the social influence 

opportunities. The deal sites may be able to market its promotions of social factors more 
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effectively, or even facilitating new social functions in online stores, thus potentially increase the 

purchasing desires of their potential consumers.  

1.3 Research Question 

Based on the brief introduction to the background of the case context, its relevant theories 

and motivation of research, I will hence suggest to analyzing the relationship of social influences 

on online deal purchasing through examining the decision-making processes of the individual to 

purchase a deal, leading to the enactment of the purchase behavior (which shall be explained 

later, cf. § 3.3). This leads me to posing the following main research question for this thesis: 

 

To understand the processes behind the online purchasing, I will list a few sub-questions to 

clarify and understand the decision-making processes behind online purchasing, which will help 

to narrowing the thesis and focus the social influence factors on the specific decisions.  

1.3.1 Sub Questions 

The first two questions will resolve the shopping motive behind purchasing at deal sites, and 

the initial impact of social influence. 

 SQ1a: What are the dominant shopping motives in purchasing at the deal sites?  

 SQ1b: How does social influence affect the consumers’ shopping motives? 

The next two questions will analyze how consumers find the information needed to solve 

their shopping motivation, and how social influence affects this. 

 SQ2a: How do consumers search for information in the purchase process at the deal sites, 

and what type of information are they searching for? 

 SQ2b: How do consumers perceive interpersonal and external influence sources to affect their 

information searching? 

Lastly, I will examine how consumers evaluate upon the information that would lead to the 

purchase enactment, and how social influence would impact this stage. As the evaluation stage 

How does social influence affect the decision-making processes that 

lead to a purchasing enactment at deal sites? 
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is complex however, I will suggest to evaluate them in categories of affect referral, own-based 

and other-based processes (cf. § 3.5.2).  

 SQ3a: How do consumers evaluate information in purchasing at the deal sites, in terms of the 

decision-making processes of affect referral, own-based and other-based?  

 SQ3b: How do consumers find their evaluation process to be impacted by social influence?  

1.4 Ethical Issues 

It is also important to early consider and work on potential ethical issues that may be caused 

by the research process (Daymon & Holloway, 2002). Initially, the process of examining social 

influence on personal behavior could potentially be perceived to being intrusive to people’s 

personal domain. Also, some people might be worried about the risks of potential conflicts of 

interests.  

Therefore, my guidelines for a fair ethical treatment of research will involve protecting 

people’s anonymity in research through confidential treatment of their information. Potential 

participants will be explained the ethical guidelines of the research process of this thesis through 

an oral inform of consent. A more thorough description of these issues in research will later be 

presented in its description of the research methodology (cf. § 4.5.4).  

1.5 Outline of Thesis  

The thesis will start by introducing the case context, which is shopping for coupons at the 

deal sites, followed by describing the case presumptions of demographics, consumption 

orientation and products of interests. After establishing the case context, I will move on to 

theoretically reviewing and defining the constructs of interest to this paper, which are online 

purchasing, social influence and the online decision-making models. Sub-questions are then to 

be posed to analyze their relevancy and validity on this case context. 

Henceforth, the research methodology will be explained, which will include an evaluation of 

the scientific theories chosen with its presumptions. This leads to a presentation of a research 

design based on the presumed scientific views, which is followed by a discussion and evaluation 

of how this elapsed in practice.  

The results of the paper will then be presented, starting with an illustration of findings for 

the shopping motives in part 1, and thereafter the information search and evaluation stages in 

part 2, which will be discussed with its social influence implications. 
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Finally, a more general discussion of the results and considerations of some key points will 

be highlighted, along with remarkable observations and recommendations to future research. 

This ends in a conclusion that will wrap up the structure of this thesis. 

I have also attached several appendixes, which display the work around my research design; 

including the screening form and graphical results of this, the interview guide and finally the 

interview transcriptions (in Danish). 

1.6 Delimitation  

I have set a few delimitating points to this paper: 

 As the concept of deal-selling websites is still relatively new, a formal name to the 

concept has yet to be properly assigned. Media and other sources have used a handful of 

names for the same concept, such as: discount (web)sites, (daily) deal sites, social e-

trading, online couponing system, group buying sites etc. This paper will refer to this 

concept as deal sites. 

 The companies and merchants using the deal sites as a marketing platform will be 

referred to as the participating merchants. Examples include restaurants, hotels and 

more (cf. § Appendix A: Background Information on The Danish Deal Sites). 

 This paper will deal with the Danish market conditions alone, specifically on the 

Copenhagen area. But as this paper’s aim is not to explore the Danish cultural of 

behavior, the results of this examination could therefore be somewhat different from 

deal purchasing in other countries (depending on factors as cultures, norms etc.; cf. 

Kacen & Lee, 2007). This also applies to the (social) perception on purchasing behavior, 

value of experience goods, social influence impact and more. For instance, consumers in 

the United States could have a different normative view on purchasing deals at the deal 

sites, since the concept first appeared there, and their markets would be more 

accustomed to the concept. 

 Many characteristics may affect consumer behavior, such as inherent traits, gender, 

demographic groups, the mentioned culture, special circumstances etc. To remain in 

focus, this paper will exclude the treatment of these, unless specifically mentioned 

otherwise. 



 

2. Case Delimitation 

This section will first introduce the first introduce the deals that are sold on the Danish 

market. Then, the targeted demographic group of the case will be presented. Lastly, the 

consumption view of these deals shall be defined. For more general information on companies 

on the market and reactions to deal sites etc., more background information will be attached in 

the appendix (cf. § Appendix A: Background Information on The Danish Deal Sites). 

2.1 Types of Deals Sold at Danish Deal Sites 

According to a report by Anderson (2011), the types of deals offered on the Danish deal sites 

may be represented in the following pie chart: 

 

Figure 1: Types of deals offered on the Danish deal market. Source: Anderson/Bownty, 2011 

The deal sites have chosen a unique approach in differentiating their products and services 

for sale, which are usually more ‘exclusive’ or intangible than products otherwise found on sale 

at supermarkets or at online stores. Hu et al. explained that the deal sites cannot compete with 

large established retail chains in necessity products, but their strength is rather to create 

exclusive deals with differentiated providers where such discounts have previously been rare to 

the open market (Hu et al., 2011). In this way, the deal sites have managed to create their own 

niche in focusing on experience goods, which will later be discussed in the analysis of the 

experiential consumption. 

For instance, when the deal sites sell a deal within the ‘food & drinks’ category, it is typically 

not about the basic commodity of a food product; instead it will be a voucher to a dining 

experience at a participating restaurant (although one can often choose to order take-away, e.g. 

sushi).  

30 % 

30 % 

26 % 

11 % 

3 % Types of Deals in Denmark 

Health & Beauty 

Food & Drinks 

Shop & Service 

Events & Activities 

Hotel & Travel 
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In other words, the goods sold at deal sites are more likely not bought to mainly satisfy some 

basic needs, but instead to gain some experiences. A consumer wanting to satisfy hunger could 

buy groceries and make food at home. But when shopping at the deal sites, they could be lucky 

to find a coupon for a sushi offer, which would make the meal into a dining event instead. 

A consumer wishing to buy these products online would typically have to visit the home sites 

of these restaurants or massage parlors. The deal sites however works as a savvy marketing tool, 

as it may promote participating merchants that are often unfamiliar to consumers in their local 

area, with hefty discounts rarely found elsewhere, in a unique business concept.  

The Danish consumers have responded well to this. While it is fully possible to buy sushi 

from other websites, people often rush to buy at the deal sites. 3 of the 6 most sold deals in 

Denmark of August 2011 represented sushi deals (Jurhagen, 2011). The bestselling deal in 

Denmark so far was offered on the site Sweetdeal.dk, which sold 5.000 deals on brunch at a 

restaurant in a single day (Anderson, 2011). 

2.2 Research Demographics 

Especially young adults have been described to find online discounts attractive (Dholakia & 

Kimes, 2011). This is also the case in the Denmark, where a public opinion survey conducted for 

the Danish financial newspaper Børsen showed that every forth Dane in the age segment of 18-

29 years indicated that had already surveyed the digital shopping market for discounts 

(Jurhagen, 2010). And more than 50 % of the questioned sample was generally positive to 

companies utilizing discount coupons as a part of their marketing (Jurhagen, 2010). Danish 

media described these young adults as having greater purchasing power than consumers of 

traditional advertising media (Larsen, 2011), possibly explained by the amount of experience and 

tolerance which young consumers are imagined to have with online shopping, compared to 

older segments (Jurhagen, 2010).  

This paper will examine the role of these younger consumers (18-30 years old) at the deal 

sites, and examine how social influence affects their behavior on the deal sites; which is also 

likely to be different from other consumers. For instance, the younger consumers may 

communicate differently (e.g. through social networks), have interests in different products, 

display other search and evaluation behavior and perceive external influence differently, 

compared to other segments (e.g. Lorenzo-Romero et al., 2010). Valuable lessons could 
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therefore be taken from these younger consumers, who already have some experiences with the 

sites, which potentially may be investigated on other segment groups as well. 

Next, I will return to the products sold at the sites and introduce the presumed consumption 

view in this context, which I define as experiential consumption of experience goods. 

2.3 Experiential Consumption at Deal Sites 

I will first start with a definition that will be used for this paper: 

 

One of the reasons why the deal concept has experienced a significant success on the Danish 

market could be explained by the fact that Danish consumers are increasingly purchasing with an 

experiential consumption orientation. This was suggested by Carù & Cova (2007) on a general 

perspective, who claimed that “today, people consume mainly to exist (identify), and not only to 

live (needs)”. Thus, consumers are moving from the traditional consumption view of maximizing 

objective benefits in consuming utilitarian products and shifting to experiential consumption, 

which may be characterized by hedonistic gratification within a given social context (Carù & 

Cova, 2007). Holbrook & Hirschman explained that the consequences of experiential 

consumption appear in “the fun that a consumer derives from a product, the enjoyment that it 

offers and the resulting feeling of pleasure it evokes” (Holbrook & Hirschman, 1982). 

“Consumption provokes sensations and emotions that do much more than respond to an 

individual’s own needs, as they also touch upon the consumer’s search for an identity” (Carù & 

Cova, 2007).  

The result of this may be seen in the Danish market of experience economy, which has 

observed steadily increasing revenues in the last years. This growth and interest in experiential 

consumption has also survived the recent financial crisis, where consumers have instead 

switched to cheaper experiences (EBST & CKO, 2011; Finnedal, 2010). In fact, data on people 

Experiential consumption on deal sites involves the coupons purchasing of experience 

goods, which are products and services from the experience industries. These are 

characterized by attributes and values that are not fully understood until the actual 

experience of the goods, which are co-created with the goods provider. The intention of 

experiential consumption is to be memorable, compared to the experience of consuming 

utilitarian products. The consumption of the experience goods are analyzed in a social 

context. 
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who have purchased something on internet in 2011 show that 2/3 of this population have 

purchased theatre tickets, concerts, cinema tickets and similar items (Danish Statistics, 2011).  

A way that consumers may find these cheap experiences and hedonistic pleasures could be 

through using the deal sites to find these experience products. 

2.3.1 Experience Products and Services 

Experience (also known as experiential) products and services may be defined in at least two 

ways. The first categorization was made by Nelson in several works from the 70’s, where he 

separated consumption between search and experience goods (cf. Klein, 1998). Where full 

information on the attributes of search goods may be acquired prior to purchase, experience 

goods have attributes that cannot be known until the purchase and actual use of products, and 

where their information search is more costly and/or difficult than direct product experience 

(Klein, 1998).  

The second definition examines how the use of a product or service may be described as an 

experience itself in the consumption phase. If an experience may be described as a subjective 

episode that customers live through when they interact with a firm’s product or service; the 

product would be experiential to the consumer depending on how they are able to immerse in it, 

and create an experience (Carù & Cova, 2007). Pine & Gilmore stated that “where commodities 

are fungible, goods tangible, and services intangible, experiences are memorable” (Pine II & 

Gilmore, 1999). In other words, where purchasing a product leaves you with a physical object to 

keep, a service with something done for you, an experience is an extended and intensified 

consumption phase that does something to you, leaving you with a memory of the encounter 

(Poulsson & Kale, 2004). This definition is more relevant to the experiential consumption 

context, as people do not just simply consume products or services these days; instead “they 

consume the products’ meanings and images, and take it for granted that an object will fulfill 

certain functions” (Carù & Cova, 2007).  

This paper will use a definition that combines the two views above, in analyzing products 

that highlights the intangible experiences to be co-created with the merchant, where its values 

and attributes are not fully understood before it is consumed. 

 In following this definition, several types of deals may then be classified as for experience 

goods on the deal sites, which are offered from merchants that provide these experience goods. 
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In categorizing the sources of experience economy, the Danish Business Authority divided 

experience-provider industries to a circle of three layers, where the inner circles are more 

dependent on individual creativity and exploitation of copyright than outer (EBST & CKO, 2011).  

 

Figure 2: Industries that provide experiences. Source: Danish Business Authority (EBST & CKO, 2011) 

If the deals offered at the websites (cf. Figure 1) were compared to this categorization, we 

see that deal sites tend to promote offers related to the experience industry as producers and 

facilitators of experiences. Buying a coupon for food and drinks could give the consumer an 

experience of dining at a restaurant; as could coupons for travels, events, activities etc. 

However, shop & service and health & beauty (e.g. massage, therapies, hairdressing) do not 

seem to immediately fit the experience industries – unless it is marketed in an experimental 

context as the description of other industries as illustrated above.  

Despite the discussion above about the experiential consumption, it is obvious that not all 

purchasing on the deal sites need to involve experiences. People who buy the deals do not 

necessarily need to find the featured products on the websites to representing memorable 

experiences. Going back to the sushi example, one does not always need to sit down at the sushi 

restaurant for a sushi experience – instead the food may be brought home simply as take away. 

Also, not all people reckon sushi to be the greatest experience, for instance comparing a person 

who makes sushi frequently at home, to a person trying it for the first time.  

Still, as people do seem to use the deal sites for experiential consumption, I will therefore 

make the critical assumption that it is experience goods that are consumed on the deal sites. But 

in consideration that people do have different preferences, traits and perception of 

consumption, I will however return to this discussion of how this assumption holds true later (cf. 

§ 7.3.1).  



 

3. Theoretical Framework 

Following the case description of the deal sites and the designated presumptions, this 

chapter will suggest a research framework review based on relevant theories of consumer 

behavior and social influence. Before each major section, a colored box will be highlighted to 

clearly mark the definitions of the variables used, and how they are imagined to be related to 

this context. 

First, I will start by introducing the concepts and theories of social influence. Then, I will 

establish the behavior of online purchasing. Finally, I will present the suggested research model 

to be used in this paper, which is the decision-making model that divides the various phases of 

online shopping at the deal sites into decisions. Sub-questions will also be assigned to these 

phases to clarify their role, and to examine how social influence may affect these decisions. In 

total, the coherent model should serve to answer the main research question of how social 

influence affects the decision-making, leading to purchasing at deal sites.  

3.1 Social Influence 

 

Social influence may simply be described as a factor causing people to modifying their 

attitudes and/or behavior, resulted by direct or symbolic induction to an influencing agent, e.g. a 

person or a group (Kelman, 1974). The induction may be deliberate and intentional, for instance 

in active persuasions, or treats to the individual, or unintentional, for instance when an agent is 

unaware of the existence of the individual. Kelman argued that induction is often a combination 

of both of these forms; for instance when an agent is unaware of exerting influential behavior, in 

expressing their own expectations and preferences (Kelman, 1974). 

 Social influence may be seen to be the opposite case of being independent – i.e. not being 

behavioral influenced by others – which is obviously a valid alternative of rational behavior (also 

cf. affective evaluation, § 3.5.2). But given that people are often concerned by their own self-

image and others’ perceptions of them in experiential consumption (cf. § 2.3), social factors may 

Social influence is a factor that affects people to modifying their behavior. It consists of 

the two main components of normative and informational influence. In this case, social 

influence is examined as a factor that contributes to the enactment of an online purchasing 

behavior, where the social influence components are imagined to be involved. 
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therefore have a significant impact on behavior on a conscious and/or subconscious state (cf. 

Bargh, 1989).  

Literature on the field of social influence have mainly described the phenomena on two the 

influence types of the normative and informational influences (Deutsch & Gerard, 1955), which 

basically explains the normative power of other audiences and self-judgment of the information 

(Cheung et al., 2009). These influence types may further be divided into 3 social influences 

processes, as indicated in following table: 

Influence 

type 

Process of influence Motive of influence 

Normative  When individuals conform to the expectations of others 

 Compliance When a powerful source has control over the recipient 

through rewards and punishments 

 Identification When recipient feels a bond with a likable source, 

persisting for as long as the likable source is still salient 

Informational  When individuals accept information as evidence of 

reality 

  

 

Internalization When recipient accepts information from expert sources 

and integrates this information  

Table 1: Components of Social Influence and Its Processes. Source: Karahanna et al., (1999) 

3.1.1 Normative Influence 

Normative influence happens when individuals conform to expectations or social approval of 

others (Cialdini & Goldstein, 2004). Regarding a specific product purchasing, normative influence 

may apply “social pressure for people to adopt a product or a service because people not 

adopting a product may be treated as “old fashioned” regardless of the individual’s preference 

toward the product” (Kim & Srivastava, 2007). A consumer does not necessarily want to buy a 

product beforehand or had a need or agreement with product; they might instead buy it 

because of the social gains in doing so. Therefore, purchasing a product through normative 

influence may solve social/psychological risks associated with the purchase; which are defined as 

potential negative consequences arising from social environment of the consumer, for instance 

in buying a non-acceptable item by friends and acquaintances (Wangenheim & Bayón, 2004). 

Normative influence is imagined to happen through the two main processes of compliance 

and identification.  
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Compliance (conformity) was defined by Kelman (1958) as the process “when an individual 

accepts the influence be to achieve a favorable reaction from another person or group. He 

adopts the induced behavior not because he believes in its content but because he expects to 

gain specific rewards or approval and avoid specific punishments or disapproval by conforming”. 

This may happen through an explicit request (e.g. direct pressure to buy a product) or an indirect 

influence (e.g. implicit suggestion to purchase) (Cialdini & Goldstein, 2004). 

Identification is the other process, which was defined by Kelman (1958) as the “when an 

individual accepts influence because he wants to establish or maintain a satisfying self-defining 

relationship to another person or a group”. The process may also be seen as “the urge to be 

viewed as being similar to a desired person or referent group” (Bhattacherjee, 2000) and other 

people they identify with, in terms of culture, characteristics and other attributes (concept of 

homophily; Brown et al., 2007), which “persists for as long as the likable source is still salient” 

(Karahanna et al., 1999). Accepting influence from others in this way will therefore form a part of 

the person’s self-image (Kelman, 1961) – i.e. how they want other people to perceive them. 

While being normative, identification process is a deeper and more intrinsic motivated 

conformity process than compliance, as the individual actually believes in the adopted 

information. But accepting influence from others does not necessarily integrate with the 

individual’s own value system; it is instead tied to the external source and depend on the 

relationship thereof (Kelman, 1961). The specific content may be more or less irrelevant, since 

the individual only adopts the behavior to maintain the desirable relationship or expectations 

thereof, hence resulting in satisfaction (Kelman, 1958). 

3.1.2 Informational Influence 

Informational influence happens when individuals accept information from another party as 

evidence of reality, hence confirming the evidence of the product’s true nature (e.g. Karahanna 

et al., 1999; Wooten & Reed, 1998). In accepting informational influence, the individual 

conforms to the reality perception of others and adopts appropriable behavior (Zhu et al., 2012), 

which is actually more value-changing transformation than mere superficial conformation (if 

compared to compliance). Therefore, the process has also been referred to as group or social 

norms, since the behavior could be described as “acting out of congruence between one’s own 

and a group’s shared values or goals” (Bagozzi, 2007).  
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The only subcomponent of informational influence is the process of internalization, which 

was defined by Kelman (1958) as “when an individual accepts influence because the content of 

the induced behavior – the ideas and actions of which it is composed – is intrinsically rewarding”. 

Central to this category are the experts or opinion leaders with credibility who influence the 

individuals. Typically, an influence of internalization does not mean that people are accepting 

recommendations in full, but modify them to suit their needs, depending on relevance to 

situation and congruency to values (Kelman, 1961).  

By gathering knowledge from others, it may therefore be argued that informational 

influence reduces financial/functional risks, in knowing other people’s satisfaction about a 

product, and avoiding that it is a ‘bad’ purchase in value (Wangenheim & Bayón, 2004).  

Summarized, the abovementioned components may be illustrated as follows on a continuum 

of social influence processes: 

 

Figure 3: The Continuum of Social Influence Processes (own design, created using various sources as Kelman 1958; 

1961; Karahanna et al., 1998; Wangenheim & Bayon, 2004) 

Kelman (1961) stressed the fact that these social influence processes are not mutually 

exclusive, but appear rather as combinations than as pure form in real-life situations. For 

instance, a consumer who buys a product may appreciate the information and reviews from 

experts on the area, but also buy the product due to the normative appropriateness of the offer, 

which could lead to buying pressures.  

Brinberg & Plimpton questioned the validity of current social influence constructs. In their 

research paper, the duo worked with various constructs of social influence (incl. utilitarian and 
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value-expressive influence), but came to the conclusion that Deutsch & Gerard’s conception of 

normative and informational influence was found to be sufficient to explain reference group 

influences, as it contains Kelman’s influence theory constructs and explained the influence 

adequately, therefore not needing an expansion of new variables (Brinberg & Plimpton, 1986). 

For instance, the suggested processes of utilitarian and value-expressive may be seen to be 

similar to the concepts of compliance and identification (e.g. Park & Lessig, 1977). Following 

these arguments, this thesis will also initially look at social influence in online purchasing through 

Deutsch & Gerard’s and Kelman’s constructs. 

3.1.3 Sources of Social Influence 

An important aspect of social influence is to understand where it derives from; i.e. what are 

the sources of these normative and informational influences, and why is it influential? For this, 

we may first start by categorizing it. Many scholars have separated social influence sources 

between external and interpersonal influence, where both forms have been found to be 

influential on consumer behavior in many contexts (cf. Bhattacherjee, 2000). Senecal & Nantel 

(2004) expanded on these definitions and suggested a categorization between personal and 

impersonal sources and information, where some examples are displayed in the table below:  

 Personal sources Impersonal sources 

Personal information  Friends, family Experts, opinion leaders 

Impersonal information Recommendation systems Market reports 

Figure 4: Interpersonal and external influence, divided on type of source and information (Own design, based on 

Senecal & Nantel, 2004 and Bhattacherjee, 2000) 

Of this table, Bhattacherjee’s constructs are represented by the different colorings; 

interpersonal influence derives from the white area, while the remaining grey areas represent 

external influence.  

Following the social influence processes mentioned in last paragraph, one may then look at 

these influential sources to operate and work at different contexts and purposes. For instance, 

some consumers find interpersonal sources (personal source & information) to be of assistance, 

if they are unsure of normative/social perceptions on a potential purchase. The same 

interpersonal sources could also aid in solving informational uncertainties. 
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Many scholars have chosen to focus their attention to interpersonal sources (e.g. Senecal & 

Nantel, 2004), for instance in word-of-mouth communication through consumer reviews, online 

forums and communities. These have been found to have a significant power on aiding the 

consumer to evaluating the intangible features of experience products (Bansal & Voyer, 2000; 

Gilly et al., 1995; Klein, 1998; Park et al., 2007). This is also relevant to the discussion of source 

subjectivity and objectivity, where subjective sources have been suggested to be more important 

for the consumer seeking to find intangible information on experience goods (cf. Värlander, 

2007), except if it was the vendor who provided the subjective information (Bansal & Voyer, 

2000) 

Still, sources as electronic word-of-mouth may not solely be based on personal information 

sources. It could also appear as automatic recommendation systems (e.g. Zhu et al., 2012), and 

other external influence sources may also be of relevance (Cheung et al., 2008; Khalifa & 

Limayem, 2003; Litvin et al., 2008), where the application of these would probably depend on 

the scope of the paper.  

In the case of purchasing at deal sites, I imagine that all sources listed in the table above may 

be eligible to have an impact on the consumers purchasing behavior. But instead of focusing on a 

specific influence source, I will rather examine if the consumer make use of these various 

influence sources at all, and how they would use it to solve their purchasing purpose. To 

understand how and why consumers use these information sources, I will hence turn the 

attention towards the moderators of social influence, which describes how the impact of social 

influence will have at the individual consumer. 

3.1.4 Moderators of Social Influence 

The effect that social influence processes from the different sources has on the individual 

consumer may vary differently, depending on a range of various factors and variables. Kelman 

suggested that the probability of an individual accepting social influence would depend on 3 

factors: 1) the nature of the anticipated effects, 2) the power of the influencing agent, and 3) the 

manner in which the induced response has become prepotent over alternative response 

possibilities (Kelman, 1958; 1961). More recent literary reviews on the field have suggested 

different categorizations, such as the following (Senecal & Nantel, 2001, 2004): 

 Consumer characteristics; e.g. personality trait/susceptibility to influence (Bearden et al., 

1989) 
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 Information source characteristics; e.g. similarity of customers, strong/weak ties, 

credibility, type of source, strength of influence (Kelman, 1961)  

 Decision situation; e.g. perceived risk, time (Hoch & Loewenstein, 1991) 

 Product: complexity (Park & Lessig, 1977), conspicuousness, luxury vs. necessity 

(Bearden & Etzel, 1982), search vs. experiential products (Bei et al., 2004) 

As the categorization above indicates, the effect from social influence on the individual 

consumer may be highly complex, as many moderators could play a significant role in the 

process. These groups are only listed with some examples of the factors present, and will 

probably have a different effect and relevancy to the shopping situation on the deal sites. 

A research of social influence in online purchasing could work to focusing on some of the 

elements of the moderators that are imagined to play a critical role in social influence, which 

could for instance be done through quantitative examinations. However, there is also a need to 

look at the factors on a more coherent scale; i.e. to understand the whole picture of how the 

moderators are influencing the consumer, and in which context that would happen. 

This thesis will follow the latter approach, since the context of the deal site shopping is still 

relatively unexplored in theory. So rather than confirming or rejecting the various suggested 

factors, this paper will instead focus on general perspectives in exploring social influence, and 

whether if these influence moderators are present at all, and in that case how their effects are 

on purchasing behavior at deal sites. 

Next, I will introduce the theoretical constructs that social influence will be examined 

against, starting with introducing the general context of online shopping behavior. 

3.2 Online Purchasing Behavior 

 

In the last decades, numerous of scholars have turned their attention to examining a range 

of factors affecting the online purchase. But the work in this field has been so fragmented that 

some scholars have started to review the existent (and growing) literature, in order to unite the 

findings and build coherent models of online purchasing behavior. Examples of 

conceptualizations of online consumer models have been illustrated in works by Monsuwé et al. 

Online purchasing behavior is the enactment of purchasing behavior; in this case 

regarding coupons for experience goods on the online deal sites. 
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(2004), Zhou et al. (2007) and Dennis et al. (2009), who all incorporated various central 

constructs in reviewing previous work on the area. Some of these constructs are emotional 

state, attitudes, trust, satisfaction, enjoyment, usefulness, which have been suggested to have 

significant correlation in various models leading to the online purchasing behavior. 

This paper will not choose to take the path of examining some specific constructs, as in my 

opinion, a proper understanding of the phenomena of social influence is lacking in the fast 

evolving development of online shopping. A quantitative test would only be of benefit, if the 

circumstances are well-known and have pre-tested previously. As that is not the case in this 

paper, I therefore suggest that a qualitative understanding should be incorporated first, before 

specific constructs may be further examined in the future.   

To grasp this understanding, I suggest to analyzing the purchase behavior by looking at the 

decision-making processes in the online purchase. Thereafter, I will then seek to examine the 

impact how social influence have an impact on the various stages of decision making, which 

sources of influence have influential powers, and why it happens. 

3.3 Decision-Making Process of Online Purchasing  

 

It is imagined that the consumer has many decisions to make along the way, before ending 

up buying a product. For instance, the consumer could reflect on a need, thus resulting in a 

decision to buy an appropriate product to satisfy that need. These decisions could involve clear 

and conscious choices, such as deciding to ask friends for information for a purchase, or more 

unclear and subconscious choices, such as visiting randomly browsing through a website and 

purchasing a random product without a preset motive of that decision. 

Research on decision-making in consumer purchasing has produced several 

conceptualizations and models, going almost 50 years back (cf. Rad & Benyoucef, 2011). While 

related works on the topic suggest different concepts and configurations, the fundamentals of 

consumer behavior principally  explain the consumer buying process as learning, information-

processing and decision-making activities through these steps (Constantinides, 2004): 

1) Problem identification (often called need recognition) 

Decision-making processes of online purchasing are the decisions made which eventually 

leads to the purchasing enactment, consisting of several stages of decisions. 
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2) Information search 

3) Alternatives evaluation 

4) Purchasing decision 

5) Post-purchase behavior 

The decision-making frameworks are also increasingly used as a starting point for research in 

online purchasing decisions, where many scholars have for instance chosen a quantitative 

approach to test the validity of some constructs (e.g. Hansen, 2005; Kim & Eastin, 2011; Senecal 

et al., 2005), or focusing on specific steps of this model (examples will be introduced later). 

Others have merely examined them as theoretical conceptualizations, in attempting to examine 

some specific factors for the online environment (e.g. role of interactivity; Steckl et al., 2005). 

While it is advantageous to examine specific parts and components of the decision-making 

model, I still believe that there is a need to review the decision-making processes of online 

purchasing coherently, where social influence factors are considered and included as well. 

Arguably, the impact of social influence on the individual at a given shopping situation could vary 

greatly, depending on which process it has an impact on the shopping decision and moment, or 

as a combined total effect on a specific situation. It is therefore critical to understand the 

decision-making processes, before an analysis may be started on examining the effects of social 

influence. This is especially relevant as social interactions have become a staple in the Web 2.0 

(e.g. Lorenzo-Romero et al., 2010).  

Some scholars have recently started on this work. One such model was suggested by Kim & 

Srivastava (2007), in their model of social influence on e-commerce decision-making:  
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Figure 5: Kim & Srivastava’s Model of Social Influence on Decision-Making Process and in E-commerce. Source: Kim 

& Srivastava (2007) 

Their conceptual model of social influence on online decision-making is exemplified with the 

decisions of purchasing books at Amazon. As we can see, the model also utilizes all of the 

traditional steps of decision-making as mentioned earlier. Additionally, it adds some aspects of 

social influence by including consumer reviews, which has been found by many researchers to 

have a significant effect on consumer behavior on sites like Amazon.com (e.g. Kumar & 

Benbasat, 2006). 

However, there are apparent flaws on this model. For instance, the linear framework of 

straight relationships shows a basic process development, as it does not consider more complex 

relationship configuration, such as the possibility to move backwards or between stages. Also, 

many factors have not been taken account for, such as type of goods involved, or shopping 

orientation of consumers. And finally, social influence may be described with greater varieties 

than merely being online reviews. 
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Some of these flaws were improved by a newer conceptualization of the decision-making 

model by Rad & Benyounce (2011), who took who used a similar approach, but this time 

included some new variables, including a consideration of social influence factors that is 

different in each stage: 

 

Figure 6: Rad & Benyoucef's Model for Understanding Social Commerce. Source: Rad & Benyoucef (2011) 

The authors improved the model of Kim & Srivastava in several ways. First, they 

acknowledged that the decision steps may be more interactive than being straight linear 

relationships, which led to their suggestion of back-stepping relationships. Second, the authors 

vastly improved the understanding of social influence on the decision-making processes by 

providing concrete examples of how these influence components are suggested to have an 

impact on the framework, compared to the previous model only integrating online reviews. 

However, this could also be seen as a flaw as the model may be too specific (i.e. using too many 

constructs in evaluation), and choosing some variables from previous literary works before 

others without any empirical justification. This is also the case of Kim & Srivastava’s model.  

In missing empirical data, the models therefore lacks accuracy and validity in explaining the 

various contexts of online purchasing, where real-life purchasing situations may present 

modifications and different variables to the model. The social influence components suggested 

to be important in others’ research, may not necessarily be as relevant for different types of 

shopping context. 

This presents an opportunity for this thesis to reconsider the decision-making framework to 

be used at a real purchasing situation, specifically at the deal sites, which may then be explored 

deductively in greater depth to understand how social influence may affect the purchasing 

decisions in this context. I will therefore use the same fundament as the presented models, in 

my visualization of a research model, which will be made relevant for this case: 
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Figure 7: Visualized Research Model of Decision-Making Processes in Online Purchasing at Deal Sites 

The model’s primary objective is to categorize the decisions being made, before resulting in 

an enactment of purchasing at the deal sites. The parsimonious design of the model is 

intentional, as it promotes a clear division on the decision-making model, without being too 

narrowly divided. There are several things about this suggestive model that makes it unique, 

compared to the two previous models that were introduced.  

First, one may observe the division of the purchasing phases, signaling at which point the 

decision is expected to happen. For instance, before the consumer purchases, s/he is expected 

to reflect upon their motives to purchase, leading them to search for information etc. These 

nodes of similar categories of decision are grouped as stages with the attached numbers, 

signalizing the sub-research question attached to it. Together, the interactions between the 

nodes are connected with arrows to symbolize imagined relationships. These stages will be 

represented by some constructs to initiate the research, such as the type of shopping motive 

etc., which are to be presented in subsequent parts.  

Notice however that I do not intend to explore the strength or significance between these 

relationships, as this thesis has a descriptive perspective and focuses primarily on the stages 

themselves. Still, the stages of information searching and evaluation are imagined to be linked in 

both ways, as the stages are expected to have a mutual impact.  

Perhaps the most critical difference between this research model and the previous models 

presented is that the visualized impacts of social influence have not been attached to the model 

yet. Instead, the research model contains theoretical constructs that will be used as a foundation 
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to analyze the social influence factors, where the findings will be explained in the final results of 

the decision-making processes. While these constructs have not been used in any of the 

presented models illustrated so far, the next subsequent sections will explain why they are 

imagined to have a significant role within each stage, and how this could be crucial to 

understand social influence. Moreover, several other differences will be explained throughout 

the presentation of the individual stages. 

3.3.1 Presumptions of the Suggested Research Model 

A critical presumption is made in this model regarding the behavior enactment (the act of 

online purchase itself) as I will not analyze this step, thus being contrary to Kim & Srivastava’s 

model. The reason is because I believe that the decisions one make at the point of purchase, is 

arguably the result of the evaluation process beforehand. Kim & Srivastava referred to two 

decisions at this point; 1) to buy the book from Amazon or other place, and 2) to buy or not to 

buy the recommended books. In my opinion, these evaluations should already have been made 

during the evaluation period, so I will therefore analyze these decisions there. Rad & Benyoucef 

suggested that the purchasing stage consisted on decisions of individual vs. group purchasing – 

depending on whether the consumer considers his/her purchase to be done alone, or as a part 

of a group (Rad & Benyoucef, 2011). While this is an important component to the deal concept – 

consumers may save money and obtain grand discounts if they shop together, compared to 

shopping alone – I again argue that these considerations are done throughout the model. The 

consumer might already have others in mind in initiating the purchase processes, and would 

therefore decide and evaluate accordingly to this. An important factor here is price, so the 

reflection on the validity of the offer (or perceived discounts) and how the discount is obtainable 

should therefore be involved much earlier in the decision-making process.  

It is also imaginable that various situational factors may prevent a receptive evaluations 

leading to a purchase enactment; for instance on consumer’s time perception, and financial 

resources available etc. (Hoch & Loewenstein, 1991; Rook & Fisher, 1995). In this context, I do 

not consider these factors to be primarily resulted by social influences, as they rather explain the 

consumer’s personal constraints. Therefore, I will choose to exclude them from the model, but 

this issue will be further discussed for an expansion of the decision-making model (cf. § 7.5). 

Kim & Srivastava’s model also explained the possibility that consumers may post-evaluate 

and create new reviews and recommendations to other potential consumers. This point 
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highlights the fact that it is not only important to understand the reception of social influence, 

but also the stage of transmitting influence on others. The latter phenomena may happen 

through stages as evaluation (wanting for others to join in purchasing) and post-purchasing 

(satisfied customers could lead to positive word-of-mouth), and is clearly having an important 

role in social influence. But as this paper seeks to understand the role of the recipient of 

information (leading to the purchase enactment), I will therefore not consider the role of the 

transmitter of information. I will discuss how future research could involve this perspective 

though, in final reflections (cf. § 7.5).  

In any case, this also means that the suggested model will (unlike the previous models 

presented) only concentrate on the decision-making stages before the purchasing enactment, as 

I am primarily interested in the influence leading to and affecting the purchase. 

Next, I will introduce the definitions of the various stages and sub-components of the model, 

and suggest how social influence may be examined accordingly in relation to the decisions being 

made. 

3.4 Initial Considerations Phase 

The initial considerations phase is imagined to be the pre-consideration phase before the 

consumer actively starts the shopping processes (in finding information etc.). Therefore, this 

phase involves the shopping motives, motivations and needs, which are the elements that make 

an individual wanting to initialize a shopping process at the deal sites.  

3.4.1 Stage 1: Shopping Motives 

 

The first stage involves initial considerations about shopping motives; or the reasons that 

provokes the motivation to consumers for wanting to visit the deal sites for a purchase. 

Consumer motives could directly involve any obvious purchasing motives, such as the desire to 

save money on some products, finding attractive offers, saving time on shopping etc. 

(Constantinides & Geurts, 2005). The common element here is that these motives have been 

caused or triggered by something.  

The shopping motives stage describes the motivation behind the individual wanting to 

purchase at the deal sites. This case will consider how the consumer experience experiential 

or goal-directed shopping to be the main motives of online purchasing at deal sites. 
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One of these factors could be to fulfill certain needs; the individual realizes that s/he has a 

need to purchase something. As previously illustrated (Figure 5 & Figure 6), both Kim & 

Srivastava and Rad & Benyoucef started off their frameworks with the stage of need 

recognitions, a construct typically found in decision-making models. But in the case of purchasing 

coupons at deal sites, I believe that the considerations of needs are inadequate to explaining the 

purchase situation there alone. While a customer might go to Amazon.com to search for a 

specific book and fulfill that shopping need (Figure 5), a consumer may also visit the website 

without an identified shopping need beforehand. The same applies to visiting the deal sites, 

where consumers may visit them for no apparent initial reasons or needs to fulfill. But upon the 

discovery of an attractive offer there, a need could then be formed, based on information from 

these websites, and potentially resulting in a purchase. The purchase would in those cases be 

described as an unplanned purchase, or an impulse purchase (Stern, 1962). 

As needs recognition may not be a sufficient construct to use, I will rather suggest to initially 

analyze the case in terms of goal-directed and experiential consumption behavior.  

Goal-directed purchasing may generally be described as when the consumer has a specific 

product or service to purchase in mind. This purchase behavior is often seen as cognitive-

evaluated, being task-oriented, efficient, rational and are typically planned (Wolfinbarger & Gilly, 

2001). The goal-focused shopper have been described as transaction-oriented, in searching and 

buying directly for the products they want without distraction (Wolfinbarger & Gilly, 2001). The 

results are therefore  

triggered by an extrinsic motivation to purchase, often resulting in utilitarian benefits (Novak et 

al., 2003; Zhou et al., 2007). 

On the other hand, experiential purchasing is driven by intrinsic motivation to gain some 

hedonic benefits of a product/service, thus highlighting the importance of affective reactions in 

its evaluation. While this purchase type could appear unplanned, consumers may still be 

captivated to an enduring involvement (Novak et al., 2003; Zhou et al., 2007). Not only may the 

purchased product be of importance, but the process itself that led to the acquisition of 

products may be a motivating factor. It has been described that much of the motivation lies in 

the desire of being entertained, having fun and enjoying the shopping experience. Thus, being 

surprised and feeling excitement in finding online bargains and deals have also been linked to 

this purpose; as people simply enjoy “the thrill of the hunt” of the experience (Wolfinbarger & 

Gilly, 2001).  
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I have earlier introduced the likely consumption orientation at the deal sites, where I argued 

that the experiential oriented purchaser would probably be the initial best fit, since the websites 

sell experience goods that might serve hedonic benefits (cf. § 2.3.1). With this in mind, it still 

does not exclude the fact that the shopping may have had a goal-directed shopping motive in 

order to partake in the experiential consumption. The customer may have been involved in a 

planned purchase of experience products through online coupons, just as consumers may plan 

for these things offline (e.g. booking an appointment at a wellness center).  

It may also be imagined that consumers may change their motive during the shopping 

purpose. For instance, consumer may start off wanting to buy a specific product, but ending up 

buying an unplanned product because of its appeals. Thus, both orientations may be valid in the 

case of deal purchasing, and even interrelated and combined.  

 

It is critical to understand the motive behind a purchase, because social influence may play a 

different role for a consumer set to buy something specific, compared to the consumer who is 

open to hedonic impressions to purchase something. For instance, social influence could be the 

cause of the shopping purpose which results in a specific purchasing motive of the individual; 

e.g. expecting a birthday gift. Social influence is therefore likely to have a significant impact on 

the shopping motives.  

 

If social influence did not cause the purchase motive, it may still also influence what the 

consumer will end up buying, for instance indirectly through normative and informational 

influence processes (cf. § 3.1). The next step of the model will explore how the consumers are 

planning to execute their shopping motive, which I will call the pre-purchasing phase. 

3.5 Pre-purchase Phase 

Pre-purchase is the phase before enacting the actual purchase. In my suggested model 

(Figure 7), I imagine the initiation of the shopping motive phase to involve the two stages of 

information searching and evaluation, which was also used in Kim & Srivastava’s model (cf. 

Figure 5). The reason why I will not include as many stages as Rad & Benyoucef used (cf. Figure 

6), is because in my opinion, the information searching stage could happen across products and 

merchants, and even regarding other matters (as internet shopping attitudes in general). 

Thereafter, the evaluation stage will take place, where consideration of products, merchants and 

SQ1b: How does social influence affect the consumers’ shopping motives? 

 

SQ1a: What are the dominant shopping motives in purchasing at the deal sites?  
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other matters of interest are made, before a consumer makes the decision to purchase a 

product.  

Before I introduce the stages, it is first important to be aware of that these stages are often 

interrelated and where consumers may move between them - and even back to considering 

shopping motives. For instance, a consumer could search for information for a product, then 

evaluate on this, and go back to find more information until s/he is satisfied; i.e. to reduce the 

uncertainty adequately about the potential purchase. I will however attempt to separate 

between these stages through the used definitions. 

3.5.1 Stage 2: Information Searching 

 

Information searching is consequently linked to shopping motives, as consumers search for 

information in order to solve their shopping motive. Finding information without having a 

shopping motive beforehand may even result in justifying a motive to buying a product, or 

create a need for it (cf. Belk et al., 2003). Moreover, this stage also sets the basic fundament for 

which a future decision of purchasing is dependent on (Vazquez & Xu, 2009). The information 

search may happen before the purchase activity (as majority of research have examined, cf. 

Senecal and Nantel, 2002), or at the purchasing moment as an ongoing process (e.g. Bloch et al., 

1986).  

The main reason why a consumer may be interested in searching for more information about 

a product, could be to learn more about it, hence potentially reducing risks and uncertainties 

(Bei et al., 2004; Park & Stoel, 2003) and building desire for a product. Risk reduction is especially 

relevant to the purpose of information searching, as the experience goods sold by the deal sites 

are by definition harder to perceive in attributes and experience than search goods, thus having 

greater risks (cf. Värlander, 2007). Information searching would therefore be useful in 

investigating the deal’s validity and quality, which is especially critical to determine the 

uncertainty of the steep discounts (Drozdenko & Jensen, 2005). Wangenheim & Bayon (2004) 

separated between two main risk dimensions: financial/functional (ensuring product satisfying 

needs and is not a ‘bad’ purchase in value) and social/psychological (acceptance of products and 

behavior before social peers, not losing self-image). Thus, the search of information may not 

The information searching stage describes the information collection stage for which the 

behavior response is based upon. The consumer may gather data from internal and external 

information sources, which are used to reduce risks of the purchase. 
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strictly be about ensuring the quality of the product, but also if its use and purpose is 

appropriate to the individual. While the first criterion may be solved through relatively objective 

data, e.g. product specifications, the latter criterion is much more complex. The risk reductions 

are also related to social influence processes (as earlier displayed in Figure 3). 

To reduce these risks, the consumer may principally resort to two main sources of 

information. The individual may first turn to internal information, which derives from personal 

impressions, such as retrieving knowledge from memory, experience with 

product/service/merchant and deal provider,  mood (cf. Park, 2002) and even exposure to 

advertisement (Park & Stoel, 2003). External information is also likely to be used, which 

describes a gathering of information from various external sources, such as the deal sites 

themselves, printed ads or from other people.  

In any case, it is imaginable that social influence operates through both channels, for 

instance deriving through the exposure of external sources, but then affecting an individual 

internally (cf. Bhattacherjee, 2000). Using both sources of information may reduce perceived 

risk, thus also the search behavior (Park & Stoel, 2003).  The question is then, which of these two 

types of information will be used in information searching for products at the deal sites, and 

how? 

 

When we have established what type of information the consumers are searching for and 

the sources to find them, we may then investigate how social influence processes contribute in 

affecting the consumer and their information searching.  

To do this, we may take a look at the previous description of sources of social influence (cf. § 

3.1.3), where the concepts of interpersonal and external influence were explained. These 

information sources may be seen in context with informational and normative processes, and 

affect how consumers search for information (e.g. Price & Feick, 1984; Senecal & Nantel, 2001) 

of experience goods at the deal sites.  

 

SQ2b: How do consumers perceive interpersonal and external influence sources to 

affect their information searching? 

 

SQ2a: How do consumers search for information in the purchase process at the deal 

sites, and what type of information are they searching for?  
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At this point, the shopping motive and how individuals plan to search for information to 

solve this motive should be in place, along with its respective social influences. Next, we shall 

investigate how an evaluation of the gathered information will be processed, in order to explore 

how social influence will have an impact on that final and crucial stage before the enactment of 

the purchase. 

3.5.2 Stage 3: Evaluation 

 

In this stage, the consumer evaluates the information from internal and external sources, 

which may be used as a fundament for future behavior decisions (cf. Vazquez & Xu, 2009). This 

stage is imagined to be very interrelated with the previous stage of information-searching, as 

they are both dealing with pre-purchasing decisions, and as the consumer may move back and 

forward between the stages, in order to gather sufficient information to being able to make a 

decision.  

Many factors influence how consumers judge and evaluation information. For instance, 

affective factors, such as feelings, moods and attitudes have been suggested to be influential 

(Bagozzi et al., 1999; Park, 2002), and may especially be related to the experience goods that the 

deal sites provides. But evaluation is also the result of cognitive evaluations (e.g. Cho, 2004). 

Therefore, this stage is highly dependent on the initial shopping motive (Zhou et al., 2007), 

which the consumer can evaluate against to consider whether a purchase would fit its need and 

motive. 

In order to account for some of the factors of information processing, I have chosen to take a 

closer look at Olshavsky’s conceptualization of decision-making processes, which explains how 

people assess information to make decisions (cf. Senecal & Nantel, 2001). Olshavsky suggested 3 

processes in that context: affect referral, own-based and other-based decision-making processes. 

The affect referral process describes consumers who already posses a strong attitude toward 

a purchase decision. Therefore, these consumers tend to base their decisions on their past 

experience,  and not on external evaluations of attributes and alternatives (Senecal & Nantel, 

2001). Their search effort seems to be solely internal, and interpersonal influence is suggested to 

The evaluation stage describes how the consumer evaluates on the gathered information, 

in order to being able to make a decision to purchase the coupon at the deal sites. This stage 

will be analyzed through examining the decision-making evaluations of affect, own-based 

and other-based. The potential result of this stage is the enactment of a deal purchase. 
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not having any effect of these consumers (Senecal & Nantel, 2001). This category will also be 

predominantly dominated by internal attributes as mentioned earlier, such as attitudes, 

emotional evaluations etc.  

On the other hand, both own-based and other-based decision-making processes allow 

consumers to be socially influenced by others, as consumers do not have so strong preferences 

of alternatives in these types (Senecal & Nantel, 2001). The difference is still that in the own-

based process, consumers want to satisfy their own value-systems through searching specifically 

for information that might help them in maximizing their utilities; external information is just a 

part of fulfilling that motive. In other-based process however, the consumer are willing to fully 

rely on others for information for a correct assessment, and external information may then 

provide the whole fundament of assessment (Senecal & Nantel, 2001).  

The important question is then; which of these evaluation forms will be found to 

characterize the evaluation form at the deal sites, and how? 

 

After establishing the prominent decision-making process, we may then explore how these 

processes are related to social influence. Especially the own- and other-based are of interests, 

since the consumer will be more receptive for social influence at these stages; thus I would 

expect that the normative and informational influence types will be related to these processes. 

However, it would also be interesting if cases of pure affect referrals were discovered, and 

whether social influence processes is somewhat relevant for these cases as well. 

 

By examining these 3 stages before the purchasing enactment, I should now be able to state 

the purchasing motives, along with how consumers plan to search and evaluate the information, 

thus leading to the purchase enactment. This also includes an understanding of how social 

influence affects the decision-making along the stages, which should hopefully aid me in 

coherently analyzing how social influence would affect the consumer online behavior of 

purchasing at the deal sites.  

SQ3b: How do consumers find their evaluation process to be impacted by social 

influence?  

 

SQ3a: How do consumers evaluate information in purchasing at the deal sites, in terms 

of the decision-making processes of affect referral, own-based and other-based?  

 



 

4. Research Process and Methodology 

This section will explain the scientific theories of knowledge that forms the fundament of the 

research process of the thesis, and how it leads to the chosen research method. First, I will 

introduce the structure of terminology used in this context, which various researchers have 

interpreted and used this differently (Mingers, 2001). An illustration was provided by Andersen 

(2002), whom suggested the chain of process to explaining the research process and 

methodology: 

 

Figure 8: Chain of constructs of methodology, ranged by level (adapted from Andersen, 2002; pp. 19) 

This model can be understood in looking at the whole research process to be dependent on 

the definitions and presumptions made on the various levels of the chain of methodology. 

Predefined definitions made in upper levels may result in different methods and research 

approaches.  While Andersen’s illustration above does seem to be a logical structure of the 

research process, the meaning of its constructs could be argued to overlap with each other, or 

even being configured in a different manner (depending on the definition). For instance, Mingers 

defined research methods synonymously with techniques to describe the research activities 

being made, which if carried out proficiently, may yield desirable results (cf. Mingers, 2001). The 

author also claimed that there is confusion between the terms of method and methodology, 

which are frequently used interchangeably. Still, Mingers argued that there is not necessarily an 

absolute “correct” definition of the above-mentioned constructs – instead, they may relatively 

vary when applied to the variety of domains (Mingers, 2001).   

Due to these confusions, I will therefore suggest to take a parsimonious approach in 

describing the research process of 3 stages in this paper to achieve the desirable results: 

Theory of science 

Methodology 

Method 

Research Method 

Research Design & Techniques 
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Figure 9: Suggested chain of research process (own design) 

The critical element of determining this process lies in specifying the research objective and 

context (incl. the problem), which will then dictate the progress of the chain (Daymon & 

Holloway, 2002). Other important aspects that were not illustrated in the model are the concern 

of validity, reliability and generalization, which are important components to ensure the quality 

of the research methods, processes and data acquired. Additionally, the researcher should also 

pay attention to ethical issues in the research processes. All these elements will therefore be 

included in the further description of the research method. But before I will continue with the 

research chain constructs, I will first describe the background of the scientific understanding of 

the whole research process. 

4.1 Theory of Science 

The theory of science in the project refers to the scientific perspective of the project, and its 

scientific environments (Bitsch Olsen, 2002). Thus, it forms the basic fundament of this paper, 

including factors as understanding the problem and context, to influencing the research and the 

suggested approach to examine it.  

To examine the scientific perspective, we may start by looking at the systematically 

arrangements of scientific paradigms, which describe the set of values within a given scientific 

perspective. For this thesis, I suggest that the most relevant paradigm is the constructivism 

perspective, which is one of the suggested paradigms of Guba & Lincoln (1994). Based on their 

description, the following definition is used in this paper: 

 

The constructivism paradigm has an ontological view where reality is perceived as a 

mental construction, depending on the social individuals who perceive them. The 

epistemological view is therefore subjective, since knowledge is based on the individual 

perspective. Furthermore, the knowledge is obtained through hermeneutical and dialectic 

methods. 
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It separates from other paradigms as the positivistic perspective, as it presumes that 

knowledge is not objective (absolute), but instead has a subjective and relativistic character, 

since people do perceive information differently in a diverse manner (Heldbjerg, 1997). In other 

words, human behavior may be characterized as a function of the organism’s environment, as 

the scientific fundament of this is socially constructed (Rasmussen et al., 2006). The aim of a 

research within this paradigm is therefore to understand and reconstruct these constructions 

that people hold, so more informed and sophisticated constructions than the predecessor is the 

result (Guba & Lincoln, 1994).  

Guba & Lincoln (1994) argued that the individual social constructions of subjects may only be 

elicited through interaction between and among investigator and respondents. Then, the 

constructions are “interpreted using hermeneutical techniques, and are compared and 

contrasted through a dialectical interchange” (Guba & Lincoln, 1994). Gergen & Gergen (2007) 

then pointed out that a grand uncertainty of this is language and its interpretation, which may 

cause inaccuracy if compared to quantitative methods. Also, they point out that patterns of 

human action are highly contingent to the situation, where alterations are likely to occur rapidly. 

Consequently, the results of working in this paradigm will not necessarily be valid in other 

contexts.  

I intend to use the paradigm of social constructivism in this case, as my goal is to understand 

how subjects of my targeted segment group perceive the shopping websites and the impact of 

social influence, where the subjective opinions are used to enlighten the perspectives within. I 

will achieve this by using the hermeneutical and dialectical techniques that was proposed, but I 

will also discuss the shortcomings of this, through discussing issues as validity, reliability and 

ethical issues later.  

With the scientific background defined, I will next introduce the research processes, starting 

with the research objective. 

4.2 Research objective 

To analyze the research problem of this thesis (cf. § 1.3), I will use the following research 

object perspective: 
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The presumption of this model depends on a valid research frame of goals, objectives and 

questions. Peecher & Solomon (2001) suggested that the research objective stage describes 

research activity in 3 stages. The early stage is exploratory research, where the researcher 

gathers observations with respect to some phenomena, leading to suggestions of ideas and 

associations between variables. This would set the fundament for the next stage, which is the 

descriptive research. Here, patterns from former explorations are described with the goal of 

developing empirical generalizations. Finally, the explanatory research develops an explicit 

theory on the basis on the previous stages, which are to be tested and recursively reformulated 

(Peecher & Solomon, 2001). Relevant to this, the authors suggested the concept of an 

explanatory research stage trap, as they observed that researchers had a tendency to focus on 

quantitatively testing theories, when the theories behind are insufficiently understood (Peecher 

& Solomon, 2001). 

It is possible to argue the use of these three perspectives to be implemented in leading the 

research in this paper. For instance, the case context could initially appeal to exploratory 

research, as some aspects of the context could be argued to be new, for instance on shopping 

behavior at the deal sites in general. But as my intentions are to link the previous suggested 

ideas of social influence and decision-making models of online purchasing together, I therefore 

reason that it is more suitable to make empirical categorizations through the descriptive 

research stage, which could later be used to test and create new theories in later research of the 

explanatory research. Thus, the descriptive research in this research will use some of the pre-

suggested ideas, patterns and constructs that have been associated with consumer behavior 

before, applied to this case to analyze the a new environment and situation. With this, I am 

referring to the theories that have been suggested within social influence on online purchasing, 

which would probably have a significant effect in deal site purchasing as well. To investigate this, 

we need to reflect on methodology, and examine which methods that could be used. 

4.3 Methodology 

This thesis has a descriptive research objective, where pre-derived constructs from other 

contexts will be assessed in this context of online purchasing at deal sites. The aim of this 

research will result in greater understanding of the context, in form of categorizations, which 

may on a later occasion be empirically tested to create a theoretical association.  
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As earlier mentioned, Minger (2001) argued that there is a confusion on the use of the 

annotations of method and methodology, which are often used interchangeably. To avoid 

confusion, I will use the following definition for the use of this stage in the paper: 

 

In reviewing previous works, Minger (2001) identified 3 connotations of the term 

methodology; 1) as a general study of methods (method-ology), 2) referring to a specific 

research method and 3) generalization of the second point (i.e. defining various methods as a 

general methodology). While the boundaries of the term may be diffuse and vary in the various 

researches, methodology may still generally be defined as "a structured set of guidelines or 

activities to assist in generating valid and reliable research results”, consisting of various 

methods or techniques (Mingers, 2001). In this context, I will follow Minger’s first definition, in 

analyzing methodology as a general study of the philosophy of principles and procedures of 

processes. Methods on the other hand, is a more concrete and systematic way of implementing 

a process, which I will instead discuss in the next section of examining specific methods on 

research methods and techniques. 

Principally, Guba & Lincoln (1994) argued that both qualitative and quantitative method may 

be used appropriately within any research paradigm. But the research scope of this paper is not 

be to verify or falsify any hypothesis, since the research context of deal site purchasing is still 

relatively new and limitedly explored. Therefore, I suggest initiating the descriptive research 

within a qualitative investigation, through hermeneutical and dialectic techniques. Andersen 

described that qualitative methods may grant us deeper understanding of the field of research in 

which we are studying; both in its complexity, but also on the scale of the coherent picture 

(Andersen, 2002).  

Rasmussen et al. (2006) mentioned that suggested research models, concepts and variables 

will first need to be operationalized - “i.e. made applicable to concrete analyses”, defined and 

delimited, before being used. This was done in my work on secondary data sources, where I 

reviewed relevant theories on constructs of purchasing behavior and data on the case in general 

Methodology is the reflection stage where considerations are made on how to 

operationalize concepts and variables to solve the research objectives. Given the background 

of constructive paradigm of this paper, the methodological approach will thus examine the 

case with a qualitative perspective through hermeneutical and dialectic techniques. 
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from books, articles and internet sources. This work resulted in my selection to use social 

influence theories and decision-making models, where the variables were placed in a model to 

analyze the consumer behavior of online purchasing at deal sites. On the basis of the suggested 

figure to examine the case (cf. Figure 7), the more concrete research methods may next be 

described. 

4.4 Research Methods & Techniques 

 

In general, method deals with choices that one makes during the research process 

(Andersen, 2002), or more specifically “the systematic process we use to validate a given body of 

knowledge” (Rasmussen et al., 2006). Furthermore, Mingers defined methods in a research 

context as “instruments for provoking a response from the world”. Different methods may be 

used to gather these responses. Thus, “it is both desirable and feasible to combine together 

different research methods to gain richer and more reliable research results” (Mingers, 2001). 

However, the choice of which research tools to use, depend on the research goals and objectives 

set (Anderson, 2002).  

Parboteeah (2005) stated that there is a “wide gamut of research methods to choose from”, 

where they should be evaluated on the three dimensions of generalizability, realism, and 

precision, which have earlier been referred to the “three-horned dilemma” (cf. Parboteeah, 

2005). Furthermore, Parboteeah argued that the researcher should select the research method 

that is most appropriate to the study’s objective (i.e. research objective) and optimizing these 

three dimensions. The author argued that this is practically impossible – all research methods 

have their own strengths, but are also flawed in some way or the other. Thus, the best strategy is 

to choose a research method that are able to balance these dimensions (Parboteeah, 2005). 

As I desire for qualitative information in order to investigate a descriptive research objective, 

the chosen research ‘instrument’ (or techniques) should therefore be capable of solving this 

research problem. In that context, there are many research techniques that may be 

implemented, each with their own benefits and disadvantages. For instance, Daymon & 

Research methods and techniques are the specific tools and methods to be used to solve 

the research objective. Based on previous presumptions of the constructivism paradigm, the 

research method will in this case use semi-structured interviews to analyze and describe the 

case context. 
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Holloway (2002) described the various forms of interview (structured, semi-structured and 

open), focus groups, observations and other less-used types (such as diaries, documentaries 

etc.). I have opted to use a semi-structured interview in this paper to create the primary data for 

interpretation. 

4.5 The Semi-Structured Interview Process 

According to Andersen (2002), the semi-structured interviews are used in cases where the 

situation is better understood and where some theoretical and practical knowledge on the 

phenomena to be studied exists, but where opportunities of gaining new perspectives and 

information are still possible, which the interviewee may contribute with. This seem to fit the 

case of the deal sites, as the context of the marketing concept is generally understood, but 

where I will seek to gain a new perspective of it, through exploring the role of social influence 

relatively.  

Moreover, Andersen also recommended the use of a questioning/interview guide, which the 

interviewer checks during the process, as the focus may be kept on the key areas to be explored 

(Andersen, 2002). I will also take advantage of a screening process before initiating the 

interviews, so the investigated data will be more reliable for the targeted consumer segment (cf. 

§ Appendix D: Interview guide).  

4.5.1 Quality of Research 

It is arguably impossible to achieve neutrality and objectivity, if the research presumption is 

made based on the fundament of the socially constructive paradigm (cf. Daymon & Holloway, 

2002). Still, subjectivity may not necessarily be the biggest flaw, if the researcher is aware of it, 

and examines the results based on its place within research (Daymon & Holloway, 2002). 

Therefore, a set of criteria will be implemented to ensure a high scientific standard of the 

research. 

4.5.2 Reliability 

According to Daymon & Holloway (2002), reliability deals with whether the research method 

may be replicated in another research to produce the same results or answer. Arguably, this is 

harder in qualitative research, as the research instrument is the researcher himself, therefore 

never being wholly consistent and replicable (Daymon & Holloway, 2002). And even if the study 

could be repeated by other researchers, the authors argue that it is unlikely that the same 
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results could be achieved, due to the researcher and the personality, characteristics and 

background influences thereof (Daymon & Holloway, 2002). Therefore, they recommend that a 

research ‘trail’ should be created, along with documentation of steps and decisions made should 

be attached, to ensure reliability.  

I am taking account for this by first explaining the research processes and fully defining the 

constructs used in this paper, then by displaying how these factors are attached to the decision-

making model. The secondary data, consisting of theoretical reviews, models and other articles, 

derive from books, journals and sources that are believed to be trustworthy as they derive from 

well-known databases and sources. References to these sources should be made clear in 

quotations, and more information on their data is listed in the attached bibliography. Also, the 

research methods of screening and interviews that are used to investigate the model will be 

thoroughly presented in the next chapter, explaining the research design process. Eventual 

problems of research and uncertainties will also be presented there. Moreover, the interviews 

will be recorded and transcribed with the aid of computer software (InqScribe), which should 

then ensure that the data remain precise and timely recorded. While the recordings themselves 

will not be provided with the thesis, the audio clips will still be stored if future access will be 

necessary. 

4.5.3 Validity 

Daymon & Holloway (2002) described validity in qualitative research to deal with methods, 

approaches and techniques that relate or measure the issues to be explored, which is known as 

the credibility of these types of account. In other words, the key question here is: “Are we really 

measuring what we think we are measuring?” (Rasmussen et al., 2006). Daymon & Holloway 

separate between 3 types of validity: 1) internal validity (if findings are accurately reflecting aim 

of research), 2) generalizability (if findings may be used on other similar settings) and 3) 

relevance (meaningful to researcher and reader) (Daymon & Holloway, 2002).  

In this paper, I will implement several initiatives to make the results as valid as possible. First, 

I will attempt to clarify uncertainties in the interview sessions, and ask participants to confirm 

their opinions if they are unclear. The second point on generalizability is arguably harder to 

accomplish, as this would be better suited to quantitative examinations (Daymon & Holloway, 

2002). Still, since I will find research samples at random, the process of selection in this thesis 

should therefore assure a more valid representation of the targeted segment group (than by a 
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more convenient consumer sample). Finally, the point of relevance is one of the motivational 

reasons of conducting this thesis (cf. § 1.2), which will hopefully enrich the knowledge on both 

social influence and the context of the deal sites for stakeholders that are concerned with this 

paper. 

4.5.4 Ethical issues 

As briefly mentioned in the introduction, paying attention to ethical issues has a high 

importance in this paper. This section deals with how I plan to consider the ethical issues in this 

research context. 

First of all, participation to the research interviews is based on a voluntary basis, so people 

are not forced to participate. This does create a validity issue, as people who were not available / 

or did not volunteer, are also belonging to the targeted consumer segment. But as this paper is 

does not have a quantitative generalizing objective, I will accept the exploration of the subjective 

descriptions from voluntary participants, while being aware that other perspectives may also be 

a factor. 

Second, biases are attempted to be eliminated as the participants to the examinations are 

randomized; i.e. they are unfamiliar to me, and are chosen at random. This should ensure that 

data is more reliable, and not explained in a biased manner. 

Third, a relative anonymity of participants will be assured as their personal information will 

mostly be omitted from the paper, except information on their backgrounds and fit for the 

research sample.  

Informed content 

The maintenance of these ethical issues will be assessed through the use of the informed 

consent of participants, which I have used Daymon & Holloway’s (2002) guidelines for 

inspiration. The consent will be explained and confirmed orally, and consists of instructions that 

are explained to the potential participants at 3 stages; 1) before the screening examination, 2) 

after screening and before the interview, and 3) after the interview process. The instructions 

given will be different at the different stages, but the more involved the participant are to the 

research; the more information will be given to assure their anonymity and confidentiality on 

the use of their participation (compared to the individual only assessed for screening purposes).  

In any case, the consent will inform the participants on the aim of the research, why they are 

picked for the sample, for which parties which are involved in the research, and who might have 
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a benefit of this. If consumers are rejected on the basis of screening, they will also be informed 

on the reasons why. The participants will also be informed of how the data will be treated and 

analyzed for the use of the research, at their final stages. 

I also specifically asked for permission to record each participant’s answers through using a 

Dictaphone, which was accepted by all subjects. 

4.6  Sampling and Screening 

The interview participants will be sampled to fit the targeted consumer segment (purposive 

sampling of homogeneous sample; Daymon & Holloway, 2002), so the results may be reliable 

according to the targeted consumer group. The selection process happens by me (the 

interviewer) actively seeking people to participate (convenience sampling), thus involving 

voluntarily participation. In this way, the test sample should be more randomized and yield 

higher reliability, compared to self-selected samples. It could be argued that people who do 

volunteer are self-selecting themselves, as their personalities could indicate more proneness to 

expressing stronger thoughts and emotions towards a topic, relatively to people who do not 

volunteer. Still, these volunteers are randomly picked, as they did not actively sign up to 

participate. Either way, the purpose of this paper is not to generalize across the whole consumer 

segment, so diverse opinions of these volunteers will still be valuable in depicting the purchasing 

behavior of the sites.  

Regarding the sample size, I plan to determine this when I perceive a saturation in relevant 

information (cf. Daymon & Holloway, 2002). This is arguably hard to describe beforehand, so I 

will discuss this later, in the review of the interviews (cf. § 5.2).   

To improve on validity of my research, I will also conduct a screening sampling of potential 

participants to select individuals that have different experiences with the sites, as this may 

increase the diversity of opinions and answers to the research questions of this paper.  

Summarized, the abovementioned explanations of the research method process should 

hopefully contribute in making the results from the research process to be usable for further 

processing and analysis against the theoretical fundaments of this paper. Next, I will present a 

description of how the research design was initiated and discuss issues relatively to this process. 



 

5. Research Design: Screening & the Interview 

The following sections will describe an evaluation of the research process of the interviews in 

retrospect.  

5.1 Sampling 

My goal was to find consumers to sample who were unfamiliar to me, which could reduce 

the bias problem, since my role would also include interviewing the subjects. The potential 

interview subjects must also have completed at least one product on the deal sites, since this 

research depends on people recalling their experiences of an enacted purchase on these sites.  

The process of recruiting participants for research appeared to be more difficult to find than 

originally planned. My first intention was to question random young people belonging to the 

consumer segment of target for their relationship to the deal sites, since that approach would 

enable me to reach people with more different backgrounds than from a selected sample. I 

picked several public areas in the Copenhagen area (such as a park, a lake, a public square and a 

cinema) to find voluntary interviewees, but I had difficulties in finding subjects who met the 

requirements and were interested to participate. It turned out that many people had no 

experience/knowledge of the deal sites. Some men did not use the sites themselves but had 

partners who did. Many people in these public places did not have the time to give a proper 

interview, and some people were simply not interested to participate. 

Therefore, I changed tactics and resorted to questioning random subjects at a student 

residence. This approach had a major advantage in the easier accessibility to sample subjects, 

where people were more relaxed to speak, as they were at home. However, a crucial 

disadvantage in this approach is the fact that only students are eligible to live at this student 

residence. Thus, I am missing the impressions and perspectives from other young adults who are 

not students, where their deal site consumption may be completely different from the students 

in my sample. 

Anyhow, I conducted a research at this student residence spread over 3 days, where I 

systematically went to the common areas of each floor of the residence and asked for people 

who have purchased at the deal sites. I reckon that I interacted with 30 to 40 people in that 

period, where I managed to get 11 people who were appropriate for my targeted segment group 

to fill out my screening questionnaire; i.e. young adults in the range of 20-30 years old who had 

purchased at least one coupon at the deal sites (cf. § 2.2). There were also a few who did not 
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want to participate, due to various reasons. In the process, I found that approximately 25% of 

the student sample have tried to purchase a product at the sites, which surprisingly seems fit to 

the description of Jurhagen’s research that was earlier mentioned (cf. Jurhagen, 2010).  

5.2 Results of the Screening Examination 

Based on these 11 individuals who filled out the screening, I created some brief descriptive 

statistics that are attached in the appendix (cf. Appendix C: Graphical Illustrations of Screening 

Results).  

When referring to these illustrations, important findings of the screening showed that 1) 

subjects had mostly bought 1-5 deals, 2) the subjects were relatively infrequent buyers; monthly 

purchase or rarer, 3) food & dining deals were clearly the most popular, followed by health & 

wellness, where other deals were less bought, 4) the subjects mostly used the deal sites 

Downtown and Sweetdeal, and 5) almost all received one or more daily newsletters.  

I also posed some questions of opinion, where vital findings included: a) people both used 

deals regularly and irregularly, b) most people buy products at random/not preplanned on the 

sites, c) people were indecisive in being referred to a deal from friends/family, d) most seemed 

to buy a deal of need, e) they tend to agree that the purchased coupons are bought to be spent 

with friends/family, and f) half tended to forget using their deals. 

Finally, the background information question suggests that the students spend only 0-500 

DKK monthly on experience goods per month. Many of the students had a job next to their 

studies. 

The illustrations in the appendix should not be seen as valid statistical inferences for the 

whole segment group of the student population, but more as indicators of the tendency and 

pattern of students’ purchasing behavior on the deal sites. The screening questions also helped 

me in evaluating the subjects for future questioning. As most subjects had just bought between 

1-5 deals, I therefore only interviewed 3 of this group. Moreover, I interviewed 2 subjects with 5-

15 purchases. The most difficult part was to get hold of a more ‘experienced’ person (over 15 

purchases); which I was lucky enough to find, as one of the subjects had a friend who did match 

this description.  

5.3 Presentation of Interviewees 

The selected interviewees were based on their total history of purchasing at deal sites, and 

are as follows: 
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1-5 purchases: 

Female #1 (F1): student, monthly consumption (on experience products) of 0-500 DKK. 

Female #2 (F2): student, monthly consumption of 0-500 DKK. 

Male #2 (M2): student, monthly consumption on experience products of more than 1000 

DKK 

5-15 purchases: 

Male #1 (M1): Currently unemployed (just graduated), monthly consumption on experience 

products of 0-500 DKK. 

Female #3 (F3): Student, consumption on experience products of 0-500 DKK. 

More than 15 purchases: 

Female #4 (F4): Student (has been working couple years before starting studies), monthly 

consumption on experience products of 0-500 DKK. 

From this point, I will refer to the various subjects as the abbreviation listed above, e.g. M1 

for male participant #1.  

There are some peculiar characteristics of these consumers as well. First, both male subjects 

are active purchasers of deals on health & wellness offers, which only F4 has tried of the 

females. M2 is the only of these who haven’t bought a sushi deal, while F3 has bought only sushi 

deals; according to her around 15 in total. The most experienced participant of these is clearly 

F4, who has tried to purchase products within all categories of products. Before she started her 

studies, she had a full-time job, and she was then very active on the deal sites. At her peak, she 

would buy more than a deal per week, which is definitely the highest frequency of anyone in this 

research (including the rest of the screening subjects). She was also the subject that I had the 

longest interview with, which lasted around 30 minutes (including screening).  

5.4 The Interview Process 

The interview process continued shortly upon the subject’s completion of the screening 

questionnaire, after I got an opportunity to evaluate their answers, which then gave me some 

clues on what to initiate the questions with. But basically, I would start by introducing my 

subjects to my main research question and interest in the deal sites, so they could better 

understand the whole process. 

 Then, I would always start by dividing the subjects’ purchases to the shopping motives that 

they seemed to have fulfilled, before exploring the rest of the main stages of the decision-

making model according to these shopping motives. The subjects were allowed to speak freely, 
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where I would sometimes repeat their opinions to make sure that I got the correct opinion (a 

technique from Daymon & Holloway, 2002). If the respondents did not have something to say of 

a particular issue, I would always make sure that they answered the most important questions 

that I had, which I had ready in the form of an interview guide (cf. Appendix D: Interview guide).  

In any case, I highlighted the informed content was earlier described in the ethical guidelines 

throughout the process, and made sure to debrief the subjects about the use of the interview, 

the use of Dictaphone etc.  

Finally, the interviewees were not rewarded with any rewards or gifts, as they seemed to be 

interested to participate to the interviews of their own will. This could be interpreted as a 

positive thing, since it further emphasizes the voluntary spirit of the participants, where they are 

not lured by a prize to participate.  

5.5 Issues of the Interview Process 

While conducting the interviews, I ran into several problems. Initially, I must confess that I 

lack experience within qualitative interviews which might reduce the relative quality of them. I 

tried to learn as much as possible through learning from books on the area (Daymon & Holloway, 

2002; Kvale, 1997) but as the books describe; the interview process is a profession that is 

learned by exerting it in practice. Anyhow, I experienced several issues.  

First, a problem was found in the approach of the interview, as sometimes, I felt like I was 

talking too much and asking the interviewees direct questions on the issues of deal sites. The 

subjects were sometimes reacting with brief responses, instead of giving longer reflections and 

argumentations on their views on the subjects. This could perhaps again be explained by the fact 

that subjects does not feel comfortable enough to open themselves up to me (as an 

interviewer), due to the fact that they have only met me a brief moment before, a concept that 

has also been described before (Daymon & Holloway, 2002). If I could repeat the processes 

again, I would emphasize to getting a richer interview, perhaps by making the subjects feeling 

more comfortable to talk and better understanding the research context. 

Another potential issue related to the above could be the social desirability bias; i.e. people 

are unwilling or unable to respond accurately on “sensitive topics for egodefensive or impression 

management reasons”, resulting in biased answers “toward respondents’ perceptions of what is 

“correct” or socially acceptable”, potentially misleading  research results (Fisher, 1993). I am 

unsure how much this concept would have an effect on this case, since little research has been 

done on the subject. Yet, I do see that a potential issue here could lie in the spontaneous nature 
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of purchasing at deal sites, connected with impulse purchasing, which researchers have 

previously connected to desirability bias (e.g. Bayley & Nancarrow, 1998). One subject did in fact 

suggest to me that using too many deals could give people an impression that the user is poor or 

cheap, if they are constantly buying coupon deals. I didn’t make any precautions against it, but 

the issue is definitely something that could be explored in further research. 

A different problem is linked to another issue; the Dictaphone, which records the 

conversations of me and the interviewee. After the interview process was over and the 

Dictaphone was turned off, I would continue to talk to the participants to debrief them about 

the further process of the thesis, the projection, objectives, ethical guidelines etc. At that time, 

some participants would be more talkative as the chat was more unstructured and less formal, 

where they would mention many interesting perspectives that unfortunately were not recorded 

on tape. I tried to compensate for some of this by posing the final question of “Do you have 

something else to add?” (cf. Daymon & Holloway, 2002). The technique was especially beneficial 

to capturing the second male subject’s extra views, but technique was first introduced after 

completing 3 interviews, thus missing those extra perspectives. 

In any case, I felt that the interviews went better and more smoothly as I gained experience 

in the method, and became more accustomed to the research topics and questions thereof. 

Therefore, I believe my best interview was the last one, which fitted conveniently, as I 

interviewed a heavy user of deal sites who had plenty of experience to share with me. 

There was also a more personal communication issue in the research, which dealt with 

language (which was brought up earlier, cf. § 4.1.). Although I have spent 6 years in Denmark, my 

native language is Norwegian and not Danish (which is still quite similar). Therefore, slight 

misunderstandings may have occurred in both the interviewing and transcription process. In 

addition to this, technical problems are also a factor that should be mentioned. Transcribing the 

interviews was conducted with a Dictaphone in all cases, except the last interview, which was a 

recorded telephone call through the microphone of the computer. In transcribing these 

interviews, the recorded sounds may have been misinterpreted or not understood properly, for 

instance where other sounds are interfering, or where interviewee’s are not speaking clearly or 

loudly to the Dictaphone. In these cases, I have chosen to interpret the intended meaning in 

brackets, which may be seen in the interview transcriptions (cf. Appendix E: Interview 

Transcriptions). 
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6. Results 

The results will be presented in two parts. Part 1 will establish the initial considerations 

phase, which consists of the shopping motives of the decision-model, while part 2 will analyze 

the pre-purchase phase of information searching and evaluation, and discuss how social 

influence components has had an impact on the various shopping motives.  

6.1 Part 1: The Shopping Motives 

In the theoretical review, I originally discussed that I wanted to mainly separate between 

goal-directed and experiential purchasing motives (cf. § 3.4.1). But during the research process 

however, it came to my attention that there are also other types of shopping motives between 

these two main categories that wouldn’t fit the main characteristics and should be reflected 

upon. Therefore, I will in addition to the two main categories suggest two more categories for 

the analysis: the directed recommendation purchase and the planned experiential purchase. This 

expansion into two additional categories resembles of Stern’s 4 categories of impulse purchasing 

(planned, suggestive, reminder and pure impulse purchase; Stern, 1962). The reason why I 

choose to include them in the analysis is because the effects of social influence may be different 

on each type of shopping motive, which I will discuss subsequently in part 2.  

However, these categorizations should not be understood as absolute divisions of the 

constructs though, as they do interrelate across its definitions. While deal purchasing and 

bargain hunting have been associated with experiential purchasing in general (Wolfinbarger & 

Gilly, 2001); even the goal-directed purchasing in this case will have experiential traits. This could 

partially be explained by the fact that the goods offered are experience goods (cf. § 2.3.1), which 

are mostly consumed in a social setting. Affective reactions and evaluations are therefore likely 

to be present in all categories of purchasing motives; which would most likely be different if it 

was imagined that the deal sites sold more traditional commodity products; that traditionally 

have been associated with less affective characteristics (e.g. Dimaggio & Louch, 1998).  

It is also important to clarify that the same consumers are often shopping with different 

purposes at various occasions. For instance, while M1 is a consumer who states that he often 

looks for sushi deals, he does also enjoy buying appealing products at random. Therefore, the 

results describe how consumers are imagined to follow these decision-making steps when they 

are influenced by the various shopping motives. 
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Motive of 
consumption of 
experience goods 

Goal-directed 

(planned purchase of 
specific product) 
e.g. sushi, hairdressing 

Directed recommendation 
(unplanned purchase of 
specific product) 
e.g. a recommended deal 

Planned experiential 
(planned purchase of unspecific 
product) 
e.g. gifts, planned occasions 

Experiential  
(unplanned purchase, 
unspecific product)  
e.g. wellness, events, travels  

Purpose Utility maximization in 
purchase of specific 
product (quality, function, 
value) 

Functional utility, based on 
social recommendation 

Ensuring functional quality, 
hedonistic appeal, but also social 
appropriateness 

Relevant hedonistic 
experience (and social 
acceptable) 

Relative risk  Low Medium High Medium-High 

Main risk 
reduction 
purpose 

Functional/Financial  Social/psychological, 
functional 

Social/psychological, 
functional 

Social/psychological, 
functional 

Table 2: Suggested attributes of the decision-making model, divided on shopping motives at deal sites (based on constructs from Figure 3 and Figure 7) 

 

Specific 

product to 

purchase? 

Planned purchase Unplanned purchase 

Yes Goal-directed motive Directed recommendation 

No 
Planned experiential 

motive 
Experiential motive 

Figure 10: Suggested differentiation of shopping motives (own conception)
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Based on the results of my research process, I hereby suggest the various shopping motives 

of purchasing at deal sites in Table 2. I also listed a suggested purpose for each of the motive, 

along with what main risk reduction the motives will serve, and what the suggested risk level of 

each motive is. Figure 10 illustrates how the shopping motives may be differentiated between 

how planned they are, and whether they deal with a specific product or not.  

Next, I will next explain these shopping motives individually, and display examples of how 

subjects have experienced these motives in shopping situations on deal sites. 

6.1.1 Goal-Directed Motive 

A goal-directed shopping motive typically describes people who search to buying a specific 

preplanned item (cf. Figure 10). This motive has earlier been related to an extrinsic motivation to 

maximize utilities (cf. § 3.4.1). In research, I found that the goal-directed motive was used to 

solve (i.e. purchase) a need for something, or what the subjects argued that they needed; which 

on the deal sites are experiential goods. This may initially be seen as ironic – at least if one 

compare to Maslow’s hierarchy of needs (cf. Maslow, 1970). This ‘need’ is strange because, it 

doesn’t seem to fulfill any immediate need, at least if it is compared to the ‘fundamental needs’ 

as physiological and security needs (Maslow, 1970). Experiential needs could arguably be 

compared to as a combination of Maslow’s needs of belonging and love (social needs) and 

esteem needs, as the deals are often indulged in a social context, where the final experience may 

be used to lift one’s esteem level. But as it was earlier described, the Danish population has a 

high demand for experience goods (EBST & CKO, 2011) and therefore, the goal-directed need of 

experience goods should not be seen as a surprise. 

I also consider buying gifts where the specific product were preplanned to be a goal-directed 

purchase. But buying gifts on the deal site where the final product has not been preplanned is 

not considered to be goal-directed, as the obtained product would be the result of chance at a 

specific day. I will instead cover this type later as a planned experiential purchase.  

An example of goal-directed purchasing through the deal sites is the planned purchases of 

sushi, which have been the most popular deals in Denmark (cf. § 2.1), since it allow consumers to 

save 50 % or more on the normal price of sushi. M1 told me that he had a monthly craving for 

sushi, which has lead him to buy several coupons of sushi deals on the websites. F3 has in total 

bought around 15 coupons and these have been for sushi deals alone. Thus, a goal-directed 
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behavior for utility maximization is certainly possible on the deal sites, as consumers have 

learned that sushi can be bought cheaply there.  

But the whole concept of using deal sites to fulfill certain shopping needs is initially 

paradoxical, as a “random” deal appears for only 24 hours, before they disappear again. In other 

words, it should not be possible to be chasing a certain product there, since none knows the 

occurrence of specific products. However, it does seem as people are able to predict the goods 

sold at the deal sites as their experience in using these services increases with time. It turns out 

that people are able to plan and wait for the specific product to occur again, which several 

subjects in this research have argued for.  

F1 told me that she checks the sites daily, which explains why she is able to wait until a 

coupon for sushi appears. Otherwise, people could also buy a coupon – or even several - to fulfill 

future needs. M1 bought 3 coupons for sushi the last time he purchased at the deal site, and was 

actually expressing a concern that one might expire soon, if he didn’t use it. M2 also buys 

coupons for haircuts in advance: 

“I think it’s very smart, especially considering hairdressing and [these types of deals], as you 

can buy one now, then within 6 months or one year, you can choose to use it at one point or the 

other” (M2; 02:18.06).  

To making his goal-directed search even more effective and to aid him finding the products 

that he wants, he also make use of a new type of deal sites which only gathers deals from the 

other deal providers in his specific area. The site he uses is Bownty.dk, which has become a 

popular site for that purpose in Denmark. In any case, the initial spontaneous concept of deal 

sites could therefore arguably be used to serve a goal-directed shopping motive. 

Risks 

Compared to the other shopping motives, the risks of purchasing with a goal-directed motive 

is considerably lower, since the purchase has have been planned beforehand and the consumer 

is aware about what s/he will purchase. The relatively low price of the deals may also contribute 

to this fact as well (cf. § 6.2.1), which is arguably valid for all cases of deal purchasing at the sites. 

Still, the consumer will probably seek to reduce these functional risks through information 

searching. Moreover, I do not believe that social risks are significant for this motive, since the 

planned purchase have probably been reflected upon in advance, so there won’t be 

uncertainties at the point of purchase. 
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6.1.2 Directed Recommendation 

The directed recommendation shopping motive is a concept that I have created, due to the 

many instances of recommendation purchases that I have observed in this research. Basically, it 

deals with instances where the consumer is recommended a specific product by friends or 

acquaintances; but where the actual purchase has not been decided upon (preplanned) before 

the consumer evaluates product and information about it first. It is different from the goal-

directed motive; as in those cases, people have already decided to purchase specific products. In 

other words, it may also be referred to as an unplanned purchase of a specific product (cf. Figure 

10).  

A consumer purchasing after a directed recommendation could obtain several advantages. 

First, the recommendations tend to be more relevant to the individual, especially if they come 

from sources that are close to the subject. This was for instance displayed in F4’s case, who has 

been recommended several deals by her father, since he tends to know her situation and needs. 

She admitted to have purchased some of the deals that were recommended, but not all. 

Moreover, she also recommends her father deals as well (as in a reciprocal circle).  

Another example was F2’s case, where she purchased a deal of sushi at the deal site, 

because her friend had seen it, then recommended the deal and discussed it with her. She 

decided to purchase it, so the friends enjoy a social occasion together. The motive of a 

recommended purchase might therefore not be because it is relevantly functional, but also 

because it is solving a social need, which could be the case in most purchases of experience 

goods. 

Risks 

The purchase due to a directed recommendation would arguably have some moderate risk 

to it, especially regarding functional risks. This could be explained by the fact that the consumer 

has not planned the purchase in advance, but the risk may still be reduced, especially if the 

social sources recommending the deal are able to make relevant deals to the consumer. Since 

the motive is driven by a social recommendation from others, the imagined social risks are 

therefore low for this motive.  

6.1.3 Planned Experiential Motive 
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The planned experiential purchasing motive is another concept that I have suggested from 

the research, being similar to Stern’s concept of the planned impulse purchase where the 

consumers have partially planned the spontaneous purchase beforehand. In other words, the 

concept explains when a motive, an occasion of purchase or a category of products to purchase 

has already been predetermined, but a where the final decision to buy something specific is still 

lacking. In context with the behavior on deal sites, it may be used to describe the occasions 

where the subjects have to buy a present to someone, and where the resulted purchase is a 

product that the subjects thought would be appropriate for the situation.  

F4 has bought several presents to others through the deal sites, for instance depicted here: 

“I have bought presents, also experience goods as massages and such things have I bought as 

presents, where I knew that I needed a gift. And just what that would be, I didn’t know.” (F4; 

06:50.02)  

She stated that she has purchased several presents to her father through these sites. 

Furthermore, she has also purchased deals for occasions that were already planned, but where 

she then finds appropriate deals on the deal site (without being goal-directed to it). She was also 

willing to purchase deals in advance and save them for later, if the purpose of using them was 

set, since the appearance of the deals could be rare and unpredictable. 

Risks 

The risk level of purchasing a product that was a planned experiential could be considered to 

be reasonably higher than the other motives presented in this paper. This is due to several 

factors. First, the planning of a specific product has not been done, so there will be uncertainties 

in choosing an appropriate product, regarding functional qualities. There could also be 

uncertainties regarding the social appropriateness of the product, as the purchased gift or the 

shared social occasion may not be appropriate to the recipients. Information searching for this 

motive should therefore ensure a risk reduction in both functional and social values. 

6.1.4 Experiential Motive 

Experiential motivation seems to occur when the subjects abruptly finds something of 

interest, which they had not originally planned beforehand to purchase. It may be recalled that 

this category has earlier been linked to spontaneous purchases that is resulted by affective 

evaluations of a product. Moreover, experiential purchasing at deal sites is different from 
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spontaneous purchasing, as the products don’t have to be consumed immediately. This fact may 

actually increase the desire of consumers wanting to purchase experientially.  

F4 expressed that she is more interested in buying deals with longer validity and flexible time 

of consumption (with no restrictions on days of use), where she could buy several coupons if 

they meet those criteria. In fact, she had to stop purchasing coupons for a while, as she had 

some to be used before their expirations. F1 explained that she purchases at the sites because 

she wants to spoil herself and her company once in a while and break out of the routine, which is 

also one of the characteristics of the experiential shopping motive. 

Risks 

The risks in experiential consumption are arguably large, since the purchase has not been 

properly planned and most likely purchased for affective reasons. But compared to the two 

motives mentioned before this, an experiential purchase does not need to relate so much to 

other people, and may actually be a self-selected purchase for self-consumption. Therefore, it 

could be argued that the reduced social risk in purchasing for an experiential motive would also 

reduce the overall perceived risk. And finally, the low price of the coupons at the deal sites might 

also reduce the risk perception, in case the deal turns out to lack adequate functional benefits 

for instance. This point is valid for most purchases on the deal sites in general, and will be 

discussed further in the next part. 

6.2 Part 2: Social Influence on Information Searching And Evaluation 

With the 4 shopping motives with its relative risks established, I will next move on to a 

discussion of how consumers find information and evaluate upon this to potentially solve their 

shopping motives. Also, I will suggest how external search and interpersonal influence may have 

a potential impact on the shopping motive (inspired by Senecal & Nantel, 2001), which may aid 

to understand the coherent context of information searching and social influence. Finally, these 

elements will collectively be used to explain how social influence has an impact on the various 

shopping motives of deal site purchasing, which shall be discussed in the next chapter. 

The results of my suggestions are presented next in Table 3: 
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Shopping 
motive on deal 
sites 

Goal-directed 

(planned purchase of 
specific product) 
e.g. sushi, hairdressing 

Directed recommendation 
(unplanned purchase of 
specific product) 
e.g. a recommended deal 

Planned experiential 
(planned purchase of unspecific 
product) 
e.g. gifts, planned occasions 

Experiential  
(unplanned purchase, 
unspecific product)  
e.g. wellness, events, travels  

Information 
searching  

Internal information: 
experience 

External information: deal 
sites 

Internal: experience 
External information: deal 
sites and interpersonal sources 

Internal: experience 
External information; deal sites 
and interpersonal sources 

Internal information: mood, 
External information: deal sites 
and interpersonal sources 

Suggested 
external 
search level 

Low-Moderate 
(potentially high) 

Non-low Low-Moderate  
(potentially high) 

None-moderate 

Suggested 
evaluation 
process 

Primarily own-based,  
also affect- & other-based 

Primarily other-based,  
also affect-based 

Primarily other-based, 
also affect-based 

Primarily affect-based,  
also other-based 

Potential for 
interpersonal 
influence 

Moderate-high High High None-moderate 

Social 
Influence 

Normative: compliance & 

identification; purchase 

may benefit social 

relationship 

Informational: 

internalization; from deal 

sites and other experts to 

ensure utility maximization 

Normative: compliance & 

identification; purchase may 

benefit social relationship 

Informational: internalization; 

from deal sites and 

interpersonal sources to 

ensure function and 

experience 

Normative: compliance & 

identification; purchase may 

benefit social relationship 

Informational: internalization; 

from deal sites and other sources 

to ensure function and 

appropriateness 

Normative: compliance & 

identification; purchase may 

benefit social relationship 

Informational: internalization; 

from deal sites and other 

experts to ensure experience  

Table 3: Suggested potential for interpersonal influence of shopping motives at deal sites. Inspired by Table 1 & 2 in Senecal & Nantel, 2001; page 21 



 

6.2.1 Goal-Directed Motive 

Information searching & evaluation 

For this motive, consumers seem to use both internal and external information sources. 

Fundamentally, they might start off by considering the external source of information of the deal 

sites, which describes the deal, the conditions of it, location, pictures etc. In fact, information 

from the deal sites could be considered as the principal information source for all shopping 

motives. Senecal & Nantel (2001) however, argued that this motive fits with a high level of 

external search, as the consumer would need to find sufficient information to base their 

decisions on. However, my research indicate that people who were chasing sushi deals did in 

fact show low external search levels, possibly due to experience levels and price on deals. 

Therefore, consumers may also in fact display low external search levels, especially in the 

context of buying deals at the deal sites, which opposes Senecal & Nantel’s suggestion.  

The motivation to search for information seems to be less when the price is low, because 

there is little to lose if the expected outcome turns out to not being satisfactory. F4 stated that 

the deals are so cheap anyways, that it wouldn’t hurt to try a sushi deal – thus the information 

searching doesn’t seem to be worth the effort. F2 argued in the same fashion about a sushi deal:  

“I was thinking that at least I could try it [the deal] since there was a discount there now [on 

the deal site], and then I could always reconsider… So if I wouldn’t find it to be good, then one 

could say that I wouldn’t return” (F2; 04:06.03).  

The same argument was also used by F3, and she claimed that her friends share this opinion 

as well. These perspectives are remarkable, as they are somewhat opposing the typical trait of 

the goal-directed consumer. Moe (2003) argued that consumers are very focused and directed 

into solving their purchasing goals in this motive, and would therefore only purchase when they 

have sufficient information. Transposed to this case, consumers directed to purchase cheap 

sushi should then attempt to make sure that they will find decent cheap sushi that would satisfy 

their needs. One could therefore imagine that consumers would spend more time on ensuring 

that their offer was truly cheapest or of an adequate quality, but it seems that a low price 

prevents the consumer from putting more effort into information searching.  

The other explanations to the low external searching willingness could lie in the internal 

source of experience, which seems to have a major influence on consumer behavior. Subjects 

M1, F1, F3 and F4 argued that they have sufficient experience with the sushi vendors on the deal 
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sites, so they are willing to purchase sushi on these sites without searching for extra information 

(for instance external reviews sites etc.). However, F2 argues that she doesn’t really think that 

experience with some product is the decisive clue for what she will buy. The product and its 

description must appeal to her, which does make sense, as the goods sold on the deal sites are 

experience goods. But despite the fact that F2’s argued that experience does not play a critical 

role in what she will purchase, I still believe that experience plays a significant impact on how 

the consumer will search for information for products. For instance, M2 states: 

“…But if I know it [the sushi vendor] from before and its good sushi, I would then trust it more 

[with my own judgment], than what they write on the website.” (M2; 10:26.02).  

Furthermore, goal-directed shopping has traditionally been seen to be related to own-based 

evaluation, with its focus on utility maximization. The consumer are able to use own judgment, 

for instance based on their experience, which also seems to be the case here. Nonetheless, 

other-based evaluation may arguably also be present, as other sources (external sites, deal sites, 

interpersonal sources) are probably also guiding the consumers when purchasing at the deal 

sites. In buying deals on haircuts, both male subjects emphasized the external search of 

information to ensure the value and quality of deal and the credibility of the hairdresser. M2 

would call the hairdressers to validate the offer of haircuts and make sure that he could book an 

appointment there, before buying the coupon itself. This point contradicts the lower willingness 

to find external information, and illustrates that the goal-directed purchase could have a higher 

information searching level after all. Therefore, I listed the category to have a potential high 

external information search, as Senecal & Nantel argued for. 

Social influence 

Senecal & Nantel suggested that social influence would have a moderate level of impact for 

this category, since it is only one of the many sources of information that the individual would 

use to maximize their utilities. I did not find any data contradicting this, so I suggest the same. 

Regarding the influence types, it can initially be argued that informational influence is the 

strongest influence process in directed purchasing at deal sites, because consumers are seeking 

for a utility maximization purchase. But since some products of experience goods are to be 

experienced with others in a social setting, normative influence could therefore have a bigger 

effect than the consumption of traditional commodities (as previously discussed). And if the deal 

is not a shared social occasion, it could still be argued that the consumers do evaluate the 
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potential purchases on a social level. For instance, both M1 and M2 bought haircuts, where M1 

stated that he was interested to see what the hairdresser has done before: 

”I read about it [on the deal site], there is a very thorough description there about who he is, 

what he has been doing before, where he has been working in London before. Also that he had 

been cutting hair with some models, so then I thought well enough, he must know what to do 

with a pair of scissors.” (M1; 08:49.16). 

The example above displays informational influence (combined with own-/other-based 

evaluation), where the deal site describes an expert on the area of hairdressing, and by referring 

to celebrities to have used this hairdresser. Normative evaluations are also likely to have a 

significant part in this category of purchasing, especially in considering if the male participants 

would make use of a hairdresser that did was not keeping a certain acceptable normative 

standard among people that the subjects perceive to be similar to. 

6.2.2 Directed Recommendation 

Information searching & evaluation 

The initial information sources behind this motive would likely derive from friends or 

acquaintances of the consumer, which would then lead the individual to visit the deal sites to 

find information on the recommended product. External information from intrapersonal sources 

therefore seems to be the most important in this motive as well, but information from the deal 

sites would be important as well. Still, even internal sources could be relevant, as the consumer 

could use their experience in considering recommendations from people.  

Evaluation of a recommendable deal could also depend on how much the consumer is 

relying on other people. If they follow their friends or the deal site’s evaluation, they are 

arguably displaying a form of other-based evaluation. For instance, F2 bought a sushi deal on the 

recommendation of a friend, where they discussed it between themselves, and did not use any 

other information sources in buying that deal (than the website description): 

“You create a need out of nothing because you see a good offer. Yeah, it [the purchase] was 

really just because we thought it was cheaper, so we could together go out and eat. A good 

opportunity to see each other” (F2; 01:23.23) 

As the example above shows, own-based evaluation was also applied to their common 

evaluation, since they were concerned of the price of the deal. However, it is quite possible to 
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argue that affect-based evaluation is also applied, for instance as sushi appealed to them in the 

first place.  

Another example deals with F4’s recommendation of the travel-related deal, which she 

subsequently bought (the only one in this research sample) after a recommendation by her 

father. One of the reasons why she think the deals that her father has recommended to her have 

been so efficient, is because her father knows her so well; he knew that she was going to Italy, so 

when he found this deal, he recommended it to her. And as she had only pre-booked flights and 

rental car, she thought that it would be possible for her to reach the accommodation site of the 

advertised deal in Italy, hence resulting in a purchase. 

“… He [her father] knows me and what I’m looking for. He was not going to participate in the 

trip at all, he has nothing to do with the trip. But he saw this [deal], and thought that it might be 

something for me. And by him recommending it to me, I took a second look on it.” (F4; 10:10.25) 

The example above displays the strong effect of own- and other-based evaluation, where she 

took a second on the deal because of her father, but still was able to judge it herself. And as she 

is unsure about the qualities of the recommendation – other than what she has been told by him 

– she was then required to find information on the deal sites (or potentially other sources) that 

may ensure the quality of the deal. In this case, external information sources would arguably be 

more important than internal information sources, since there is reason to suspect that she has 

less experience with travel deals abroad than for instance purchasing a sushi deal.  

Experience is also important regarding her history with recommendations from her father, 

whom has recommended her products several times. She has not always purchased products 

when her father makes recommendations to her, but as she knows that he usually send her 

relevant deals, this relational experience could indicate if a deal should be examined more 

closely or not (internal source). 

Therefore, the need for external search of information would probably depend on the 

abovementioned evaluation, depending on how much consumers trusts the recommendations 

they receive. 

Social influence 

I argue that in this shopping motive, consideration of others may be as important or even 

more than personal preferences and judgments in aiding the consumer to evaluating an offer. In 

fact, social influence is critical in this motive, as the recommendation does initiate the shopping 
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motive. Informational influence could be used to for cases where the consumer would use the 

advice of others who know more than themselves in finding a relevant and good offer, for 

instance in the description of the expertise hairdresser that provoked M1 to purchase a haircut. 

Second, considerations to other people may actually have an effect that pressure people to 

purchase. I suggest that people could have bought products on the basis of normative 

relationship influence; either to upkeep a social relationship to others, or because they seek 

approval or acceptance from similar others. In buying a deal upon her father’s recommendation, 

subject F4 could undergo a normative relationship building process with him in doing so. Buying 

upon recommendation is also imaginable to make her father suggesting her more relevant 

recommendations in the future – compared to if she did not purchase any of his 

recommendations.  

In the other example where F2 bought a sushi deal after being recommended by her friend, 

it could be suggested that she might have bought the deal more for the opportunity of being 

with her friend than for the actual food itself, thus being less concerned on finding more external 

information sources for the deal. Thus, this shopping motive is arguably related to reducing 

social/psychological risks (cf. Table 2). 

Normative influence could also have derived because of the trustworthiness of sources, 

where in these cases, people trust more their friends and acquaintances. For instance, subject 

M2 exemplified this by explaining about his friends: 

“I have greater trust in what my friends have told me about the place, than the place tells 

about itself, yes.” (M2; 10:36.21). 

The quote could also be interpreted in the sense that the subject in this case is impacted by 

identification influence; i.e. a bond with a likable source, in judging an offer that he might be 

interested in. The result of this trust to similar others might lead the consumer to having a lesser 

need of searching for external information to base his decision on, thus reducing external search 

level and increasing the potential for interpersonal influence level.  

6.2.3 Planned Experiential 

Information searching & evaluation 

Despite the relatively high risk connected with this shopping motive (cf. § 6.1.3), my results 

indicate that the information searching level seems to be of a surprisingly low level, perhaps due 

to the spontaneous and experiential nature of deal site purchasing, where the deal site 
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descriptions and low prices are sufficient to convince the consumer. I will illustrate this with an 

example when M2 was buying a gift for his mother, which was actually ‘stumbled upon’ 

randomly:  

“… I wanted to go to some of these pages there [deal sites] to find a gift. And then, I 

stumbled over this…” (M2; 00:49.29). 

The purchase was done without further external search, possibly due to his inability to judge 

such an experience that is not meant for him. I also suggest that the shopping motive could have 

a high potential information searching level as well. While I did not find any evidence on this 

claim, it may be imagined that a person who needs to purchase a gift or a product for an 

occasion would spend time and resources on making sure that the product or service to be 

bought would have an acceptable standard of quality or value, so it would be approved and 

found relevant and appealing by the recipients (or themselves if self-consumption). It is 

therefore imaginable that if M2 was not convinced by the descriptions of the deal sites, that he 

would use other external sources to find information for the purchase as well. 

However, as the purchase is similar to the experiential purchase in traits, the hedonistic 

appeal of this motive may also promote spontaneous reactions, thus leading to reduced 

searching behavior, which may also have been caused by the low prices of deals in general. 

In any case of external search, external information seems again to be the most important 

information source for the subjects chasing a planned experiential purchase. The subjects in this 

research who did buy gifts to others for an occasion claimed that they made up their mind to 

buying something, after reading a description of the potential purchase on the deal site. Internal 

information seemed in these cases to be depressed, since the purchase was intended to others, 

whose preferences might be completely different than the subject itself. For instance, it is rather 

unlikely that subject M2 has experience with a diamond peeling skin therapy, but he still bought 

the deal, as the description on the website seemed to be satisfactory in covering his need to 

purchase a gift for his mother. 

 In trusting other sources for information, the subject is therefore dependent on other-based 

evaluation. M2 seemed to be unable to judge the quality of the offer, so he trusted the 

description of the deal site, thus leading to the purchase. However, it is likely that other planned 

experiential purchases would be more dependent on affective or own-based evaluation, for 

instance if the planned occasion was for a more personal use. To illustrate this point, subject F4 

argued the following in purchasing a planned experience: 
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“Yes, it is my assessment that comes first. If I had to give something as a gift, the person 

which the gift was meant for would of course have the priority in assessment. But if I am 

participating, my personal preferences would be put first.” (F4; 17:32.19). 

“If I would participate as well, and other people would join, then I wouldn’t buy something 

that I wouldn’t like… It has to appeal to me, and I have to be interested in it, otherwise I wouldn’t 

have bought it.” (F4; 17:59.16). 

In other words, she first illustrates the point that other-based evaluation would be put first, 

if the planned purchase would be a gift. But in shared social events with others where she would 

also participate in, affect-based evaluation would also be a determining factor, and perhaps 

stronger than other’s opinions. 

Social influence 

Interpersonal influence could also be very significant in these cases, since the individual 

purchaser need to make sure that purchase will be adequate in solving the shopping motives 

that have been set. From the quotations above, F4 stated that her preferences would weigh 

highest if she is participating in any event, but in the case of giving a gift, then the needs of the 

person which the gift is intended for will be highest prioritized. As there could be a significant 

social risk in a planned experiential purchase, the potential for interpersonal influence should 

therefore be great, as the source could help to reducing the social risks. 

Normative influence is therefore crucial for this shopping motive, as purchasing a relevant 

gift or planning a relevant event for social occasions could aid the consumer in his social 

relationships to friends and acquaintances, i.e. through compliance influence in buying of 

request, but also identification influence if the goal of the purchase will be to maintaining a 

relationship to another person or group. M2 bought a gift for his mother which he had no 

experience and limited knowledge about, which strongly resembles normative influence. The 

specific content of the gift is more or less irrelevant, since he purchases the gift to maintain a 

relationship with his mother.  

But informational influence could also be a factor to reduce functional uncertainty of the gift 

or occasion, for instance through the descriptions on the deal sites or other sources. This 

influence type would probably be more significant in cases where the planned experiential 

purchase would benefit the individual itself more, as s/he would be better able to judge and 

maximize the values of the purchase. 
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6.2.4 Experiential Motive 

Information searching & evaluation 

For this motive, I would immediately suggest that relatively little information search is 

needed to ensure the qualities and functions of the deal, to the extent that the consumer may 

find the deal to be hedonistically appealing and relevant to them personally. F4 argued that she 

mostly follow this principle, as she was less willing to use external information for evaluating 

deals since she trusted her own judgments:  

“…If I’m not encouraged to investigate something, then I wouldn’t search for it. I check their 

homepages [the merchants providing products for the coupons], and then I browse around to 

see if I find it appealing. And I am gladly looking through pictures if they have some. And 

thereafter, I would buy the product.” (F4; 14:34.16).  

External information as the deal sites is therefore very important for this motive, as it serves 

as an appealing factor so that an experiential purchase may take place. Still, F4 has so far not 

consulted other people in forums or chat-rooms etc. yet, as she trusts her own judgment. She 

only looks at reviews on places if specific reviews have been identified, otherwise she wouldn’t 

bother to consult these either. 

But internal information sources may be important too, where especially mood and shopping 

attitudes would play a decisive role in purchasing decisions. Experience could also have a role, 

depending on if the consumer has tried a similar experience before. Anyhow, this would again 

likely affect how they will find and perceive external information, such as the presentation of the 

offers on the deal sites themselves. Therefore, the potential external search level needed should 

be none or low (as suggested by Senecal & Nantel, 2001), depending if the consumer manages to 

find the product appealing – or even how much patience he has to find this. 

However, I managed to find a contradiction to this in research. If we first consider sushi 

deals, which were more seen to be a goal-directed purchase in this research, the subjects in this 

paper were not so eager in using external review sites when purchasing them. On the other 

hand, several consumers argued that they would instead be willing to do so with deals on more 

formal restaurants, where they would visit other websites, read online reviews etc. Therefore, 

the potential external information search might actually be higher than previously suggested.  

Finally, the dominant evaluation form is most likely to be affect-based here, due to the 

experiential nature of purchase, which was also suggested by Senecal & Nantel (2001). 
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Moreover, own-based and other-based evaluation could also be a part of the evaluation process, 

as the product is a discounted deal which is often targeted for social consumption. But since 

practically any commodity could be a discounted offer, the hedonistic appeal is probably the 

definite decision-making trigger of these experience goods offered.  

This was also displayed in the citation of subject F4 above, where she would examine the 

websites to see if she found them to be appealing to her taste. F2 emphasizes on the importance 

of how the deal sites describe their products: 

“It has probably a lot to do with if you are reading [the description on the website], and 

you’re thinking “oh, this could be very nice”, then I’ll buy it” (F2; 05:05.15).  

Social influence 

Initially, one would believe that potential interpersonal influence on the experiential 

purchasing motives would be rather little, when considering that the individual affective 

reactions are the basis of a purchase (Senecal & Nantel, 2001). But still, I argue that there will be 

potential for social influence in experiential purchasing as well. The most influential type is likely 

to be informational influence, which would again be critical to help the consumers in finding 

products with desirable qualities, and display potential purchasers the functionality of the deals. 

I also believe that normative influence would also have a great role, for several reasons. 

First, the consumer will most likely experience the deal with others, thus involving 

considerations to others. However, one could also imagine that the consumption of an 

experiential deal would send a message of consumption with normative effects. For instance, 

M2 argued the following: 

“[If it was] something you did every time you would go out for sushi or… [If it was] used 

incredibly often, then I can see that [it’s like] you would think “oh well, it may happen that it 

would send a… cheap image of me… not exactly positive that you would use them 30 times a 

week for example. It would probably be too much of a hassle, and a bit… ‘poorish’…” (M2; 

06:29.08). 

The citation displays that even in purchasing deals that doesn’t concern other people, could 

still for instance create consequences of self-imaging distortions by other people. The results of 

this could lead to people not ‘bragging’ about deal purchasing – or even totally refrain from it. It 

could also contribute to the questionable social desirability bias that I have earlier mentioned (cf. 

§ 5.5).  
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7. Discussion & Perspectives 

This chapter will discuss the results that were presented in the last chapter, along with 

remarkable findings, the implications of research and also discuss perspectives and future 

research paths that may be conducted from the results of this case. First, I will start by reviewing 

the overall fit of the decision-making model on deal sites purchasing.  

7.1 Decision-Making Model on Purchasing at Deal Sites 

It may be recalled that the suggested decision-making model (cf. Figure 7) explains that a 

typical purchase starts with a shopping motive, which leads to information searching, then 

evaluation of the various sources of information, before potentially leading to a purchase. On 

the deal sites, this described pattern seems to fit most consumers. Generally, they would in 

many cases start off in wanting to buy something (goal-directed, planned experiential), or with 

an experiential mindset. Then, they would identify the deals for today, read the descriptions of 

these and potentially use other information sources to learn more about them. An evaluation 

would often be made during the information gathering phase, where needs, social influence, 

implications and other concerns were reflected upon, before potentially resulting in a purchase. 

However, I still found the decision-making model to be limited in explaining people who 

doesn’t start off their shopping behavior with a preset shopping motive, for instance the 

directed recommendations. Consumers of this category would start off by examining a 

recommendation, which hasn’t necessarily lead them into a goal-directed or experiential 

shopping motive yet, as they have not made their mind in whether a shopping need is present. 

But it is also possible to claim that this behavior is goal-directed, in the sense that people chase 

something specific after evaluating the recommended deal. In my opinion however, this is 

different from a pure goal-directed shopping motive after a preset need, so I had therefore 

created an own categorization for it.  

Regarding these recommendations, they illustrate that the information searching phase 

might not have derived from wanting to solve a shopping motive. In fact, the shopping motive 

may arguably have been realized after the information searching and evaluation was conducted; 

hence the need is created, as several subjects have earlier mentioned. Therefore, future 

question related to the decision-making model could use the same approach as I have chosen, 

and question the structure of its processes; perhaps even suggest a new configuration of the 

processes and stages. 
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In any case, I presented the summarized findings of social influence on the various steps of 

the purchasing decision at deal sites in Table 3. Referring to this table and through the analysis 

of each shopping motive, I have exemplified that basically all of the suggested shopping motives 

would be affected by social influence to some extent, where both normative and informational 

influence would seem to be affect the individual in various levels. I believe that several factors 

contribute to this effect. In the next sections, I will introduce a short summary of how social 

influence was found to influence the various shopping motives, and present a key factor within 

each category. 

7.2 Social Influence on Shopping Motive 

Social influence was seen to have an impact on the shopping motive in several ways, in 

affecting what the consumer would buy. Informational influence could dominate motives where 

the consumer would seek to maximize their utilities, e.g. finding the offers with the best value 

and/or experience. The role of price a bit will be discussed later. Instead, I want to turn the 

attention to normative influence, i.e. influence due to relationship maintenance to other people, 

which may be the dominant factor in all shopping motives. One of the explanations to its 

importance is probably due to social consumption. 

7.2.1 Social Consumption 

Referring back to the shopping motives, I mentioned that even the goal-directed shopping 

motive would be impacted by normative influence, since the consumption of experience goods 

bought would likely involve a social setting (e.g. a sushi deal). Consequently, it means that 

basically most shopping behavior would be impacted by normative influence; i.e. the consumer 

finds the consideration to others likeminded as themselves to be influencing their purchasing 

decisions. 

The importance of this point is already displayed in the advertisement of the deals today, 

where many offers relate to social consumption; e.g. purchasing 30-40 pieces of sushi would be 

an obvious opportunity to share a deal. I asked consumers if they would be willing to purchase 

one of these sushi deals alone for consumption, and interestingly found only M1 to be willing to 

use a deal like this alone: 

“Yeah, I would also [consider] purchasing it [the sushi deal], then eat it for two days” (M1; 

05:29.08) 
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In consuming the deal alone, M1 is less influenced by normative influences, where his own 

hedonistic judgments would weight stronger. He also stated that he would generally judge the 

deal himself, based on internal information in experience of how much sushi is worth for him, 

and in these cases, informational influences could be applied (i.e. sources telling him that the 

deal has a good value). Contrary to this, the other subjects that I’ve asked on this peculiar case 

claimed that they would never consider purchasing these sushi deals for self-consumption. 

The deal sites seemed to have understood this value and exploited on it, by following a social 

consumption marketing tactic as they have done (e.g. the offers for two as above). And it seems 

to have an effect, as most subjects in this test indicated that they would not consume the sushi 

deals alone. But the question is then; should the deal sites be emphasized as virtual market place 

for social consumption deals, or do the sites actually lose value when they do not promote more 

products for self-consumption? The sites are already selling deals for personal consumption, 

such as wellness deals as massages, haircuts etc. Future research could investigate the effect of 

social consumption vs. private consumption on the deal sites, and investigate whether social 

influence would be significant for both types or not. 

7.3 Social Influence on Information Searching 

Both internal and external information sources were found to affect consumers’ decision-

making on the deal sites (cf. Table 3). Regarding the impact of social influence on these sources, I 

found that internal information sources as experience could have some indirect social influence 

attached. For instance, I referred to the case of directed recommendation motive, where the 

experiences of F4’s father’s frequent recommendations could tell her that he usually tends to 

recommend relevant offers.  

However, I suggest that social factors are more prominent in cases where people search for 

external information to purchase something at the deal sites, either through deal sites and other 

media sources, or from other people (as an interpersonal source). The latter element was 

previously illustrated in the shopping motive of directed recommendation, where people act on 

the basis of it. And while I did not find examples of cases where subjects asked others for advices 

for specific products they were originally interested in beforehand, it is still possible that 

consumers could find that possibility to be a viable option as well. 

On websites as deal sites and other sites, social influence could appear through the 

description, images and other clues about the product that may guide the consumer. Packer 
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suggested individual, cultural and situational variables could affect and exert an indirect 

influence from external sources (Packer, 2008). For instance, images or reviews exemplifying the 

consumption of deals could indirectly indicate to the consumer that purchasing the specific deals 

on the sites are appropriate or desirable behavior, which moreover could be related to 

normative influence as people want to behave as others they find similar (e.g. as the shared 

social consumption as described earlier). If seen with that context, I suggest that important 

social influence opportunities lie in how the information perceived facilitates an imagined 

consumption of a desirable experience. Following the research conducted, I suggest that this is 

displayed in how the deal sites manage to sell their products through creating a concept in their 

descriptions. 

7.3.1 Creation of a ‘Concept’ and Experience Goods 

From earlier discussions, it may be recalled that the sold products on the deal sites were 

primarily defined as experience goods; i.e. products and services with intangible assets, and to 

be co-created with the goods provider. Several subjects claimed that they use these sites to spoil 

themselves. In comparing a sushi deal to a deal on burgers served at a café, subject F1 said the 

following: 

“But a café-burger, that’s cheap… So I don’t bother spending money on this, even though it’s 

cheap, because I don’t really find them to be that… special. So when you purchase these products 

[coupons on deal sites], you do it because you want to spoil yourself, and I feel that I wouldn’t do 

it with a café-burger for 50 DKK.” (F1; 06:02.25) 

M2 even separated between sushi types. Simple sushi as you would buy in the supermarket 

would be good for casual situations as “hangover-food” (food eaten the day after a heavy 

drinking binge, when people feel exhausted and lazy), as the quality may be ‘what-ever’ (i.e. 

adequate) for that purpose, while dinner sushi for the girlfriend or similar occasions is a different 

thing; it should instead be delicious.  

Following the last observations, it could be suggested that people seem to enjoy purchasing 

deals because it creates an experience of the products offered, or at least that the deal sites 

suggests the conceptualization that their deals would offer such an experience – at least 

compared to alternatives. The student sample in this research have dominantly used deals for 

food & dining and health & wellness, while only few have purchased more ‘traditional’ products.  
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Thus, I reason that the deal sites could be able to socially influence potential consumers to 

purchase, if they manage to persuade consumers that their offerings will be socially relevant and 

provide them with a hedonic experience – in creating a ‘concept’ that the consumers seek to 

experience. I will continue discussing this point in the next section. 

7.4 Social Influence on Evaluation 

Based on current literature, it was earlier stated that especially own-based and other-based 

evaluation processes would be influenced by social influence (cf. § 3.5.2) – depending on how 

much aid the consumer would need to make a decision. In research, I found these processes to 

be influencing several of the shopping motives (cf. Table 3) from the external sources as 

mentioned above (deal sites, other media and interpersonal sources). Affect-based evaluation 

was also suggested to be a presumption of all purchases, since the individual preference would 

probably be present at most purchases. In any case, I suggest that the key to how people are 

socially influenced would depend on the factor of trust, which I observed to be an important 

factor.  

7.4.1 Trust 

Trust seems to be a disputable issue between the various parties of the transactions on the 

deal sites, and also plays a key role in the evaluation of information in a purchase decision. Some 

consumers question the reliability of the information on the deal sites themselves – biased 

information and reviews, inflated discounts etc. Subject F1 does not trust the information on the 

deal sites, since they are biased agents; they need to post favorable reviews to sell their 

products. This point is also related to the previous point in the creation of a ‘concept’ to be sold, 

where F1 criticized the sites of creating a concept around their offering, when the product itself 

is generic. 

However, other people do find the descriptions of the deal sites to be adequate in either 

aiding their purchasing decision, or they will completely base their decisions on these 

descriptions without extra information searching. F2 for instance, emphasizes how the deal sites 

describe their products: 

“It has probably a lot to do with if you are reading [the description on the website], and 

you’re thinking “oh, this could be very nice”, then I’ll buy it” (F2; 05:05.15).  
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In any case, the use of external sources seems to be limited among the subjects in this 

research. While some consumers do refer to external websites, such as the deal provider’s own 

webpage for information or other review sites; most subjects seem to be adequately satisfied 

with the information provided on the deal site itself, before they purchase. The exceptions to 

this could include where friends or acquaintances discuss the deals with each other, but even 

then, people seem to be more displaying an experiential behavior, rather than a thorough 

searching as in typical goal-directed searching behavior to maximize utilities.  

For future studies, I imagine that more work could be put into examining the relationship 

between the trustworthiness of deal sites and consumers’ perception of it, as it seems like the 

factor has a different value on consumer behavior, which could also be different compared to 

other online stores. This is especially relevant to the mentioned factor of creating a ‘concept’ of 

the products offered; are people purchasing at deal sites because it gives them an opportunity to 

experience something unique that they cannot find anywhere else?  

7.5 Potential Expansion of the Decision-Making Model 

The models on decision-making by Kim & Srivastava (2007) and Rad & Benyoucef (2011) also 

included phases as the purchasing decision/enactment itself, and post-purchase evaluations. 

These are elements that I have excluded from this research, since they deal with the 

consequences after the influence to purchasing a deal. 

An important aspect is the phase of the purchasing enactment, and the considerations 

behind it. While social influence does have an impact on decision-making in many ways, it 

cannot be ignored that a completion of a purchase act depends on many factors within the real 

life situation of the individual, such as considerations to constraints of money available and time 

(Hoch & Loewenstein, 1991; Rook & Fisher, 1995). While I had not included this stage in the 

theoretical model, I still asked the interviewee’s questions about this phase. As anticipated, it 

turns out that participants are highly affected by their real life situations and constraints, which 

do affect what deals they will purchase, and even if they will purchase deals at all. An important 

part of understanding these obstructions, would involve understanding the targeted consumer 

segment as well, since they may display characteristic traits for their group (which shall be 

discussed next). 

Moreover, this paper has predominantly examined the role of the recipient of social 

influence. The other important perspective could oppositely involve examining the role of the 
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transmitter of influence; which could be related to the aftermath of a completed purchase, or 

even the phase before setting the purchasing motive. For instance, it may be questioned if 

people recommend the deals to others, give positive/negative feedback or provoke other 

reactions. How would this happen and why? Arguably, the consequences of a purchase at deal 

sites are important to consider in a coherent decision-making model, and these elements could 

be explored in future research. 

7.6 Segment Group 

Consumer segment and income levels seem to have a great importance on deals purchasing 

behavior. This case used a sample of students as its segment group, which may have different 

preferences of consumption than other segment groups. 

F1 indicated that she would be interested in purchasing more exclusive or expensive deals 

(than merely sushi deals), if she was working and had a higher income. This explanation might to 

some extent suggest why students are mostly interested in sushi deals as it is a relatively cheap 

dining experience that can be shared by several people. F4 verified the previous statement in 

explaining how she was able to buy deals more frequently when she had a job, while 

dramatically reducing the spending on it now as she is a student again. Not surprisingly, F4 was 

therefore the only consumer in this research who has tried to purchase across the range of 

products that I’ve listed. The student’s selection of coupons could therefore be argued to be less 

varied than other consumers. F1 stated that she carefully evaluates her budget, where deals 

from deal sites are actually used as way to being able to indulge in luxurious experiences. 

Therefore, there is reason to believe that other consumers within the same age segment 

would have different perceptions on consumption at the deal sites (e.g. between employed and 

unemployed young adults). I also expect that if this research methodology would be repeated on 

another segment group; such as employed 30-50 year olds, or consumers with established 

families, the results would then be somewhat different than the findings of this research. These 

consumers could appreciate sushi as much as the younger students do, but also other types of 

experience goods that the students do not buy as well.  

Another sample problem deals with the non-purchasing population of the sites. In my 

research, I encountered several people who have not tried the sites because of several reasons, 

such as having little knowledge on the concept, finding the products offered to be uninteresting, 

and even two cases where the male subjects had girlfriends who purchase products there for the 
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couple, but where the men did not purchase themselves. Future examinations could target 

people who do not have experience with the deal sites at all, to investigate the reasons and 

individual perceptions to why they do not purchase at the sites.  

7.7 Other Perspectives & Remarkable Findings 

In the following sections, I will discuss on some of the other interesting observations that I 

have made during the process of research which may not have been so related to social 

influence, but is still a remarkable finding of the research.  

7.7.1 Price 

While it has relatively little to do with social influence, price also seems to be a key factor of 

the information searching. One participant explained that if the quality of the sushi is bad, the 

loss is minimal, as it is so cheap to try the deals. In other words, the search effort does not seem 

be to worth the risk of getting bad sushi. This is different in a more “serious” dining experience 

at a restaurant though, but even here, the price range seems to be about the same as sushi 

deals. 

Another interesting consequence of this was displayed in the fact that consumers seemed 

less likely to buy sushi at full price, because they may anticipate that the deal sites often sell 

discounted sushi:  

“…if you want to eat sushi, why not doing it at half price? Of course, it’s not an immediate 

need - just like that - but you get more tempted when it’s cheaper” (F1; 01:28.25) 

While this immediately seems to be good for the deal sites – the consumers prefer to use 

them to find these types of deals – it may have long term negative consequences for them as 

well, when sushi restaurants cannot participate in the price warfare any longer. After all, most 

stores do not make money on selling their products with more than 50 % discounts (cf. § 

Appendix A: Background Information on The Danish Deal Sites), and it is not likely that the 

restaurants will accept the fact that their customers are getting used to discounted sushi 

through deals (Køster, 2011).  

An interesting perspective for future studies could involve comparing the role of price 

against social influence. For instance, one could argue that the price or perceived discount of a 

deal is just a fundament that the decision is built upon, where the social consumption 
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experience has a more important determining role in the end; especially considering the fact 

that a consumer may always find products for sale with discounts. Also, it could be examined 

whether products perceived with low prices or high discounts could be more suitable to sell for 

some social occasions than others.  

7.7.2 Daily mails 

Another remarkable finding of this research deals with the importance of the daily mails, 

where I found its role to have a surprisingly high effect on how people are using it a purchasing 

situation: 

“If they [the dealsites] don’t send me a mail and remind me that they exist in this world, then 

I wouldn’t have looked at them [the deal sites].” (M1; 06:11.08) 

Compared to other advertisements that people receive in their e-mails, it seems to me that 

many of the consumers are checking these mails, arranging them in folders after needs, or even 

subscribing to services that collect these mails (e.g. bownty.dk). Many interviewees do not check 

the websites at all; instead they are checking their e-mails to see if today’s offer appeal to them. 

This is also influencing their need of information and how they evaluate on the offer, as they first 

interact with the deal sites through these mails. In many cases, no external information sources 

are needed after reading the mails and subsequently seeing the offers on the deal sites. Still, 

some people are not using the mails at all, preferring to check the deal sites only instead (e.g. 

subject F1). 

In any case, the active use of mails seems to be a well-functioning tool of marketing that I 

had underestimated, which in many cases would also ignite the shopping motive. This is 

probably critical for deal sites, which does not have a fixed product selection. While the daily 

mails do not involve interpersonal influence per se, it could still have a social effect, as 

consumers interested in the offers could tell others about the mails and also forward the mails. 

Future research could therefore be conducted to examine the importance of these mails. 

7.8 Final Remarks on Consumption of Experience Goods 

Most purchases on the deal sites could be designated as an experiential purchase, since the 

products purchased are experience goods, which are bought in the rather experiential concept 

of online bargain hunting at deal sites.  
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However, I would expect that the results of this research would be quite different, if the 

goods sold did not have an apparent experiential nature, or if the consumption was more meant 

for individual consumption. This would especially be valid for the goal-directed shopping 

motives, which I would then expect to be much less influenced by interpersonal sources for 

instance. The information searching and evaluation forms would also probably be much more 

similar to what Senecal & Nantel (2001) suggested. 

For instance, these authors suggested that external search level of the own-based evaluation 

would be higher, since the consumer wants to make sure that he is maximizing his values, and 

only had a moderate potential for interpersonal influence, since that was only one of the sources 

that the consumer is able to evaluation through, for buying the best offer (cf. Table 1 and 2 of 

Senecal & Nantel, 2001; page 21).  

But since most of the shopping motives in this case have traits of experiential consumption 

in a social context, and is additionally bought in the context of deal sites, I had suggested that 

the goal-directed purchase would in fact have high interpersonal influence potentials and 

require little external search.  

This finding displays the key meaning of the paradigm of social constructivism, in being that 

the ontological view of reality really depends on how people in a certain situation and context 

perceive them. So while the context of deal site purchasing of experience goods does seem to be 

a bit different from the context of Senecal & Nantel, it does not necessarily mean that either 

their suggestion or my suggestion on interpersonal influence is correct. Rather, it depends on 

the situation, which I believe that my findings would be a better description for this context. If 

we were talking about the context of more traditional items to be purchased at an offline store, 

then Senecal & Nantel’s proposed classification could probably be a better match. Falsification 

would therefore not be appropriate either way as the general methodological paradigm dictates, 

but is rather dependent on the context of the case situation.  
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8. Conclusion 

This paper has dealt with examining the new permission marketing concept of deal site 

marketing. In that context, I chose to examine on the importance that social influence has on the 

purchase of deals, where I focused on the deals that are characterized as experience goods; i.e. 

products and services that are supposed to present the consumer with an experience, and which 

the consumer indulges with others in a social setting.  

Through reviewing relevant theory on the matter, I elected to use a decision-making model 

to understand the decisions being made in purchasing at deal sites. Current theories on social 

influence were reviewed, which were later on analyzed through these stages of the decision-

making model. In understanding the social influence on the various stages, I would then be able 

to more precisely pinpoint where the influence would happen, and the cause of it. 

The research process sought to explore this through using a research design of in-depth 

interviews with existing users of the deal sites. The selected consumer segment for this research, 

consisted of university students in the age of 20-30 years old, based in the Copenhagen area. 

Potential participants were first screened with some basic questions on user habits on the deal 

sites, before I chose a few of them to conduct the interviews with, with a descriptive aim.  

Results of these processes lead me to suggesting a division of 4 main shopping motives at 

the deal sites; the classical goal-directed and experiential, and two new motives of directed 

recommendation and planned experiential, based on if the specific purchase was planned 

beforehand or not.  The typical characteristics of these shopping motives and the breakdown on 

vital components of the decision-making process of each motive were presented in Table 2. 

Moreover, a relevant analysis of how social influence had an impact on each of these shopping 

motives was presented in Table 3, where social influence was found to be influential in all 

shopping motives, due to several suggested reasons.  

First, most shopping motives involved some sort of social involvement; such as social 

recommendation, social purpose or motive and social consumption, thus involving normative 

influence (compliance and identification), as people may use these purchases for maintenance of 

social relationships. And even if the purchase is more experiential for personal consumption, 

normative influence may still be applied, as it could influence people indirectly. For instance, 

consumers exerting an experience alone could still be affected by identification influence; in 

ensuring that the consumption is appropriate to normative evaluations. 
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Second, social influence also derives as informational influence, from expert sources and 

other interpersonal sources that might have aided the consumer into ensuring the functional 

qualities of the deal (e.g. description of an experience), and maximizing the value of it. Arguably, 

this could explain the main reason to shop for deals in the first place, as consumers seek to save 

money by purchasing deals.  

Summarized, it seems like both of these social influence types has a joint effect on people 

purchasing at the sites, which also reaffirms Kelman’s (1961) statement that social influence 

processes are not mutually exclusive, but appear as combinations than in definite forms in real-

life situations. For instance, people who wish to save money and rely on others for information 

to doing so, would in many cases also ensure that the use of these deals are appropriate – 

especially since the deal will in most cases be socially consumed and judged upon normatively.  

In any case, there are several dilemmas from the points above, as consumers tend to use the 

deal sites as their primary source of information. I discussed that some consumers did have 

questions in trusting the information from the deal sites, which is particularly an issue when the 

deal sites attempt to sell their products as certain ‘concepts’ to promote the sale. 

Trustworthiness should therefore be a priority of the deal sites, since they are able to influence 

the consumers so much, which in this context show relatively low levels of external levels. 

The results of these findings may be beneficial in several areas. Theoretically, it allowed me 

to explore the predefined constructs to the new context of the deal purchasing. The expansion 

of the shopping motives are valuable in my opinion, as they display that people are indeed 

following several paths of behavior patterns, and where the use of only the two traditional 

motives would be limited in exploring a shopping phenomena. The exploration of the social 

theory constructs to the new context and shopping motives would also be valuable to expand 

upon the construct. 

The results also have some practical implications. First, it grants a greater understanding of 

the studied consumer group (students; from the young adults), and the type of deal that they 

prefer and how they typically behave and initiate their decisions on the deal sites.  

Second, it displays the importance of social influence on the various motives of deal site 

purchasing; which the deal sites could use even more to their advantage in marketing the deals. 

For instance, the deal sites could improve their marketing by understanding how to facilitate for 

the various shopping motives that the consumers seem to follow in their purchasing behavior.  
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Appendix A: Background Information on The Danish Deal Sites 

Around 40 sites were active on the Danish market in November 2011, but several of them 

had the same owners (Jurhagen, 2011). The first companies that gained success on the Danish 

market were Downtown.dk, which shortly after received competition from Sweetdeal.dk 

(Larsen, 2011), and these two are the biggest actors on the market today. Some of the success 

that existing companies currently have can be explained by the support they receive from the 

large media conglomerates in Denmark (Larsen, 2011), whom are able to provide with 

alternative marketing channels and a source of capital. Others have been less fortunate, either 

going out of business (e.g. Ebay’s closure of Mydeal.dk; MediaWatch, 2012a), or becoming 

consolidated with the other big actors, such as krakdeals.dk becoming acquired by Downtown.dk 

in July 2012 (MediaWatch, 2012b). In any case, the market share of deal sites was divided like 

this in 2011: 

 

Figure 11: Danish Daily Deal Market Share, per 2011. Source: Anderson/Bownty, 2011 

Analysts and experts predicted that the total revenue for the digital coupon market would be 

approx. 400 million DKK in 2011; equivalent to around a million DKK per day on deals in 

Denmark, where the biggest websites may have daily revenue of a quarter million DKK 

(Jurhagen, 2011). Søren Hyldgaard, CEO of Sweetdeal.dk, expected that total market revenue 

would grow to 550 million DKK in 2012, and perhaps to 7-800 million DKK when the market 

approaches saturation (Jurhagen, 2011). 

Arguably, the accumulated revenues may seem fairly impressive, considering that the 

concept has only been existent in Denmark for just around a year. However, the projection is still 

fairly small compared to the total online market, where it has been estimated that the total 

Danish online consumption is about 46 billion DKK yearly, where 9 billion DKK of this sum was 
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purchases (e.g. machinery, clothes, home, personal healthcare) while the other half for 

intangible goods (e.g. travelling, airplane & train tickets, entertainment, software downloads).  

Consumer Reactions 

There have been some criticisms on the deal concept from their customers. For instance, 

consumers have questioned the validity of the discounts, where some have complained over 

inflated before-prices, resulting in the large discounts (Sixhøj & Carlsen, 2011). Many consumers 

have also complained against the short expiration dates of products (DR.dk, 2011). About 15 % 

of all coupons bought end up not being redeemed (DR.dk, 2011). 

Nevertheless, the deal sites have generally been well received by the Danish people, whom 

the media has described as discount loving, especially during the times of financial crisis which 

left the buyers with more purchasing power (Finnedal, 2010). A research done for the Danish 

interactive branch organization FDIM in September 2011 showed that 215.000 Danes visit and 

use the deal sites at least monthly, compared to 86.000 users in September 2010 (Madsen, 

2011). Another statistics from November 2011 indicated that 200.000 Danes have signed to 

receive a daily mail of deals from the website Downtown.dk (Jurhagen, 2011). The average 

consumers of the deal sites received 2.8 daily mails from the different websites, and were mostly 

female (Jurhagen, 2011).  

Merchant Reactions 

The participating merchants are companies that offer their product or service for the daily 

deal, thus representing the party that redeems the coupons from the customers. As earlier 

mentioned, the deal concept has been a huge success on the Danish market, which was 

especially predicted to benefit the small- and medium sized companies in the local area of the 

consumer. It also benefits the service industry, as the health & beauty industry, which may 

provide potential long-term customers a cheap trial through the deal sites, before attempting to 

lure the customers back for subsequent visits at full price (Arabshahi, 2010). Merchants do often 

also look at deal sites as a way to exploit available resources, and to create awareness and 

increased publicity for long-term benefits. Examples include a Danish hotel filling up hotel rooms 

in low season, and restaurants selling available tables (Kjær, 2010; Maach, 2012; Sixhøj & 

Carlsen, 2011).  

Despite the popularity of deal sites, most companies will probably lose money by selling their 

products or services there, especially considering for short terms. The merchants are only left 

with the remnants of the typical 50% discount + commission taken by deal sites; usually around 
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15-50% of sales price (Jurhagen, 2011). Also, other disadvantages include the fact that 

employees of the merchants could be overwhelmed by the sudden large influx from the deal 

buyers, which may trigger negative attitudes, and even poorer service, due to the extra work 

(Dholakia, 2011). The participating companies could compensate these negative effects by for 

instance trying to create additional sales to the deals (e.g. selling drinks to a meal).  

 

Appendix B: Exhibition of Screening Sheet (In Danish) 
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Appendix C: Graphical Illustrations of Screening Results 

Question 1-5: Initial screening questions 

Question 1: Number of deals bought 

 

Question 2: Frequency of deal purchasing 
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Question 4: Deal sites used to purchase 

 

Question 5: Number of mails (newsletters from deal sites) received per day 
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Question 6: Opinion questions on a 5-point Likert scale, from agree-disagree 

Question 6a: Checking deal sites irregularly to find a good offer 

 

Question 6b: Purchasing random/not preplanned coupons 

 

Question 6c: Referred to a deal from friends and/or family 
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Question 6d: Bought a deal of need 

 

 

Question 6e: Purchase coupons to spend with friends and/or family 
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Question 7-8: Background questions  

Question 7: Consumption of experience goods per month 

 

Question 8: Employment status (several options may be listed) 
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Appendix D: Interview guide 

Presumptions: 

Must have purchased products at the deal sites, and must be appropriate to the targeted 

consumer segment. The purchase must have been for experience goods.  

 

Initial questions to map consumer use of deal sites 

 What is your experience with deal sites? When was your last purchase? 

o Purchasing history, frequency 

 Which deal sites have you used? Do you have any preferences among them? Why? 

 Can you mention examples of the products that you have bought there? 

o Goal-directed/experiential 

 Does it happen that you check the deal sites without purchasing anything? Why? 

 

The next questions deal with the consumer behavior of purchasing at the deal sites 

Motive for shopping 

 May I ask you about the reason why you visited a deal site to purchase a product? Would 

you say that planned it beforehand, or was it more random? 

o If random: Why on deal sites?  

o If not: How did you plan the purchase to deal sites? 

 Did you find the product yourself, or did you get a recommendation by other to buy it? 

How and through which channel? 

 Did you intend to consume the product with others, or primarily yourself? 

 

Information and evaluation of the purchase 

Now I want to ask you about information sources that you used in the purchase process, so 

please reflect back on your last purchase 

 Deal sites 

 What do you think about the information that is depicted on the deal sites? Was it 

satisfactory? What did you not like about the deal sites / did not find helpful? (e.g. 

description, map, number of people purchasing, price etc.). Do you trust the information 

on the sites?  
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Other sources 

 Did you use other information sources as well? If yes, then why? 

 Which sources did you base your purchase on, and how? 

 

 Other personal sources 

 (if not mentioned) Were you influenced by your friends or other acquaintances in your 

selection of a product? (i.e. asking them for advice, or thinking about others at the 

purchasing situation?) How/why? 

  

Repeat questions on other types of products purchased. Ex.: 

 Has it occurred that you have purchased a product on these sites without planning it 

beforehand? (or actually having planned it beforehand) 

 Have you purchased a product there before, where you have primarily thought of using it 

alone or with others? 
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Appendix E: Interview Transcriptions 

As the interviews were completed in Danish, I will therefore present the transcription of the 

interviews in the original language, along with the time-stamp of the recorded interviews.  

Interview 1: Male #1 – unemployed, 5-15 purchases, 0-500 DKK monthly 

Length: approx 10. mins 

[00:00:07.03] Me: Må jeg ikke spørge dig [...] har du brugt der her sider [deal sites]?  

[00:00:13.07] M1: Ja, det har jeg 

[00:00:19.05] Me: Har du brugt dem flere ganger? 

[00:00:10.01] M1: Ja, det har jeg 

[00:00:21.02] Me: Sidste gang du brugte dem, var det lang tid siden? 

[00:00:21.02] M1: Ja, det var noget tid siden jeg har købt en deal, men det har ikke været 

lang tid siden jeg var nede og indløst den. 

[00:00:32.06] Me: Det vil så sige at du har? 

[00:00:34.27] M1: Det var 3 måneder siden jeg har købt en deal, men det var 2 uger siden jeg 

har indløst den. 

[00:00:42.10] Me: Indløst den, du mener så at indløst den fysisk i butikken? 

[00:00:44.24] M1: Ja, effektueret den, fået min vare. 

[00:00:48.02] Me: Ok. Sker det nogen gange at du går ind på de her deal sider, hvor du så 

kigger på de her produkter, men så køber du dem ikke? Altså, du går kun ind for at tjekke hvad 

det er på tilbud i dag? Eller plejer du at gå der ind for at du har en plan? 

[00:01:01.14] M1: Altså, jeg plejer at få mails tilsendt. Også nogen gange så står det noget 

interessant i mailen, så går jeg ind og læser lidt nærmere om hvad det er. 

[00:01:15.21] Me: Så du går ind på siden efter du har fået mailen? 

[00:01:19.05] M1: Ja. Det er ikke noget jeg selv opsøger hver dag og kigger [efter]. 

[00:01:25.06] Me: Så det sker ikke så tit at du [besøger siderne]? 

[00:01:25.29] M1: Nej, for jeg får mails hver dag med nye deals. Så ser jeg overskrifterne på 

mailen og frasorterer hvis det er, eller tilvender. 

[00:01:36.23] Me: Hvad slags sider [bruger du]? 

[00:01:33.07] M1: Jeg har [kun] Groupon, [som] jeg har tilmeldt mig [til]. 

[00:01:42.08] Me: Men kender de til de andre sider på nettet? 

[00:01:48.01] M1: Ja, det gør jeg. 

[00:01:49.25] Me: Men det er primært Groupon som du bruger? 
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[00:01:53.25] M1: Ja det gør jeg. Det er jo verdens første, det er dem der startet det i 2006, 

jeg tror det var i Chicago. 

[00:02:01.07] Me: [Nåh ok]. La os sige at du er på jagt efter et produkt, men Groupon 

tilbyder det ikke. Vil du så bruge de andre sider eller? 

[00:02:11.10] M1: Nej, det vil jeg faktisk ikke, ikke før du siger det nu. Det jeg typisk køber er 

restaurantbesøg og mad. Men det er tit serviceydelser de tilbyder altså, restaurant, 

ansigtsbehandling, flyveture, rejser, sådanne ting de tilbyder. Det er jo oplevelser eller 

serviceydelser, det er sjældent at det er fysiske produkter som en kande med te eller noget [i 

den stil]. 

[00:02:43.16] Me: Men når du går ind på de her sider, så det så si at du er på jagt efter en 

slags type produkter, [for eksempel] restauranter? 

[00:02:52.27] M1: Ja, men jeg er utrolig glad for sushi. Og sushi er meget dyrt i Danmark. Så 

har de nogle gange nogle rigtig gode deals på det. 

[00:03:02.25] Me: Må jeg spørge, er det primært sushi du har købt, eller har du også købt 

andre ting? 

[00:03:11.15] M1: Nej, jeg har også prøvet at købe andre ting faktisk. Jeg har købt en 

ansigtsbehandling på et tidspunkt, den var virkelig dårlig. Til gengæld så har jeg også købt et 

hårklip, og den var ret god. Han bruger jeg stadig væk, han frisøren.  

[00:03:22.29] Me: Ok, så det har en vedvarende effekt?  

[00:03:34.19] M1: Ja 

[00:03:34.19] Me: Nåh ok, det er sgu ret mange ting du har prøvet der. Ok, men la os sige, la 

os koncentrere os om de her for eksempel sushi og forskellige madprodukter du har købt. [...] 

Har du været på jagt efter en sushi deal, eller tog du den bare fordi du så den?  

[00:03:54.15] M1: Ja, jeg tog den fordi jeg så den, også kom den igen. Da havde jeg været der 

en gang. Så kom den igen, og var endnu billigere, så tog jeg den igen. 

[00:04:00.14] Me: Ok, så var det næsten irrelevant [... afbrudt] 

[00:04:03.04] M1: Jeg har faktisk været der tre gange nu, og jeg har to gavekort tilbage. 

[00:04:06.14] Me: Ok, så det var næsten irrelevant hvilke udbyder det var, bare så længe det 

var [sushi]? 

[00:04:08.27] M1: Nej, ja stort set, men nu har jeg god erfaring med denne her udbyder, og 

det er ret billigt, det er sådan noget 50 stykker for 200 kr eller noget sådan ikke? Det er ret billigt 

for at være i Danmark. 
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[00:04:26.04] Me: Nåh ja det er rigtig.. Men når du så købte de her produkter, var det 

primært dig selv du tænkte på, eller tænkte du faktisk på andre mennesker også? 

[00:04:35.14] M1: Nej, jeg tænkte også på min familie. Jeg har faktisk haft den med ud til 

mine forældre, den der deal. Da min mor havde fødselsdag tror jeg. 

[00:04:49.20] Me: Nåh ok. Har du så brugt den med dem / eller givet den til dem?  

[00:04:53.20] M1: Nej, jeg sørget for at det var mad til fødselsdagen. 

[00:04:58.14] Me: Nåh ok. Så du vidste godt at de kunne lide den, 

[00:04:57.16] M1:Ja ja. 

[00:05:04.02] Me: Men har det sket at du ikke tænkte på din familie, at du bare købte den 

fordi du ved godt at du kan lide den, eller finde en anden mulighed til den? 

[00:05:10.26] M1:Ja, jeg har to gavekort jeg ikke har brugt. Jeg kunne sagtens forestille mig 

at spise den på date. En pige man ikke kender særlig godt. Så er det jo meget fint at spise sushi. 

Det er jo ofte. 

[00:05:28.02] Me: Men hvad så alene? Kunne du også [have]tænkt dig at [købt/spist 

produktet alene] 

[00:05:29.08] M1: Ja, jeg kunne også finde på [...] købe det og spist den over to dage. 

[00:05:34.22] Me: Ok. Men når du har kigget i din mail og ser at der er sushi på tilbud. Når du 

så skal ind og købe det her, søger du efter informationer om det her, eller så køber du den bare 

fordi du ser den på siden? Altså hvordan foregår det? 

[00:05:56.02] M1: Men det foregår med at jeg får en mail. Også vækker det min interesse.  

[00:06:05.03] Me: Spørgsmålet er [hellere]: Prøver du at finde andre informationskilder om 

tilbuddet? 

[00:06:11.08] M1: Nej, det gør jeg ikke. Hvis de ikke sender mig en mail og husker mig på at 

de eksisterer i denne her verden, så ville jeg ikke kigge på den. 

[00:06:24.12] Me: Ja, men lade os [så] sige at du var på Groupon's hjemmeside, og du ser det 

her tilbud på sushi. 

[00:06:25.26] M1: Nåh, det er klart, når jeg så er på hjemmesiden, så kan jeg finde på at 

surfe rundt. Og kigge på hvad de ellers har. Det kan sagtens være. 

[00:06:32.20] Me: På grund af du stoler måske ikke på internetsiden alene eller? 

[00:06:35.16] M1: Nej, det er fordi de har tit nogen deals der ikke står om i mails'ene. Som 

kører over længere tid. 

[00:06:47.04] Me: Men la os sige at vi snakker om sushi her, og du fandt sushi på mail, du 

kommer på internet siden og så sushi. Vil du så si at ved tidligere [anledninger], så har du bare 
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købt den direkte, eller har du prøvet at google efter restauranten og se hvad for nogen [... 

afbrudt] 

[00:07:05.02] M1: Men det har jo ikke været nødvendig, når jeg har været der før jo.  

[00:07:06.16] Me: Nåh ja, ok. Så det er egen ... 

[00:07:10.28] M1: Jeg har været der før, så kvaliteten er i orden. De leverer til tiden. 

[00:07:13.28] Me: Egen erfaring?  

[00:07:13.28] M1: Ja. 

[00:07:15.22] Me: Ok. Men la os sige at det var en ny sushi udbyder [...] 

[00:07:18.20] M1: Ja, det er klart, så ville jeg gå ind på deres hjemmeside for at se hvad det 

var for noget. Og læst nogle anmeldelser. 

[00:07:32.05] Me: Ja, det er interessant. Har du nogensinde blevet anbefalet af andre 

mennesker til at købe de her ting, for eksempel ved at andre mennesker har refereret dig til det 

her, de har ringet til dig og spurt om du. 

[00:07:48.10] M1: Nej, det har jeg faktisk aldrig. 

[00:07:49.22] Me: Ok det er ikke sådan at du har set at for eksempel, der er nogen 

mennesker der får en reference ved facebook eller et eller andet. 

[00:07:56.25] M1: Ja, men det er der muligheder for jo. Når jeg får en mail, så kan jeg sende 

den videre. Der er facebook link og så videre. 

[00:08:03.28] Me: Har du gjort det, har du [selv sendt en reference]? Prøvet? 

[00:08:03.07] M1: Nej, det har jeg ikke. 

[00:08:14.11] Me: [Godt]. Så vil jeg hurtig spørge om det andet type der du snakket om der, 

det hårplejeprodukter og sundhed og wellness [... afbrudt] 

[00:08:24.13] M1: Ja, frisør ja. 

[00:08:25.27] Me: [Ja]. Foregik det på samme måde som sushi eller hvad, hvor du fik en mail, 

så tilbuddet, du gik på siden og købte det. 

[00:08:38.17] M1: Ja 

[00:08:38.17] Me: Men når det gjaldt de her produkter, var det mere at du købte det direkte, 

eller var det også at du skulle tjekke hvad det var for noget? 

[00:08:49.16] M1: Jeg læste jo om det, det står meget udførlig beskrivelse, hvem er frisøren. 

Hvad har han lavet før, hvor har han arbejdet i London før. Så har han klippet nogle modeller, ja 

ja, så tænkte jeg fint nok, [så] han må vide hvad han laver for noget med en saks. Ganske rigtig, 

bøsse har styr på det. 

[00:09:11.28] Me: Så længe prisen er god eller hvad? 
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[00:09:11.28] M1: Han tager jo ret høj pris normalt. Han er jo den eneste hvide frisør på 

Nørrebro, stort set. Så han tager sådan 450 [kr] normalt, men han tror stadig væk at jeg er 

studerende. Fordi jeg har brugt den der Groupon, så jeg får det for 200 [kr]. [grin] 

[00:09:29.04] Me: [grin] Men hvordan vidste du alt det her, at han er fra London og.. 

[00:09:32.10] M1: Det stod der. Det stod i Groupon's præsentation. 

[00:09:34.27] Me: Så var den solgt? 

[00:09:35.19] M1: Ja ja, det var ligesom at når du kan vise nogen referencer, (det gælder 

med alt indenfor erhvervsliv), når du kan vise nogen referencer, det styrker din troværdighed. 

Interview 2: Female #1 – student, 1-5 purchases, 0-500 DKK monthly 

Length: Approx 8 mins. 

[00:00:05.09] Me: Jeg laver det her projekt om de her deal sites. Det har jeg så valgt at kigge 

på, hvad hedder det, dit motiv til hvorfor du køber det, og hvordan du finder informationer om 

det, og hvordan du evaluerer de her informationer der fører til at du faktisk køber de her 

produkter. Så først så vil jeg spørge om dine motiver til hvorfor du et produkt. Ok, nu har du købt 

et antal, ca.? 

[00:00:35.19] F1: Ja, [... ] Altså, jeg er ret kræsen med hvad man køber, fordi ellers kan man 

hurtig komme til at bruge ret mange penge der inde. Så derfor, altså jeg tjekker hver dag hvad 

det er der, men det er ikke så tit at jeg køber sådan. Jeg er meget målrettet efter hvad jeg går 

efter. Så det er ikke så tit igen. 

[00:00:49.03] Me: Ok, så det er ikke så tit at du køber.. Ok, men du sagde også at du tjekker 

rimelig... 

[00:00:49.03] F1: Ja, jeg tjekker hver dag. 

[00:00:51.09] Me: Når du tjekker, mener du at du tjekker mail eller tjekker du faktisk siden? 

[00:00:58.20] F1: Altså, jeg får nyhedsmails som jeg tjekker begge sider, som er Downtown 

og Sweetdeal. 

[00:01:04.25] Me: Ok, er det kun primært de her to sider? 

[00:01:04.25] F1: Det er kun de to sider jeg bruger. 

[00:01:05.29] Me: Så, hvis det er ikke noget på mailen, så går du på siden bagefter måske? 

[00:01:10.25] F1: Jeg går faktisk først på siden, også sletter jeg de der mails, for jeg gad ikke 

til at læse dem. Så jeg læser ikke mail nej, jeg går bare ind på siden og tjekker det. 

[00:01:18.29] Me: Ok. Så, når du køber de her produkter på de her sider, vil du så sige at du 

har et behov for dem, eller noget? 
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[00:01:28.25] F1: Nej, det er overhovedet ikke et behov jeg har, men altså... Hvis jeg gerne vil 

spise sushi, så vil jeg hellere spise dem til halv pris, end til fuld pris så. Men selvfølgelig er det 

ikke et behov som sådan, men man bliver jo mere fristet når det er billigere. 

[00:01:42.04] Me: Ok, så du har krydser af på mad og restauranter [på spørgeskemaet], så 

det er primært? 

[00:01:43.23] F1: Ja, det er faktisk kun det jeg køber der inde. 

[00:01:48.16] Me: Det er faktisk kun sushi? Ok 

[00:01:50.09] F1: Sushi, og andre sådan billigere restauranter og cafe-tilbud. 

[00:01:54.00] Me: Ok. Men vil du så sige at hvis det ikke havde været tilbud på sushi og 

restaurant-tilbud, vil du stadig væk have købt...? 

[00:02:01.06] F1: Så tror jeg ikke at jeg ville have været så interesseret i at bruge de der sites. 

[00:02:04.01] Me: Nåh. Men altså, du ville stadig væk have købt det sådan normalt kan man 

godt sige? 

[00:02:08.02] F1: Nåh, på den måde. …  Ja, men så ville det i hvert fald være sjældnere.  

[00:02:15.06] Me: Ahha. Så det er et større incitament til at du vil gå ud for sushi, kan man 

sige eller hvad? 

[00:02:20.00] F1: Altså. Den skal jeg have igen. 

[00:02:22.29] Me: Altså, hvad hedder det.. Det er et incitament fra dig til at spise sushi oftere 

og...? 

[00:02:27.03] F1: Ja, præcis. 

[00:02:30.16] Me: Ok. [Ved] sidste gang du købte sushi, så var det også det der med at du så 

den tilfældig, også var det ikke planlagt? 

[00:02:38.01] F1: Eller, det er jo ikke tilfældig at jeg ser det, for jeg tjekker de der sites hver 

dag. Men, ja, så købte jeg dem, da de var på tilbud. 

[00:02:44.02] Me: Så halvvejs så havde du på en måde forberedt dig på at hvis der kommer 

en sushi... 

[00:02:48.15] F1: Ja, ved jeg godt at jeg i hvert fald er meget interesseret. 

[00:02:48.24] Me: Da du købte tilbuddet, købte du et enkelt kupon, eller købte du flere? 

[00:02:55.29] F1: En enkel. 

[00:02:59.05] Me: Ok. Da du købte det her sushi tilbud, tænkte du primært på dig selv, eller 

tænkte du på... [andre] 

[00:03:06.17] F1: Nej, jeg tænker... eller det giver en anledning til at man kan lave noget 

andet end for eksempel bare at spise mad sammen her hjemme, fordi at jeg er studerende og 
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jeg har ikke sådan behov for at gå ud og købe mega-dyre ting. Så det er lidt sjovt at lave noget 

andet med sine venner og veninder og sin kæreste end sådan bare at spise hjemme, så det er en 

anledning til at lave noget andet end det man plejer. 

[00:03:27.20] Me: Så du tænkte faktisk på de andre mennesker? 

[00:03:29.12] F1: Ja, det kan man godt sige. 

[00:03:31.11] Me: Kunne du finde på ... at spise sushi alene? 

[00:03:35.26] F1: Nej, det ville jeg ikke kunne. 

[00:03:36.26] Me: Så det er noget man deler? 

[00:03:40.11] F1: Ja, nemlig. 

[00:03:40.11] Me: Interessant, ok. Nå vil jeg spørge om informationskilder til det her ... når 

det handler om sushi, er det, hvis du ser et tilbud på sushi, er det noget du bare køber, eller 

tænker du faktisk på hmm... 

[00:03:55.05] F1: Nej, jeg tænker rigtig meget over det, fordi jeg synes det er en luksus-ting, 

og ikke noget man bare sådan lige gør hver gang at det er et eller andet tilbud. Det er sådan.. Det 

skal lige være noget sådan man føler at det er lang tid siden, og at det er ok, og at man har råd til 

det.  

[00:04:10.10] Me: Ja, ok, så du prøver sådan at retfærdiggøre købet på en måde eller hvad? 

[00:04:13.07] F1: [mmm]... I hvert fald bare ikke at købe "head over hills". Man skal lige ... 

tænke sig om inden, for ellers kan man hurtig få købt en hel masse ting på de her sites, for det er 

et nyt tilbud hver dag så. 

[00:04:25.25] Me: Ok. Men hvis det kommer for eksempel en bestemt udbyder, en bestemt 

side.. Vil du sådan sidde der og tænke: "hmm, jeg er ikke så sikker på hvem ham her er, altså, 

men er det her [for en] udbyder, så jeg vil gerne gå og tjekke det", eller tænker du bare "nej, det 

er lige meget, det er sushi"... 

[00:04:40.18] F1: [mmm]... Godt spørgsmål. Jeg tror faktisk, de fleste om de der .... nå 

snakker vi meget om sushi, det er ikke kun det jeg køber, men hvis vi bruger det som eksempel, 

så det er tit sådan sushi-kæder ... de udbyder og som jeg har været på før som jeg ved er ok. Jeg 

har ikke prøvet at købe fra noget som jeg ikke kendte. 

[00:05:03.12] Me: Så hvis det var en sushi-udbyder fra et sted du aldrig har hørt om.. Vil du 

stadig væk have købt tror du?  

[00:05:09.03] F1: Ja, det ville jeg sikkert. Det tror jeg. 

[00:05:10.18] Me: ... Ville du overvejet for eksempel at have gået ind på .. andre... 

[00:05:13.25] F1: Hans egen hjemmeside eller hvad? 
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[00:05:16.08] Me: Ja, eller andre, eller finde andre sådanne kilder ... hvad hedder det ... 

ressourcer... 

[00:05:22.08] F1: Nåh, for eksempel inde på AOK eller faste anmeldelser? Nej, det tror jeg 

ikke. Det er mere hvis det var sådanne restauranter eller sådan noget. Så ville jeg godt kunne 

finde på at lige gå ind på hvad folk egentlig synes om det. Fordi sitet, som Downtown, eller 

Sweetdeal, de skriver om hvor fantastisk det er, fordi de skal jo sælge de her produkter. 

[00:05:36.03] Me: Tror du på det? 

[00:05:37.11] F1: Nej, det de skriver? Nej. 

[00:05:38.25] Me: Slet ikke? 

[00:05:38.25] F1: Nej. Fordi det er sgu så mange cafeer som er så mainstream at det er bare 

... ja, de skriver det jo altid som de er et helt specielt cafe med et helt specielt produkt og det ... 

det er de ikke. 

[00:05:51.04] Me: Det er rost op i skyerne for meget? 

[00:05:54.12] F1: Ja, præcis, ja præcis. 

[00:05:57.26] Me: Så til bund og grund, så handler det om din egen "mavefølelse" eller hvad? 

[00:06:02.25] F1: Ja, altså nå er det lige det der med sushi for eksempel, det synes jeg for det 

meste er af rigtig god kvalitet her i København, mens sådan cafe-burger, det er sgu rimelig.... så 

det gidder ikke bare bruge penge på, selv om det er billigt, fordi at det jeg synes sgu ikke at det 

er.. specielt. Altså, når man køber de her produkter, så er det jo fordi at man gerne vil forkæle sig 

selv, og det føler jeg ikke at jeg gør med en cafe-burger til halvtreds kroner.  

[00:06:19.22] Me: Nåh ok. Hvad så med venner og familie, er det nogen af dem der har 

anbefalet dig nogen deals, har det sket? 

[00:06:31.14] F1: Nej, faktisk ikke 

[00:06:33.11] Me: Har du anbefalet nogen af dine venner og familie om de her deals? 

[00:06:38.17] F1: Nej, ikke specifikke deals, nej. 

[00:06:40.16] Me: Ok .... [pause] Vil du være interesseret i andre deals end kun sushi, tror du 

det? 

[00:07:13.13] F1: Ja, det er jeg også. Altså sådanne noget, for eksempel i dag, købte jeg to 

gange salat og to gange brownie på en cafe, og det er jeg meget interesseret i, det synes jeg er 

meget sjovt at komme ud og prøve noget forskellig. Sådan ’cafe-arbejd’ syns det ser lækkert ud 

og jeg kan se at det har fået gode anmeldelser. Så helt sikkert, at sådan cafe og sådanne noget, 

det vil jeg også gerne bruge penge på. Men det er mest altså sådanne mad og sådant noget jeg 

vil bruge penge på der inde. 
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[00:07:36.01] Me: Ok. Men det er primært kun mad og cafe? 

[00:07:41.19] F1: Ja. Cafe og sådan noget. Jeg gad ikke... 

[00:07:44.06] Me: Og hårpleje og treatment? 

[00:07:44.06] F1: Nej, det gad jeg ikke. 

[00:07:46.20] Me: Ok. Og stadig væk er det målrettet, du går ind og..  

[00:07:54.24] F1: Ja, så er det der jeg kigger efter, ja. 

Interview 3: Female #2 – Student, 1-5 purchases, 0-500 DKK monthly 

Length: Approx  6 mins 

[00:00:04.25] Me: Velkommen til min spørgeundersøgelse. Vi kan bare starte med at kigge 

på det du har svaret. Du har skrevet at du har købt 1-5 deals, [kan du nævne], du har også 

skrevet at du har købt mad og restaurant deals. Så kan du nævne hvad er det du har købt for 

noget, specifikt? 

[00:00:23.02] F2: Sushi har jeg købt. Tror faktisk det er primært det. En gang på en 

restaurant tror jeg, kan ikke helt huske hvad det var for noget, det er lige det jeg har købt. 

[00:00:34.13] Me: Ok. Det var på Downtown? 

[00:00:36.07] F2: Ja, det var på Downtown. 

[00:00:37.15] Me: Og det var du tilfreds med, det kunne du godt lide?  

[00:00:40.17] F2: ... Ja, det var udmærket synes jeg. Ja.  

[00:00:45.12] Me: Ok, nu vil jeg gerne spørge lidt om processerne bag [det] købet der. ... 

Hvordan blev det til at du kom på at købe sushi? 

[00:00:57.07] F2: Det var fordi en af mine veninder havde set at det var der. Også så jeg det, 

så købte jeg det, så vi kunne komme [ud] og spise sammen. 

[00:01:07.04] Me: Men havde hun anbefalet dig til at tage med, eller har hun fortalt dig at 

det findes en dejlig deal? 

[00:01:17.21] F2: Ja, lige præcis. Hun havde set det, også snakket vi bare om det. Så købte 

jeg det. 

[00:01:20.20] Me: Ok. Så du købte det på en måde, på grund af du havde en behov eller 

hvad? Vil du sige det? 

[00:01:29.23] F2: ... Jeg ved ikke om det var et behov, men det var en god anledning til at se 

om noget. ... Man skaber nok et behov ud af lommen fordi man ser et godt tilbud. Ja, det var 

egentligt bare fordi vi tænkte at det var billigere, og så kunne vi komme ud og spise sammen. En 

god anledning til at ses. 
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[00:01:55.03] Me: Så det var på en måde planlagt? Altså, at hun sagde det, så besluttet du 

dig for at det var en dejlig anledning til at mødes? 

[00:02:02.27] F2: Ja. 

[00:02:04.03] Me: Kunne du have tænkt dig for eksempel at have købt det her sådan set 

tilfældig ... hvor du bare siger bare "åh ha" det er sushi, jeg har ikke snakket med min veninde 

endnu, men jeg køber det bare, så finder vi ud af det eller? 

[00:02:19.20] F2: Ja, det kunne jeg godt finde på, ja. 

[00:02:19.20] Me: Ok. Når du køber ting som sushi, vil du så sige at du køber det direkte ved 

at læse informationerne på hjemmesiderne, eller er det sådan at du tænker "Hmm jeg skal lige 

finde andre informationskilder, hvad er det her for noget"?  

[00:02:38.24] F2: Ja, da jeg købte det der, [så] var det faktisk bare på den side som de slår op. 

Ja, så det var direkte. Jeg gik ikke ind og undersøgte videre noget med det faktisk. 

[00:02:51.17] Me: Så du stolte fuldstændig på siden? 

[00:02:54.00] F2: Ja. 

[00:02:54.00] Me: Ok. Og det der sushi-sted, var det en sådan kæde, eller var det bare en 

almindelig butik. 

[00:02:59.28] F2: Nej, det var en almindelig butik, det var ikke en kæde ... som havde 

tilbuddet oppe. 

[00:03:00.24] Me: Så for dig, så var det fint nok? [Med hensyn til] købet, bare så længe det er 

sushi [på tilbud]? 

[00:03:13.16] F2: [mmm] ja, det var ikke sådan ... det var udmærket, men det var ikke sådan 

super-godt. Men det var et lille sted, det var meget ... det virket ok synes jeg. 

[00:03:22.16] Me: Bare så længe det er billig eller hvad? 

[00:03:25.07] F2: Ja, det er det nok, fordi det er ret dyrt at købe, så tænker jeg, nåh nu er det 

på tilbud, så kunne man få det lidt billigere end man ellers kan få det. Så det var nok derfor det 

blev der, det var på tilbud. 

[00:03:38.06] Me: ... Finder du på at købe sushi til normal pris? 

[00:03:43.07] F2: [mmm] Ja. Jeg kan jeg godt gøre. 

[00:03:46.11] Me: Så det er derfor du købte det? 

[00:03:50.03] F2: Ja. 

[00:03:51.10] Me: ... Så de der anmeldelser, de betyder ikke så meget for dig, bare så længe 

det er på tilbud? 
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[00:04:06.03] F2: Altså. Jeg tænkte i hvert fald at nu vil jeg prøve det af, fordi nu var det 

tilbud der, så kunne jeg altid se.. Altså, om jeg ikke synes det var godt, så ville jeg jo ikke komme 

tilbage kan man sige. Men, ja, jeg læste om det inde på Downtown, men det var også det eneste, 

også tænkte jeg "nåh, jeg tager chancen på at prøve det". Er det nok svar eller hvad? 

[00:04:28.18] Me: Ja. På grund af du vidste det godt at sushi, hvordan det smager eller hvad? 

Altså du har erfaring med det eller hvad? 

[00:04:32.07] F2: Ja, jeg har i hvert fald spist det før. Så jeg tænkte sådan. Altså nogen gange 

kan det være lidt kedeligere end andre gange.  

[00:04:39.16] Me: Ja. Men lade os sige at det var en anden type mad; det var for eksempel 

tilbud på meksikansk, nej det har du også måske prøvet.. Du ved noget mere eksotisk noget. Ja, 

vil du også have overvejet at have købt det? 

[00:04:55.20] F2: Tænker du i forhold til anbefalingerne eller hvad? 

[00:04:56.05] Me: Nej, i forhold til sushi, altså. Eller køber du sushi kun på grund af du ved 

faktisk hvordan sushi er, altså, det er trygt kan man godt sige. 

[00:05:05.15] F2: ... Det var et meget godt spørgsmål. ... Jeg tror egentlig ikke, altså hvis det 

var noget andet som man lige synes det kunne være godt at prøve, så kunne jeg godt finde på at 

købe det. Så jeg tror egentlig ikke at det har så meget at gøre det med det at man kender det fra 

før. ... Hvis jeg bare synes det lyder spændende at prøve, eller få lyst til det når jeg læser det. Det 

er nok meget det at gøre med at når man læser, så tænker man "nåh, det kunne da være meget 

lækkert", så køber jeg det. 

[00:05:35.01] Me: Ja. Det lyder lækkert ... hvor hyggeligt. Kunne du finde på at købe en sushi 

deal for dig selv, eller er det helst noget man skal opleve med andre mennesker? 

[00:05:50.21] F2: Nej, det vil jeg ikke gøre for mig selv. Det vil jeg gøre sammen med andre. 

[00:05:58.04] Me: Ja. Og du blev også anbefalet sagde du tidligere, kunne du også finde på at 

anbefale andre mennesker? 

[00:06:01.09] F2: [Ja]. Det kunne jeg godt. 

[00:06:03.14] Me: Ja, for at få en oplevelse? 

[00:06:04.19] F2: Ja. 

Interview 4: Male #2 – Student, 1-5 purchases, 1000++ DKK monthly 

[00:00:01.14] Me: Jeg vil gerne stille dig nogle spørgsmål med hensyn til det du har svaret 

[på spørgeskemaet] til deal sites og så videre.. Ok, jeg vil lige starte med.. Du har sagt [skrevet] at 

du køber 1-5 produkter. 
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[00:00:17.20] M2: I alt. 

[00:00:18.18] Me: Og du har krydset af at du har købt produkter i sundhed og velvære. Altså, 

kan du lige nævne mig hvad for nogen typer ting som du har købt [i den kategori]? 

[00:00:26.04] M2: ... Frisør mest, også en gave til min mor. Noget diamant hudslibning. 

[00:00:37.23] Me: Ok. ... Er det er produkt, eller service ... 

[00:00:41.02] M2: Det er en service ja. 

[00:00:43.17] Me: Ok. Lige det der med diamantslibning der ... Var det noget du havde i 

forvejen at købe, eller bare... 

[00:00:49.29] M2: Nej, jeg ville gå ind på nogen af de der sider der for at finde en gave. Også 

faldt jeg over det. 

[00:00:55.11] Me: Ok. 

[00:00:56.09] M2: Og det lød meget fedt, synes jeg. 

[00:00:57.24] Me: Men havde du et behov for det? Har hun diamanter som hun behøvede? 

[00:01:04.06] M2: Nej, det er hudslibning. ... Det er sådan et... at ’forynge’, det giver lidt..  

[00:01:13.27] Me: Foryngre huden.. 

[00:01:14.06] M2: Ja, præcis. 

[00:01:14.28] Me: Blødere? Ja, Og det var... kunne hun godt lide det, det var hun tilfreds 

med? 

[00:01:18.25] M2: Men jeg har [svaret] at jeg ... det var noget nede om jeg var dårligt til at 

bruge produkterne inden udløbsdatoen. Det var lige på den der, at det var dårlig stil i forhold til 

min mor og det var en gave. Men, hun kunne ikke finde et eller andet nummer som hun skulle 

have for at få den, også havde jeg prøvet at finne den på min mail. Men jeg har ikke kunne få 

nummeret. Men jeg prøvede at ringe til dem og, det kan være svært med at komme i gennem til 

dem. 

[00:01:48.12] Me: Ok 

[00:01:49.04] M2: Men jeg prøver at finde nummeret igen og ringe til dem igen for ligesom 

at sige at jeg vil rimelig gerne have mit service, selv om det måske et år siden nu. Den varer 

måske ... jeg tror den varer i et år faktisk, eller tre kvart år eller sådan noget. 

[00:02:04.02] Me: Ja, det står på kuponen. 

[00:02:04.04] M2: Ja. Også håber jeg at de har lidt.. Viser mig lidt goodwill og giver mig en 

anden en [igen]. 

[00:02:12.05] Me: Ok. Den har du måske tabt eller det ved du ikke? 
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[00:02:13.07] M2: Nej, de siger til mig at jeg har fået den på mail. Jeg kan ikke finde den på 

mail. 

[00:02:18.06] Me: Ok. Hvad hedder det, la os lige snakke om da du har fået sådan hårklip og 

så videre, der har blevet lavet til dig selv ... Var det noget du havde en behov for, eller var det... 

[00:02:33.23] M2: Jo. Jeg tænkte at jeg sådan.. Jeg synes [det] er meget smart, især med 

frisør og det her, de tilbud her fordi man, at man kan ligesom købe en nu, og inden for et halvt år 

eller et helt år, så skal du nok få brugt det på et eller andet tidspunkt. Og man sparer alligevel 

200 kroner eller noget sådan noget for en lidt bedre frisør end hvis man bare går ned på 

Nørrebrogade og får et eller andet. Så jeg har været rimelig tilfreds med det indtil videre. 

[00:02:55.07] Me: Ok. Men ... hvordan fandt du det må jeg spørge?  

[00:03:00.14] M2: Jeg gik ind på... Jeg har/er tilmeldt mig, som jeg har skrevet her, får daglig 

sådan nogle mails, også har jeg puttet dem i en speciel mappe på min mail. Også hvis jeg har 

brug for et eller andet tilbud, ja så plejer jeg bare at kigge gennem eller noget her i dag, ellers så 

ved jeg en af dem har en side der hedder ... decideret noget med..  

[00:03:18.03] Me: Bownty-agtig, hvor de samler op tilbud?  

[00:03:20.08] M2: Hvor de samler en hel masse tilbud der hedder noget med wellfare og 

personal, blandt andet frisør, jeg tror faktisk det er den der Sweetdeal jeg har krydset af et sted. 

[00:03:27.05] Me: Ja ja. 

[00:03:28.07] M2: Sådan husker jeg det i hvert fald. Så kigger jeg på det, også siger jeg 

København, også finder jeg nogen af de der tilbud. 

[00:03:32.02] Me: Så du siger faktisk at når du har behov for at købe noget, så kigger du i 

gennem, men hvis du ikke har behov for nogen tilbud for at købe noget, så kigger du ikke... 

[00:03:40.29] M2: Nej. 

[00:03:40.29] Me: Ok, men når du behov for noget, så bliver du nødt til at sige at det er jo 

meget tilfældig hvad produkter kommer på siderne ikke? Du kan ikke se at det kommer hårklip i 

dag.  

[00:03:49.27] M2: Men det er det. ... Der plejer at være ret mange. De gange jeg har kigget, 

har det som regel været nogen. Ellers går jeg som sagt ind på den der hjemmeside som samler 

dem. Også finder jeg det der. Så hvis jeg ikke finder det på mails’ene jeg lige får den dag, så skal 

jeg nok finde det på den sidste løsning. 

[00:04:07.00] Me: Ja, det er sgu da et sjovt perspektiv. ... Nå vil jeg gerne spørge om din 

informationssøgning i forhold til de her ting. Og da du fandt det der hårklip der, var det sådan at 
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du ... stolte fuldstændig på hjemmesiden med informationerne der står på den, eller [søgte du] 

andre kilder for informationer? 

[00:04:30.17] M2: Jeg plejer at stole på det der står der. Med hensyn til priser og sådanne 

nogle ting. Og jeg ringer også mere eller mindre med det samme, eller før og laver en aftale med 

frisøren, så jeg ved at det ikke bare er noget ... jeg ved det ikke er "fake", i og med at jeg får fat i 

den og bestiller en tid. Men prisen på enden må jeg så indrømme at være lidt misvisende, i og 

med når man så siger at et normalklip er 400 kroner, så er det fordi de har taget en ... altså deres 

dyreste klip. For eksempel de kvindeklip, eller mandeklip eller anden.. Så er det ikke sikkert at jeg 

har sparet de der 50 % / 60 % som der står der inde, hvis jeg bare havde gået ned selv. Så havde 

det måske i virkeligheden have kostet 300 kroner, i stedet for de 400 kroner som de reklamerer 

med det ville have kostet. De sætter... Jeg synes generelt at de sætter det bedste op mod lidt. 

[00:05:21.22] Me: højere? 

[00:05:21.22] M2: "fake" leje. 

[00:05:22.25] Me: For at få den der rabatten ind? 

[00:05:23.27] M2: Ja.  

[00:05:24.14] Me: Men ... Jeg tænker mere på, når det er en frisør, så vil du også stole på at 

det de laver, det er faktisk godt nok, altså det ser faktisk godt ud sådan som det står reklameret 

for. Altså, hvis han reklamerer at han har klippet kendisser og så videre, vil du så stole på den 

tilfældige frisør der giver 50 % rabat, og er det virkelig god kvalitet over det han laver? Har du 

tænkt på det? 

[00:05:45.21] M2: ... Altså jeg har google'd navnet for at se om han har en hjemmeside. Og 

se hvordan det så ud, om det så helt 'fucked' ud, men... Altså, hvis det står de har klippet kendte 

og sådanne nogen, så fred være med det, hvis det ikke er rigtig altså. Det gør mig ikke så meget, 

det kan godt være en løgn altså. Men jeg går ud fra at niveauet er på et ... godt niveau. 

[00:06:15.04] Me: Ok. Og det ... det her, det gør du mere ... gør du det for din egen skyld, 

eller på menneskers [vegne], altså tror du andre mennesker vil acceptere at du bliver klippet og 

så videre, eller så gør du det fordi du synes det er fedt og [du er] ligeglad med de andre? 

[00:06:29.08] M2: Altså, jeg vil helst bare foretrække at kunne ringe til en fast en [frisør], en 

gang om måneden eller 'what-ever', som også koster 400 kroner eller et eller andet. Men nej, 

det gør mig ikke noget. Man får lidt vide at man har brugt det et par gange. Som sådan. Altså 

hvis det var noget man gjorde til alle sine produkter hver gang man skal ud og spise sushi eller ... 

Altså brugt det utrolig tit, så kan jeg godt se at [det er sådan at] man tænker "nåh ok, det kan 

godt være at det sender et ... nærigt billede af mig ... ikke decideret positivt at man går og bruger 
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det 30 gange om ugen for eksempel. Det vil sikkert være lidt for meget besvær, så lidt ’fattigt’... 

[grin] 

[00:07:23.14] Me: Ja nåh ok. ... Lade os lige se ... Ja, du har også krydset af på at du kan finde 

[på at] købe tilfældige produkter du ikke havde planlagt, det sagde du også.. Men din mail der.. 

Du har aldrig blevet henvist deals gennem venner eller familie? ... Kunne du finde på at henvise 

andre mennesker hvis du finder et godt [deal]? 

[00:07:47.20] M2: Ja. 

[00:07:49.13] Me: Ok. Her har du også krydset af at du køber ikke produkter for at bruge 

med venner og familie, men ... siger det måske noget om de ting du har købt eller? 

[00:08:06.05] M2: ... Ja, det synes jeg. Hvis jeg fandt et tilbud der hedder ... hvad hedder det, 

sådanne noget... en eller andet fælles socialt begivenhed... Noget med ... kabel... et eller andet, 

surfing, et eller andet, så ville det være fint, så ville jeg skrive til mine venner og sige "hej, lad os 

gøre det her." Det er fordi jeg ikke har haft ... jeg har ikke kigget efter det der... Men jo, hvis jeg 

fandt et tilbud som jeg synes var fedt og.. tror mine venner synes er fedt, så ville jeg også gøre 

det. Hvis man kan spare mange penge på det. 

[00:08:41.29] Me: Kender du til det der, der hedder sushi deals og så videre? 

[00:08:47.13] M2: Ja 

[00:08:47.29] Me: Kunne du så ... Er det noget der tiltaler dig at købe det? 

[00:08:53.25] M2: Jeg har overvejet det et par gange. Jeg har aldrig lige fået gjort det, fordi 

jeg synes det er ofte ret spontant når man skal ind og købe sushi, og så gider jeg ikke først at gå 

ind og finde ... produktet, også skal det også ligge i nærheden og... Hvis man ikke kender 

kvaliteten af det i forvejen, og sådan noget... Så er det lidt mere.. Skal vi have noget sushi? Ja. 

Også kommer man på sushi. Det er for meget besvær, i forhold til at det er en spontan ting. 

[00:09:21.05] Me: Ok. For meget besvær, til at være en spontan ting. Det er på grund af du 

ikke stoler på sushien at du ikke ved kvaliteten på den der? 

[00:09:28.09] M2: Ja. Og som sagt så skal der ... hurtigt nogen gange, også er det bare for 

besværlig for at gå ind og finde de her ting. 

[00:09:38.04] Me: Ok. Så skal vi spole lidt tilbage. Men tror du måske... Nej... Du kan godt 

lide at planlægge, du kan ikke lide at være spontan? 

[00:09:53.08] M2: Jo, jeg kan godt lide at være spontan. 

[00:09:54.20] Me: Men det er for besværlig? 

[00:09:55.21] M2: Det er for besværlig synes jeg, at gå ind og finde.. en.. [...], et restaurant 

sted som man ikke på forhånd ved hvor ligger hen. Det jo ikke sikkert at sushi butikken der ligger 
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nede ved 'what-ever' Østerbrogade, hvor det er der hvor man gerne vil købe fra, at det er lige 

præcis er et tilbud den dag. Så skal man til at finde andre tilbud, nåh så ligger den der over, så 

hvis man ikke kender stedet, så skal vi ikke tage den. Finde et sted. 

[00:10:18.04] Me: Altså, stedets renomme, beliggenhed, det er vigtigere end produkter? 

Altså for eksempel.. 

[00:10:26.02] M2: Produkter er vigtigste i sidste ende. Men hvis jeg kender det i forvejen og 

ved det er god sushi, så stoler jeg mere på det, end hvad de skriver på hjemmesiden. 

[00:10:35.00] Me: Ok.  

[00:10:36.21] M2: Jeg stoler mere på hvad mine venner har fortalt om stedet, end stedet 

fortæller om sig selv, ja. 

[00:10:41.07] Me: Ok. Det er på grund af andre mennesker har det sådan, at de med det 

samme de ser sushi, så er de mere eller mindre ligeglade med de andre ting, så længe de får 

sushi, hvis du forstår hvad jeg mener. 

[00:10:48.14] M2: Nåh ja, og sådan kan jeg have det til en vis grad, fordi nogle gange også 

sushi bare sushi, og det er lækkert og ... selv om det bare er sådan noget Føtex en gang i mellem, 

så smager det stadig godt, eller det er stadig sushi. Men ja, jeg kan bedst lide hvis det er god 

kvalitet. Kommer an på hvad jeg er i humør til. Hvis det er 'tømmermænds-sushi', så er det jo 

'what-ever', men hvis det er aften, kæresten eller et eller andet, så skal det gerne være... 

lækkert. 

[00:11:20.21] Me: Ok, cool. Er det nogen andre til du gerne vil snakke om, [eller] du vil sige til 

sidst? 

[00:11:24.25] M2: […] Jeg har været rimelig tilfreds med det indtil videre synes jeg, det er 

rart... forbrugerne vinder på det, også forretningerne vinder på det. Så er det bare vigtig at 

forretningerne ikke svigter vores tillid og ender med at smide så meget på os at vi mister tillid til 

de her hjemmesider og til produkterne.. Ellers så går det i vasken. Det synes jeg, det er nok det. 

[00:11:59.23] Me: Tak. 

Interview 5: Female #3 – Student, 5-15 purchases, 0-500 DKK monthly 

[00:00:03.05] Me: Jeg laver en projekt om de her deal sites og forbrugervaner, og nu har jeg 

lavet det sådan at jeg har strukturet det i motivet bag købet der, også måske så man skal finde 

nogle informationer, og bagefter evaluerer man det, også køber man det. Så du sagde til mig at 

du køber hovedparten sushi, du har kun købt sushi der eller hvad? 

[00:00:42.19] F3: Ja. 
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[00:00:42.19] Me: Ikke andre ting, café eller... 

[00:00:43.13] F3: Nej. 

[00:00:44.11] Me: Ok. Du har købt ret mange af dem? 

[00:00:46.22] F3: Ja, jeg holder bare [øjnene] åbne når det er noget billigt i nærheden. 

[00:00:50.29] Me: Ok. Så vil jeg spørge dig, jagter du efter sushi specielt? 

[00:00:54.00] F3: Om jeg har hvad? 

[00:00:55.05] Me: Altså, du er på jagt efter det specielt? 

[00:01:00.12] F3: Nej, jeg køber ikke hver gang det er der. 

[00:01:01.08] Me: Ok. [referer til spørgeskema] Nu står det også at du får mails fra, så hvis 

du får... 

[00:01:09.22] F3: Det sender de automatisk. Jeg har afmeldt nogen andre som [er kommet]. 

[00:01:12.14] Me: Så kigger du, hvis det kommer sushi i en sådan mail?  

[00:01:17.24] F3: Ja, så åbner jeg den. 

[00:01:11.24] Me: Også vil du vurdere det eller hvad? 

[00:01:11.24] F3: Ja. 

[00:01:22.00] Me: Ok. ... La os holde os til sushi ... Hvordan vil så processen være, plejer du 

for eksempel at gå ind på de her sider og se om det er nogen tilbud, eller er det udelukkende kun 

mails? 

[00:01:35.02] F3: Kun mails. 

[00:01:35.27] Me: Kun mails? 

[00:01:37.04] F3: Ja. 

[00:01:37.04] Me: Også hvis det er sushi, så vil du vurdere det eller hvad? 

[00:01:40.06] F3: Ja. 

[00:01:40.06] Me: Når det handler om de her sushi ... Hvad slags type informationer bruger 

du der? Er det kun internet sider, eller er det andre informationskilder som du også bruger? 

[00:01:54.10] F3: Kun internet siden. 

[00:01:58.00] Me: Så du stoler [på] beskrivelsen på internet siden? 

[00:01:58.26] F3: Ja. 

[00:01:59.20] Me: Så det er ikke sådan at du har tit spørgsmål om det er god kvalitet eller 

dårlig kvalitet? 

[00:02:02.27] F3: Altså, jeg plejer at læse det og det plejer at være nogle anmeldelser [på 

internet siden]. Også plejer jeg at se om de er i nærheden og om jeg kender stedet. 

[00:02:08.04] Me: Ok. Anmeldelser på siderne eller? ... 
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[00:02:09.07] F3: Ja. 

[00:02:10.02] Me: Ok. Så det er ikke sådan at du har været på AOK eller andre 

anmeldelsessider? 

[00:02:13.17] F3: Nej. 

[00:02:14.05] Me: Ok. Så for dig... så handler det lidt mere om at "sushi er sushi, så derfor 

køber så jeg det, ikke sådan at jeg behøver at høre om et godt sushi sted eller dårlig sushi sted"? 

[00:02:25.00] F3: Ikke hvis det, så kan man lade være med at bruge det igen. 

[00:02:29.03] Me: Ok, så kan man lade være med at bruge det igen. Så er deal måske ikke så 

meget værd, altså vil du gerne prøve det ud og? 

[00:02:36.01] F3: Ja, bare prøve det, det er billigt. 

[00:02:38.05] Me: Ok. ... Når du køber det her sushi, er det primært dig selv du tænker på, 

eller er det andre? 

[00:02:48.29] F3: Så plejer jeg at spise/købe sammen med nogen andre. Eller aftale om at 

købe det sammen. 

[00:02:54.15] Me: Nåh. Ok, så når du har købt det her... 

[00:02:59.04] F3: Så er det ikke til mig selv.  

[00:03:00.15] Me: Det er ikke til dig selv? 

[00:03:00.19] F3: Nej.  

[00:03:01.15] Me: Ok. Men tænker du på hvad dine venner synes?.. 

[00:03:05.10] F3: Nej. Det er jo dem jeg spiser det med. 

[00:03:06.09] Me: Ja. Altså det er de vil altid være med på sushi. Altså? 

[00:03:10.10] F3: Ja 

[00:03:10.10] Me: Og de er ligeglad med hvilket sted det er? 

[00:03:14.02] F3: Ja... 

[00:03:14.02] Me: Ok 

[00:03:15.10] F3: De gør det på samme måde. 

[00:03:15.27] Me: De gør det på samme måde? 

[00:03:16.05] F3: [mmm] ja. 

[00:03:17.06] Me: De har også gjort det med dig også? 

[00:03:17.21] F3: Ja.  

[00:03:20.04] Me: Kunne du så finde på med at købe sushi til din ven? Nej, eller hvad? 

[00:03:24.25] F3: Ikke... Nej. Det plejer at være sådan at man skal dele det. 

[00:03:26.05] Me: Man skal dele det? 
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[00:03:26.27] F3: Ja. 

[00:03:27.13] Me: Ok, godt. Må jeg spørge om, er det kun sushi du vil være interesseret i at 

købe der? [på deal sites] 

[00:03:35.11] F3: Ja. 

[00:03:35.11] Me: Ok. 

[00:03:34.13] F3: Det er egentlig det. Fordi det er så dyrt normalt. Så jeg køber det kun 

gennem de der sider der. 

[00:03:43.05] Me: Må jeg spørge, køber du sushi til normal pris? 

[00:03:44.18] F3: Nej. 

[00:03:45.15] Me: Nej? 

[00:03:46.26] F3: Det gør jeg ikke 

[00:03:43.28] Me: Fordi det... 

[00:03:48.09] F3: Ja, så derfor kigger jeg bare der når det er der [på deal sites efter 

tilbuddene] 

[00:03:50.18] Me: ... Sker det sådan at du køber sushi for fremtidig brug, eller planlægger 

du..? 

[00:03:55.01] F3: Så har man nogen måneder jeg må bruge det i. 

[00:04:01.15] Me: Ok, så du køber det... det er ikke sådan at det er bestemt... 

[00:04:01.15] F3: Nej, nej det er det ikke. 

[00:04:05.13] Me: Ok. Så du kunne ikke overveje at købt fitness eller wellness eller massage 

eller någe som helst? 

[00:04:13.00] F3: Nej, det tror jeg ikke. 

[00:04:14.22] Me: Nåh. Det var det. ... Du har faktisk krydses af at du har glemt... 

[00:04:29.14] F3: Jeg har glemt det en gang. Men man kan få pengene igen. 

[00:04:34.18] Me: På hvilken side? 

[00:04:34.18] F3: Downtown tror jeg. 

[00:04:35.05] Me: Ok.Så nu har du måske lidt mere... [afslappet forhold til udløb) 

[00:04:41.11] F3: Ja, jeg sørger for at få det brugt nu... Det gør man kun en gang. 

[00:04:48.15] Me: Godt. Har du noget mere at tilføje? 

[00:04:49.22] F3: Nej. 

Interview 6: Female #4, student, 20+ purchases, 0-500 DKK monthly 
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Length: approx. 20 minutes. The transcription starts after the general introduction was 

made. 

[00:06:36.26] Me: Så vil jeg først spørge dig om det motiv som du har været inde på ... Har 

det været planlagt, eller meget spontant noget det du har købt der? 

[00:06:50.02] F4: I det at de deals, de kun gælder i 24 timer, så er det ret spontant. Men, det 

har.. jeg har købt gaver, også oplevelser ting som massage og sådanne ting har jeg købt til gaver, 

hvor jeg vidste at jeg skulle bruge en gave. Og lige hvad det skulle være, det vidste jeg ikke. Så 

har jeg købt julefrokost til et arrangement der var arrangeret. Og lige pludselig var det denne her 

deal, også har jeg købt til hele bundtet. Så har jeg restaurant, også til større selskab. Jeg har købt 

bowling også til større selskab. Jeg har ikke decideret [valgt noget] før jeg så dealen. 

[00:07:41.04] Me: Det dukket bare op? 

[00:07:44.07] F4: Men så har jeg så også faldet over en restaurant [spontant]. Det var den 

gang jeg havde penge, da kunne jeg tænkt denne her, da kunne jeg godt finde en gang om ugen, 

falde over noget som jeg synes det var lækkert som var rigtig spontant på Sweetdeal. 

[00:07:58.29] Me: Og, det er sgu da godt. Så har vi to store grupper kan man så sige. Men 

den ene, den er lidt mere planlagt end den anden, og den anden er lidt mere spontan. Men på 

en måde, så siger du at selv de der hvor du har et formål, så var det også spontan? 

[00:08:15.09] F4: Ja, fordi jeg vidste jo ikke at det lige skulle være det. Men jeg vidste måske 

gerne at jeg ville have noget.  

[00:08:24.03] Me: Og den rejse der, den var også ... var det noget spontant det der eller 

hvad? 

[00:08:28.28] F4: Ja... Jeg havde flybilletter og bil leje til Italien, så jeg skulle bare finde et 

hotel. Så falder jeg tilfældigvis, og det er faktisk i gennem min familie, min far der havde fundet 

det her, tilfældigvis over en sådan rejseting til Italien hvor vi lige skulle hen, eller hvor vi kunne 

køre hen i [det] området, også tænkte jeg "ja, hvorfor ikke". Så nej, altså flybilletterne var købt 

på det tidspunktet, men jeg købte opholdet. 

[00:09:02.23] Me: Ahha, ok flybilletterne og opholdet, det... du skulle selv...  

[00:09:03.21] F4: Jeg skulle selv finde flybilletterne, og de var købt på forhånd. 

[00:09:11.07] Me: Ah ok, så de var købt udenfor deals, mens det der var med i deals var 

opholdet og..  

[00:09:16.00] F4: Ja, altså. ... Mad og hotel var med i dealen. 

[00:09:22.26] Me: Og du sagde at det var din far det havde set det her? 

[00:09:27.15] F4: Ja. 
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[00:09:27.15] Me: Og han havde set det på en deal site som så det her, også havde han 

fortalt dig om det? 

[00:09:31.25] F4: Ja. 

[00:09:31.25] Me: Må jeg spørge dig om... hvordan blev det så til at du tog den? Altså var det 

på grund af din far skulle være med og rejse, eller var det på grund af du tænkte "nåh ok det 

kunne sagtens være lidt sjovt"? 

[00:09:44.20] F4: Jeg synes det lød sjovt, og jeg synes det lød godt. Det var attraktivt og til en 

pris som jeg synes var god. 

[00:09:57.15] Me: Ok. Men.. Hvordan vil du sige din fars påvirkning var? Altså, er det sådan 

at han kender dig godt, derfor anbefalet han dig denne rejse, eller sagde han bare nåh det sgu da 

en dejlig... 

[00:10:10.25] F4: ... Han kender mig og hvad jeg leder efter. Så... Han skal ikke med på denne 

rejse overhovedet, han har ikke noget med den rejse at gøre. Men han så det her, og tænkte at 

det måske kunne være noget for mig. Og i det at han anbefaler det, så tror jeg at jeg kigger en 

ekstra gang på det.  

[00:10:33.06] Me: Ok flot. Men sker det tit at han anbefaler dig forskellige ting? 

[00:10:38.28] F4: Ja.  

[00:10:40.09] Me: Ok. Og det er ikke sådan at du køber hver gang han anbefaler dig noget? 

[00:10:42.20] F4: Nej, det er det ikke. 

[00:10:45.02] Me: Ok. Det var sgu en meget aktiv farmand. 

[00:10:49.22] F4: Ja 

[00:10:49.22] Me: Anbefaler du han også ting i gengæld eller hvad? 

[00:10:53.05] F4: ... Jeg har ikke så meget tid som han har. 

[00:10:57.13] Me: Ok 

[00:10:59.03] F4: Han er pensioneret, så han har mere tid. 

[00:11:02.01] Me: Ok. Har du købt gaver til ham fra de her deal sites? 

[00:11:05.11] F4: Ja, flere gange.  

[00:11:09.16] Me: Ja ok flere gange. Det var sgu da hyggeligt. … [pause] Ok, det var den der 

rejse her. Ja, du har jo købt nogen andre grupper og ting. Og de der planlagte ting hvor du skulle 

købe julefrokost og restaurant og så videre, men hvordan blev det til at du købte dem, altså med 

hensyn til... 

[00:11:47.25] F4: Undskyld? 
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[00:11:47.25] Me: Hvordan blev det til at du købte dem? Altså du købte dem for dit arbejde, 

eller du købte... Hvad for en anledning vil du så [sige]? 

[00:11:50.29] F4: Det har været privat arrangementer, hvor jeg har stået som arrangør, hvis 

man kan kalde det. Altså jeg har haft planlagt nogen større arrangementer, hvor jeg så har 

tænkt, eller tydet til, deals’ene.  

[00:12:09.28] Me: Ja, ok. Også var det flere af dine venner der kom med til de planlagte 

arrangementer? 

[00:12:17.27] F4: Ja. 

[00:12:17.27] Me: Og ... stolte de fuldstændig på din vurdering da du købte de her ting, eller 

vidste du godt at de kunne lide de her, eller ville du gerne overraske dem kan man så sige? Eller 

var det noget du kunne lide? 

[00:12:29.28] F4: Det var noget jeg kunne lide.  

[00:12:34.16] Me: Det var noget du kunne lide? 

[00:12:35.09] F4: Og... Ja, og i det jeg har ... Jeg har haft / været arrangør på de her, det har 

været 3 tilfælde, der har jeg stået for at skulle gå og arrangere det. Også er det ikke nogen der 

har stillet spørgsmål tegn ved det jeg har gjort. Så i det at jeg stoler på det, så stoler andre folk 

på det også. 

[00:13:04.04] Me: Ok. Og det var de tilfreds med, de her ting som du har planlagt for dem? 

[00:13:08.06] F4: Ja, helt bestemt. 

[00:13:14.04] Me: Ok. .... Men da du fandt de der ting, især de her events her som 

julefrokost og restaurant, altså kigger du kun på internetsiderne efter information, eller går du 

på forskellige andre sider, eller hører med andre mennesker, for eksempel. 

[00:13:40.12] F4: Jeg har kigget dels hvad det har stået om dealen, men jeg har kigget på 

deres egen hjemmeside. Altså det har jeg sådan set gjort på alle. Stort set alt, med mindre det 

har været sushi deals. Så har jeg på stort set alle lige været inde på deres egen hjemmeside... 

Måske lidt på menukortet... Så jeg er aktiv, går ind og ser og om det er et sted som er... eller som 

jeg vil mene udover det som står på dealsitet, så bruger jeg også lige lidt tid på [nøjere] 

undersøgelse. Jeg har ikke været inde på decideret chat-rooms eller sådanne nogle steder for at 

spørge andre folk til råds, det har jeg ikke gjort. Jeg stoler på min egen vurdering. 

[00:14:28.10] Me: Ok ikke heller på sådanne AOK eller sådanne anmeldelser, avis, eller 

noget? 

[00:14:34.16] F4: Jo, hvis ... jeg decideret lige kan se at det har været en anmeldelse. Men 

ikke at jeg går ind og søger. Jeg ved at det har været et sted der hed M/S America den [jeg har 
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været] to gange, og de havde en anmeldelse, og den gik jeg efterfølgende ind og læste fordi de 

havde selv skrevet at de havde en anmeldelse. Men ellers, hvis jeg ikke [bliver] specielt opfordret 

til at vide at det er noget, så søger jeg ikke efter det. Jeg tjekker deres hjemmeside og ser om jeg 

synes det ser lækkert ud. Og kigger gerne hvis det er nogle billeder.. Også køber jeg 

[efterfølgende]. 

[00:15:18.16] Me: Ok. ... Har det været som de har lovet, altså, stoler du på informationerne 

på hjemmesiderne, dine oplevelser, har det været sådan som det står beskrevet faktisk? Har du 

været tilfreds med det på den måde? 

[00:15:28.07] F4: Stort set de fleste gange, ja. 

[00:15:31.26] Me: Ok 

[00:15:33.00] F4: ... Altså, det har været en enkel ting der har ... ikke været [som jeg synes 

var] så god, men ellers så... De restauranter, jeg har været på med de her deals, har jeg fået 

rigtig fin mad også [blevet] behandlet rigtig godt, og ikke... man bliver ikke nedværdigt gjort ved 

man kommer med deals, eller man får ikke længere ventetider. [Normalt føler jeg at jeg bliver 

behandlet godt]... eller andre normale betalende gæster. 

[00:16:05.28] Me: Ok. Så... hovedparten af gangene, så plejer informationerne at stemme 

det der står på siderne, at du får den oplevelse du har blevet lovet, kan man godt sige? 

[00:16:17.00] F4: Ja. 

[00:16:18.29] Me: Ok. ... Men nå det her så har været sådan, har du så anbefalet andre 

mennesker til at tage med, har du anbefalet en deal til andre på de her restauranter og sådanne 

ting? 

[00:16:33.00] F4: Jeg har ikke decideret anbefalet en bestemt deal til andre. Jeg har 

anbefalet deal sitet som en generel ting til andre, det har jeg anbefalet til mange, hvor jeg har 

fortalt "jeg var sådan og sådan", "det kan man købe på Sweetdeal eller Downtown eller... hvad 

de ellers hedder. Det er noget enkelt som jeg har anbefalet direkte til min far, men det er så også 

den eneste person jeg sådan er direkte i kontakt med, altså med de enkelte deals. 

[00:17:15.06] Me: ... Så de fleste gange du har været af sted med det her, så er det noget du 

selv kunne lide, det var ikke sådan at du tænke på de andre, altså det var din egen vurdering der 

kom først? 

[00:17:32.19] F4: Ja, det er min vurdering der kommer først. Hvis jeg har skulle gi som en 

gave, kommer den person som det skulle gives til selvfølgelig i første række. Men hvis jeg skulle 

med, så kommer min holdning først. 
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[00:17:49.01] Me: Ok. Så det er ikke sådan at du har været på sushi, på grund af du ved at 

andre mennesker godt kan lide det og du er mere sådan ligeglade for det. Eller?... 

[00:17:55.04] F4: Nej, jeg elsker sushi. 

[00:17:57.00] Me: Ok. 

[00:17:59.16] F4: Om jeg har købt noget som jeg vidste andre folk... Jeg har ikke købt noget 

jeg ikke selv ville synes om. Og jeg har vidst at andre folk kunne lide det. Men.. Jeg ville ikke købe 

noget som jeg ikke selv [synes om]... Hvis jeg selv skulle deltage, og andre folk og skulle være 

med, så ville jeg ikke købe noget, for det er mig der køber det, det er mig der arrangeret det. Jeg 

ville ikke købe noget jeg ikke selv har lyst til at syns om eller ikke [frasorteret]. Det skal... 

[appellere til] mig og jeg skal blive interesseret i det, ellers så ville jeg ikke have købt det jo. 

[00:18:39.01] Me: Ok, flot. Så vil jeg bare spørge om de der spontane ting som du køber, det 

er måske lidt anderledes end de her forskellige events og så videre. ... Vil du så sige at ... det er 

på en måde for at samle ting.. altså du ser ikke en anden mulighed / anledning til at bruge dem, 

men du køber det på grund af det er et godt tilbud, eller? 

[00:19:04.02] F4: Spontane ting har været... Det kunne man da også godt gøre. 

[00:19:14.00] Me: Ok 

[00:19:14.26] F4: Det lød da meget hyggeligt, det ville jeg gerne prøve. Ja, det er billigt. 

[00:19:18.00] Me: Ok. 

[00:19:19.16] F4: Også [var det] en ting jeg ikke nåede at få brugt, men resten har jeg brugt. 

Men så skal det også siges at det er også en af grundene til at jeg lige stoppet og holder det bare 

lige p.t. i det jeg går tilbage til det at være studerende. En anden ting er at jeg havde lige 

pludselig mange deals ... som jeg skulle bruges inden en vis tidsramme. ... Og lige pludselig så var 

det måske lidt for mange.  

[00:19:52.25] Me: Ok, så kunne du ikke [købe] mere eller hvad? Så var det sgu lige 

ubrugeligt? 

[00:19:57.13] F4: Så skulle man bruge deals'ene først, inden man købte nogen nye. For det 

må ikke gå til spilde. 

[00:20:03.09] Me: Og det formår du faktisk flot, eller blev du stadig væk ved at tjekke siderne 

efter de her ting? 

[00:20:10.28] F4: Undskyld, jeg formår? 

[00:20:11.08] Me: Altså, det formår du faktisk at bruge, eller vil du stadig væk være på udkig 

efter "nå ha, jeg skal [lige ind] og kigge på det her [deal sites]". 
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[00:20:20.18] F4: Jeg formår at få dem brugt nu, da jeg lige holdt op med et par måneders 

pause. Men jeg ved at jeg kommer til at kigge på dem igen, fordi jeg er ikke ... altså mails 

kommer hver dag. Og jeg synes at det er hyggeligt. Der er... Jeg har også fået fra min far et 

"spare-gen"; jeg kan godt lide at tænke at tingerne er mere faste, og kan godt bruge mange 

penge på ting fordi jeg er [... nødt til?]. 

[00:20:56.17] Me: Ok, flot.  

[00:20:59.28] F4: Og det kan de her deal sites. Jeg er rigtig glad for deal sites. Men også i 

grunden til jeg siger at i de sidste par måneder hvor jeg ikke har købt, fordi jeg må ikke bruge 

penge som jeg mener jeg har sparet ind. 

[00:21:15.23] Me: På grund af i sidste ende, så ender man op med at bruge penge, ikke? 

[00:21:19.07] F4: [På mange fine ting]. Og det er fint nok når man har arbejde. 

[00:21:24.22] Me: Så du synes at det fint nok med begge ting, altså både spontant og med en 

gave der, det synes du er fint nok eller hvad? 

[00:21:33.19] F4: Ja, altså ja, jeg fortryder ikke noget overhovedet. Og jeg synes at deal 

sites'ene er kommet for at blive. Og jeg er rigtig glad for dem, og jeg er glad for at bruge dem. 

Men det skal også være balance. 

[00:21:50.08] Me: Men må jeg så spørge dig om, hvordan føler du tilliden til de almindelige 

restauranter og tilbud [er], går du stadig væk ud og køber sushi til normal pris, går du stadig væk 

ud på restaurant og køber til normal pris, eller tænker du faktisk "åh ha, måske jeg kan vente til 

jeg finder en deal om det her". 

[00:22:13.03] F4: Jeg kunne godt finde på at gå på restaurant til normal pris. 

[00:22:16.27] Me: Ja. 

[00:22:16.27] F4: Det vil jeg gerne, men jeg kunne ikke finde på at købe sushi til normal pris. 

Det.. der venter jeg til jeg får en deal. 

[00:22:24.07] Me: Nåh, ok 

[00:22:26.20] F4: Og.. Ja, jeg er ked af det er simpelt hen fordi at jeg har haft så mange sushi 

deals, og de er der ret tit at.. det vil jeg nok ikke gøre. 

[00:22:37.05] Me: Ok.  

[00:22:39.02] F4: Det er lidt skægt, men det vil jeg faktisk ikke. 

[00:22:41.04] Me: Nej, ok. ... Kunne du finde på at [have] købt en deal og bare ... gemt den til 

du finder en mulighed til at bruge den, for eksempel som [da] du snakket om at du ikke vil finde 

på at købe sushi til normal pris. Kunne du have finde på at bare sådan "nåh ha, de har tilbud på 
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sushi i dag, så køber jeg den, også gemmer jeg den til en gang hvor jeg har mulighed til at bruge 

den"? 

[00:23:03.07] F4: Ja. Og det har jeg gjort. Fordi det er gerne meget langt.. det er gerne 

længere tid. ’Brugstid’, hvis man må kalde det. 

[00:23:17.15] Me: Udløbsdato? 

[00:23:19.10] F4: Ja, udløbsdato. 

[00:23:21.00] Me: Hvad synes du om udløbsdato? Synes du det er fint nok, for kort/for 

langt? Hvad synes du om det? 

[00:23:27.05] F4: Det er jo stor forskellighed. Det er jo helt fra 3 måneder til et år. Og det er 

en af de faktorer som jeg vurderer om vil købe dealen. Det er hvad jeg synes om udløbsdatoen. 

Er det inden, er det restriktioner, skal det være i hverdagen inden udover udløber på cirka 3 

måneder. Så vil jeg nødvendigvis... Så er det ikke sikkert at jeg vil købe det, så vil jeg overveje det 

en ekstra gang. Men du kan bruge den hver dag i de næste 6 måneder, så ville jeg nok bare købt 

den. 

[00:24:02.01] Me: Ok. Så du tænker faktisk, det er faktisk noget du tænker på, udløbsdatoen, 

når du køber en deal? 

[00:24:07.00] F4: Ja. 

[00:24:08.08] Me: Ok. 

[00:24:08.29] F4: Ja, det kunne det godt være. Hvis jeg ikke lige havde et specifikt 

arrangement jeg skulle bruge den til, så kunne udløbsdatoen godt være faktorer som gjorde om 

jeg køber eller ikke. 

[00:24:21.07] Me: Ok. ... Jeg kan huske du sagde at du sagde at du havde købt produkter og 

så videre, så derfor vil jeg spørge dig om.. Du har sagt at du bruger kuponer med venner / 

familie, men er der nogen kuponer som du har decideret kun forkælet dig selv med? 

[00:24:40.08] F4: Undskyld, er det nogen jeg har kun har fortjent? 

[00:24:42.26] Me: Altså, du har forkælet dig selv med? At du kun... 

[00:24:45.28] F4: Forkælet 

[00:24:47.15] Me: Forkælet dig selv med altså, alene? Sådan hvad du tænker "Nu ha, det her 

er dejlig for mig alene" eller køber du faktisk deals'ene for social set? 

[00:24:55.10] F4: Jeg har købt frisør til mig selv. Det var ... det var mig selv der skulle bruge 

det... Men når jeg har købt massage og.. så har jeg købt sådan ansigtsbehandling eller... Og det 

har været sammen med for at det skulle være en oplevelse sammen med en anden person.  
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[00:25:21.18] Me: Det der med frisør til dig selv.. Hvordan blev det til? Altså, så du kun 

information på internetsiden også købte du det, eller har du overvejet det og kigget på 

forskellige?... 

[00:25:37.11] F4: Jeg vidste at jeg gerne ville til frisøren og farve mit hår. Og... det havde jeg 

gået rundt og tænkt på i styk tid. Og så faller jeg tilfældigvis over denne her ... frisør, på 

Downtown... også køber jeg den. Egentlig uden at vide hvad det er for en frisør.. Jeg havde ikke 

set frisøren før, jeg havde ikke været der før. Men køber den fordi ... jeg synes det var en god 

deal. 

[00:26:08.25] Me: Ja, ok. Og det var du tilfreds med? Resultaterne.. Når du evaluerer det 

bagefter, det var du tilfreds med? 

[00:26:19.07] F4: Det var jeg tilfreds med, ja.  

[00:26:20.28] Me: Ok. ... Jeg tror faktisk jeg har det meste jeg skal bruge.. Har du noget mere 

at tilføje, har du noget du vil sige til sidst ... om deal sites? 

[00:26:34.10] F4: Jeg har kun at sige... vi har snakket rigtig meget... Jeg kan ikke lige komme 

på hvad jeg så skal sige ... mere.. 

[00:26:50.18] Me: Men det er definitivt noget du vil vende tilbage til bagefter, når du får 

bedre økonomi eller hvad? Altså kan man så sige? Afslutningsvis? 

[00:26:58.25] F4: Undskyld, det forstod jeg ikke. 

[00:27:00.13] Me: Altså.. Deal sites, det er noget du vil vende tilbage til efter du har fået en 

bedre økonomi, altså nu er du jo studerende... 

[00:27:08.14] F4: Ja. Jeg vil 100 % vende tilbage til det, og jeg vil højest sandsynlig også 

vende tilbage til det. Men så er jeg stadig væk også studerende. Det er noget der er kommet for 

at blive i min hverdag i hvert fald, eller i min verden - la os sige det sådan. Det holder jeg ikke op 

med. 

 


